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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation we study the applicability of different waveform models in
gravitational wave searches for comparable mass binary black holes. We determine
the domain of applicability of the computationally inexpensive closed form models,
and the same for the semi-analytic models that have been calibrated to Numerical
Relativity simulations (and are computationally more expensive). We further explore
the option of using hybrid waveforms, constructed by numerically stitching analytic
and numerical waveforms, as filters in gravitational wave detection searches. Beyond
matched-filtering, there is extensive processing of the filter output before a detection
candidate can be confirmed. We utilize recent results from Numerical Relativity to
study the ability of LIGO searches to make detections, using (recolored) detector data.
Lastly, we develop a waveform model, using recent self-force results, that captures
the complete binary coalescence process. The self-force formalism was developed in
the context of extreme mass-ratio binaries, and we successfully extend it to model
intermediate mass-ratios.
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The maximum mismatch between different PN approximants for hybrid waveforms plotted against the total mass for at different matching frequencies (M ωm ). The dotted lines indicate a mismatch of 1.5%
and a lower total mass limit, 12M

for q = 1, and M2 = 3M
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q = 4, 8. The thick dashed lines indicate the currently possible matching frequency for hybrids based on the length of NR waveforms. The
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Top: predicted sensitivity curves for aLIGO and AdV. Shown are both
the design curves and predicted 2015 – 2016 early sensitivity curves.
Also shown is the early AdV noise curve rescaled such that the horizon
distance for a (10 M , 10 M ) binary system is equal to that obtained
with the early aLIGO noise curve. Bottom: Horizon distance as a
function of observed total mass for the early aLIGO and rescaled early
AdV sensitivity curves. This plot is made considering only equal mass,
non-spinning systems and calculated using the EOBNRv2 [149] waveform
approximant. Results in this paper are generated from the early aLIGO
noise curve and the rescaled early AdV curve. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Sensitivity curves of the recolored data for the LIGO Hanford detector
(left) and the Virgo detector (right). In both cases the black dashed
line shows the predicted 2015 – 2016 sensitivity curve (with the scaling
factor added for Virgo). The dark colored region indicates the range
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SNR time series in a 20 s window around a known glitch in the original
data (left) and in the recolored data (right). While the SNR time series
clearly change, the primary features of the glitch are preserved across
the recoloring procedure. These SNR time series were obtained by
matched-filtering a short stretch of recolored and original data against
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The panel shows the expected sensitivity for two configurations of
the Einstein Telescope (ET), namely, ETD (black), ETB (blue) and
LIGO’s Zero Detuned High Power (ZDHP) configuration (red). The
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[(1/6, 1/8), (1/10, 1/15)], and total mass M = [(7M , 9M ), (11M , 16M )],
respectively.
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Top panel: The object sits at the minimum of the effective potential,
Eq. (7.32), which corresponds to the case ξ = L − LISCO  0. Bottom

panel. Blue (top) curve: radial geodesic motion, which corresponds to
ξ = L−LISCO  0; Red (middle) curve: the object nears the ISCO and
the orbit shrinks due to radiation reaction. Note that the minimum of
the potential has moved inwards (ξ = 0.35). Yellow (bottom) curve:
body’s inertia prevents it from staying at the minimum of the potential,
and adiabatic inspiral breaks down (ξ = 0). At this point the transition
regime takes over the late inspiral evolution [290]. Note: this plot is
based on Figure 1 of [290]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
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The top panel shows the effective potential for a Schwarzschild BH
without including finite mass–ratio corrections. Note that the minimum
of the potential takes place at the ISCO, which can be determined using
Eq. (7.18). The bottom panel exhibits the influence of finite mass-ratio
corrections on the effective potential used to modify Ori and Thorne
transition regime [290]. The curves represent binaries (top to bottom)
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with mass-ratios q ∈ [0, 1/100, 1/20, 1/10, 1/6, 1/5, 1]. . . . . . . . . 125
(Top, bottom) panels: the left panel shows the inspiral, transition and

plunge radial evolution for a BH binary of mass-ratio q = (1/6, 1/8) —
and total mass M ∈ (7M , 9M ) — using the coordinate transforma-

tion given by Eq. (7.15). The right panel shows the orbital frequency
M Ω from late inspiral all the way to the light ring. The evolution
starts from an initial radial value r = 30M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
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As in Figure 34, but with the (top, bottom) panels showing the radial and orbital frequency evolution for binaries with mass–ratios q =
(1/10, 1/15), and total mass M ∈ (11M , 16M ), respectively. As

before, the evolution starts from an initial radial value r = 30M . . . . 128
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The panels show sample waveforms from inspiral to ringdown for systems with mass-ratios q ∈ [1/6, 1/8] —and total mass M ∈ (7M , 9M )—
(top panels—from left to right) and q ∈ [1/10, 1/15] —and total mass

M ∈ (11M , 16M )— (bottom panels —from left to right). The inspi-

ral evolution for the [top, bottom] panels starts from r = [30M, 25M ].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Gravitational waves are ripples in the curvature of spacetime that propagate at the
speed of light, carrying energy away from their source. These waves couple weakly
with matter as they propagate through the universe, preserving information that
is otherwise inaccessible with electromagnetic observations. The detection of gravitational waves will enable us to do precision observation and characterization of
astrophysical sources. On the other hand, the relatively weak coupling with matter
makes gravitational waves difficult to detect directly in a laboratory. The first indirect detection of gravitational waves was made by Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor,
when they discovered a binary system with a pulsating neutron star PSR 1913+16
in 1974 [1]. They observed pulses of radio waves emitted by the pulsar, and through
precise measurement of their timing, they were able to determine the rate at which
the binary orbit was shrinking. The orbital energy depends on the separation of
the objects in the binary, and so Hulse and Taylor’s measurement allowed them to
calculate the rate at which the binary was losing energy. It has been shown that
this rate agreed to within a percent with that predicted by General Relativity [2, 3].
In the following years, more binary pulsars have been discovered, allowing for more
precise measurements of the effect of gravitational waves as predicted by General
Relativity [4].
Felix Pirani first suggested the use of light signals for precise measurement of the
distance between two test masses in 1956 [5]. In 1971, Moss, Miller and Forward built
and tested the first laser interferometric gravitational wave transducer [6]. The design
of the modern interferometric detectors is based on the contributions of Weiss [7] and
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Drever [8] from the 1970s. The core of such detectors is a Michelson interferometer,
with two laser cavities oriented perpendicular to each other. The end mirrors of each
cavity are held vertically, and are practically freely falling in the transverse direction.
Incoming gravitational waves will cause different changes in the length of each cavity,
and these instruments measure with great precision the change in the difference in
the length of both cavities.There is currently a concerted effort worldwide towards
the direct detection of gravitational waves, and several ground based gravitational
wave observatories are being planned and built. These include:
1. Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO): This United States
funded project is comprised of two independent detectors, one located in Hanford, Washington and the other in Livingston, Louisiana.
2. Virgo observatory: A French-Italian project based in Cascina, Italy.
3. GEO 600, near Sarstedt, Germany.
4. The Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector (KAGRA), formerly the Large-scale
Cryogenic Gravitational-wave Telescope (LCGT), is a Japanese project, and has
begun construction in the tunnels of Kamioka mines in Japan.
5. LIGO-India: This is a tentative project between LIGO and several institutions
in India, aimed at having a third LIGO instrument in the eastern hemisphere.
The first-generation LIGO and Virgo detectors were constructed in stages, and began
observation in 2002 and 2007, respectively. There were 6 observation runs performed
with LIGO, called Science run 1 (S1) to Science run 6 (S6). During the fifth Science
run (S5), which lasted from November 5, 2005, to September 30, 2007, the LIGO
detectors (Hanford and Livingston) were operating at their design sensitivity, being sensitive to gravitational waves from systems similar to the Hulse-Taylor binary
pulsar out to a (sky-averaged) distance of ∼ 15 Mpc. For comparison, the Virgo

supercluster, of which our own galaxy is a part, has a diameter of 33 Mpc. In the

sixth Science run, the sensitivity of LIGO was improved by increasing the laser power
in its cavities, adding an output-mode cleaner and implementing other technological upgrades. After these upgrades, the LIGO detectors operated from July 2009 to
October 2010, being sensitive to fiducial binary pulsar systems out to ∼ 20 Mpc.
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Similarly, the Virgo detector observed in three disjoint periods called Virgo Science
Runs (VSR1-3), extending over late 2007 to 2011. While no detection was made,
the LIGO-Virgo Scientific Collaboration (LVC) was able to put upper limits on the
rate of compact object binary mergers within its range. Results from searches for
many kind of sources during these observation periods have been published since,
e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
The second generation Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) and Virgo detectors are currently under construction and commissioning [24, 25]. The two aLIGO detectors are
expected to begin operation in 2015, and plan to achieve their design sensitivity by
2019 [26]. The Virgo detector is also being upgraded on a similar timeline. These
upgrades will increase the sensitivity of both detectors in two important ways, (i) provide a factor of 10 improvement in sensitivity across the entire LIGO frequency band,
and (ii) lower the lower frequency bound from 40 Hz down to about 15 Hz [24]. These
enhancements would mean a thousandfold increase in the volume of the universe that
we would be able to probe for sources of gravitational waves. Astrophysical estimates
and numerical simulations suggest that the Advanced detectors would detect about
40 mergers a year of Hulse-Taylor type compact binaries [27].
Gravitational waves carry holistic information about the overall motions and vibrations of objects, and being weakly interacting unlike electromagnetic waves, travel
unhindered through intervening matter of any density or composition. Gravitationalwave astronomy can, therefore, probe regions that the electromagnetic spectrum cannot, like black holes, interiors of neutron stars, and supernovae core collapse mechanism. They also offer the unique avenue of probing gravity in the strong-field regime,
providing a valuable test of General Relativity. There are several astrophysical sources
of gravitational waves, such as supernovae explosions, cosmic strings, black hole ringdowns, etc. Binaries of stellar-mass compact objects are of special interest for ground
based detectors like LIGO and Virgo as they are the most well understood (theoretically) and abundant sources of gravitational radiation in the operating frequency
range of these detectors, which extends from about 15 Hz to a few kHz. As binary
systems of stars evolve and undergo supernovae, a significant fraction of them get
disrupted. The systems that survive form binaries containing neutron stars and/or
black holes. While the mass of neutron stars is observationally constrained between
1 − 3M [28, 29], the upper bound on the mass distribution of stellar-collapse black
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holes is less well known.
Searches for gravitational waves from compact binaries operate by matched-filtering
the detector data to dig out the weak gravitational wave signatures that are otherwise
buried in the instrumental noise. Matched-filter searches take advantage of the fact
that we can theoretically model the expected form of the gravitational wave signatures, called waveforms, and use those as filtering templates. While an exact analytic
solution in General Relativity for the dynamics of compact binary systems has not
been found, several perturbative formalisms exist that are capable of describing the
inspiral dynamics. In the slow-motion large-separation post-Newtonian (PN) approximation [30], orbital quantities have been calculated as Taylor series in the binary
velocity parameter v/c. PN theory provides for faithful modeling of the early inspiral
for comparable mass binaries when v/c  1. Careful resummation techniques, e.g.

within the Effective-One-Body (EOB) framework [31], can extend PN theory results

to the strong-field fast-motion regime. On the other hand, for binaries where one
body is substantially more massive than the other, the recently developed self-force
(SF) formalism provides for accurate waveform models [32, 33]. There has also been
tremendous progress in Numerical Relativity, which includes high-accuracy numerical
simulations of binary black hole mergers in non-perturbative General Relativity. The
first breakthrough simulations were performed in 2005 by Frans Pretorius [34, 35], the
Goddard group [36] and the research group at the University of Texas – Brownville
and Florida Atlantic University [36]. More recently, the Simulating eXtreme Spacetimes (SXS) collaboration [37] between California Institute of Technology, Cornell
University, Canadian Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics, and the California State
University at Fullerton has made rapid progress in increasing the stability and efficiency of the numerical methods involved in simulating mergers of black holes [38].
Owing to the computational complexity of these simulations, they are available only
for a restricted set of binary configurations. The information from these simulations
can be used to calibrate semi-analytic waveform models [39], as well as purely phenomenological closed-form models [40]. There has also been concerted progress in
including the effect of the internal matter structure of the neutron stars in binaries,
e.g. [41], and in simulating other matter systems, e.g. supernovae [42]. In this dissertation, we will restrict ourselves to systems in vacuum, neglecting possible matter
effects.
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The enhanced low frequency sensitivity of the advanced detectors will allow signals
to have significantly more cycles in the sensitive band, making gravitational wave
searches more susceptible to the inaccuracy of waveform templates. Therefore, we
will need improved search techniques and more accurate waveform templates, in order
to efficiently filter out true gravitational wave signals from instrument noise. The
goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to devise, and to improve the
techniques of using waveform templates in gravitational wave searches. The rest of
the dissertation is organized as follows:
1. In chapter 2, we describe the production of gravitational waves from compact
binaries.
2. In chater 3, we discuss the construction of terrestrial interferometers like LIGO,
and their response to incident gravitational waves.
3. In chapter 4 we study the importance of the accuracy of the PN theory in the
predictive modeling of the late-inspiral of binaries. We estimate the range of
binary parameters where the weak-field slow-motion PN theory is accurate and
sufficient for aLIGO filter templates.
4. In chapter 5, we study the possibility of using a restricted set of accurate Numerical Relativity simulations as filter templates in aLIGO searches.
5. In chapter 6, we describe work done as part of the NINJA-2 project. This involved using accurate NR waveforms as simulated signals injected in LIGO noise
that is recolored to aLIGO sensitivity, in order to test the search algorithms that
are being developed by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration.
6. In chapter 7, we describe a waveform model that captures the inspiral, plunge
and merger phases of compact binary coalescence, for non-spinning intermediate
mass-ratio binaries.
7. Finally, chapter 8 is a summary of the conclusions from the research presented
in this work.
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Chapter 2
Gravitational waves and Compact
binaries in General Relativity
In this chapter we briefly review the treatment of compact object binaries in General
Relativity (henceforth GR), with a view at providing a description of the gravitational
waves emitted during their coalescence. Searches performed over detector data use
theoretically modeled waveforms for compact binaries as filters. We briefly summarize
two of the primary waveform models applicable to LIGO-Virgo sources in Sec. 2.1.1
and 2.1.3.

2.1
2.1.1

Gravtional Waveforms for Compact Binaries
Post-Newtonian Approximation

Due to the nonlinear nature of the gravitational field equations, only a handful of
exact solutions are known. However, solving them in the weak field approximation is
often useful, mainly because the gravitational fields from compact binaries are indeed
weak by the time they reach us. A weak gravitational field is characterized by a
metric of the form
gµν = ηµν + hµν

(2.1)

with |hµν |  1. In this approximation, we can think of the spacetime as flat with hµν

representing a 20 tensor field propagating on it. In the transverse-traceless gauge,
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where
h = hµµ = 0;

h00 = h0µ = 0;

∂µ hµν = 0.

(2.2)

the quadrupolar radiation formula which gives the metric perturbation in terms of
the source mass distribution states that [43]
hTjkT =

T T
2 2
∂0 Qjk (t − r)
,
r

(2.3)

where Qij is the traceless part of the quadrupole moment of the binary with a mass
distribution ρ(x, t), i.e.

Qij (t) =

Z

1
d3 xρ(x, t)(xi xj − r2 δ ij );
3

(2.4)

and ∂0 is the partial derivative with respect to the observer’s time coordinate.A binary
system of compact objects loses energy according to
1
dE
(t) = h∂03 Qij (t − r) ∂03 Qij (t − r)i,
dt
5

(2.5)

where h. . . i denote an averaging over a finite region of space around a spacetime

event, which is several wavelengths in size, but small enough that the background
metric does not vary. As a result, the binary moves on continuously shrinking orbits.
Precise knowledge of the expected signal is crucial to detecting gravitational-waves
in detector noise. Einstein, Droste, de Sitter, and Lorentz, began the development of
the post-Newtonian (PN) theory, which is a tool to extend the equations of motion of
a system, say a compact object binary, to higher-orders. There has been tremendous
effort in computing very high-order equations of motion for binaries of black holes in
the recent years. In the PN approximation, one introduces a small parameter v (v/c
in physical units), which is the characteristic velocity of the binary. The metric and
stress energy tensor are computed at different orders in v. Plugging these back in the
Einstein equations, and equating terms of the same order allows for the computation
of orbital quantities as expansions in v.
The key to obtaining the trajectory that the binary follows and to obtaining the
emitted gravitational waveform is equating the loss of the orbital energy with the
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energy flux carried by the outgoing gravitational radiation,
dE
= −F.
dt

(2.6)

The energy of a body of mass m moving on a geodesic in the background of a
Schwarzschild black hole with mass M can be shown to be
1 − 2M/r
.
E = mp
1 − 3M/r

(2.7)

This can be written in terms of the velocity parameter v mentioned above, noting
that v := (πM Ω)1/3 . Further, we approximate the inspiral motion as moving through
successive circular orbits with shrinking radii. This is called the adiabatic approxip
mation, and the velocity v on each circular geodesic is v = M/r. Substituting this
above, the energy becomes

1 − 2v 2
E = m√
.
1 − 3v 2

(2.8)

Eq. 2.5 be re-written in terms of v, giving the flux of energy carried by gravitational
radiation F as
F =

32 m 10
v .
5 M

(2.9)

Going to higher orders requires detailed calculations within PN theory, and is out of
the scope of this dissertation. We collect the expressions for E and F in Appendix A
from literature, and refer the reader to the recent review by Blanchett [30] for more
details.
Re-writing the energy balanace equation, Eq. 2.6 as
F =−

dE dv dφ
,
dv dφ dt

we can relate the instantaneous gravitational-wave phase φ :=
velocity v,
2
φ = φ0 +
M

Z
v

v0

dv 0

v 0 3 dE(v 0 )/dv 0
.
F

(2.10)
R

2πf dt to the orbital
(2.11)

With the flux and dE/dv known as expansions in v, this integral can be computed
analytically by expanding 1/F as a polynomial in v.
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In frequency domain, the emitted gravitational waveform h̃(f ) is
h̃(f ) :=

Z
h(t)e

2πif t

Z
dt =

dt A(t) e2πif t+iφ(t) ,

(2.12)

where A(t) is the time-dependent amplitude, and φ(t) is the instantaneous gravitationalwave phase. Using the stationary phase approximation [44], the integral in Eq. 2.12
can be computed analytically. Oscillatory integrands contribute the most at the
points where their phase is stationary, i.e. at the extrema of the derivative of the
phase. Therefore we can expand the exponent in Eq. 2.12 as
2πif t + iφ(t) ≈ 2πif t0 + iφ(t0 ) + i

1 ∂ 2φ
(t0 )(t − t0 )2 ,
2 ∂t2

(2.13)

which reduces Eq. 2.12 to a Gaussian integral. Completing the last piece, we get the
gravitational wave phase as a function of the instantaneous frequency, which can be
written as
2GM
h̃(f ) =
c2 r



5µ
96M

 12 

M
π2M

 13 

GM
c3

Here we have re-introduced physical units, M

− 16

7

f − 6 Θ(f − fc )eiΨ(f ;M,η) .

(2.14)

is the mass of the sun, the unit

in which the two masses M and m are taken. The step function Θ ensures the
termination at a certain cutoff frequency, which is formally where we stop trusting the
PN approximation. The phase Ψ depends strongly on the chirp mass Mc := M η 3/5

and the symmetric mass-ratio η := µ/M , and is given in Eq. A.17. This particular
way of solving for and expressing the gravitational waveform is known as the TaylorF2
approximant. However, there are other ways of solving the energy balance equation,
either analytically or numerically, especially in time domain. We provide a summary
of different resulting Taylor approximants in Appendix A. It turns out that the second
generation terrestrial interferometric detectors will be able to resolve the differences
between these approximants, and this has been the subject of recent studies [45, 46].
2.1.2

Numerical Relativity

General Relativity plays a major role in describing some of the most exotic astrophysical systems and processes, such as the physics of black holes and accretion
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disks, neutron stars, stellar-collapse supernova explosions, etc. Yet the theory remains largely untested, except in the weak field slow motion regime. The observation
of gravitational radiation from merging neutron stars and/or black holes has the
potential of probing the dynamics of strong gravitational fields. Due to their multidimensional and nonlinear nature, very few exact analytic solutions have been found
for the field equations, and all of them correspond to systems with a high degree of
symmetry. Analytic approximation schemes like the post-Newtonian theory are valid
in the weak field regime, and become increasingly inadequate in modeling the last
phases of compact binary coalescence. This statement has been qualified in recent
articles, e.g. [47].
Many fields of science and engineering make use of (super-)computers for highaccuracy numerical solutions of partial differential equations. Einstein’s field equations are in a particularly challenging class of such equations, but it is possible to
obtain fully numerical solutions for dynamical scenarios governed by them. This
proved to be a remarkably challenging task when the first attempts were made, both
due to technical and conceptual challenges as well as limited computing power. After
the breakthrough simulations of merging black holes by Pretorius in 2005 [34], and
foundational work by researchers at Goddard [36], University of Texas at Brownville
and Florida Atlantic University [36] in the same year, there has been rapid progress
in the field. We refer the reader to review articles by Hindler [48] and Pfeiffer [49] for
more details that are not within the scope of this dissertation.
Most approaches in Numerical Relativity (NR) proceed by the “3+1” decomposition, where they split spacetime into three-dimensional space on the one hand, and
time on the other. This is achieved through foliation of spacetime into non-intersecting
spacelike 3-surfaces which can be thought of as level surfaces of a globally defined time
function. The situation is qualitatively similar to classical electromagnetism. Maxwell
equations can be written in the manifestly covariant form as
∇ν F µν = j µ

∇ν F∗ µν = 0

where F is the electromagnetic field strength tensor and F∗ is its dual. While formally
simpler, this is not the form that is the most convenient for performing numerical
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evolutions. Instead, these are re-written in a form that makes explicit the role of
time, disentangling it from other degrees of freedom:
∇ · E = 4πρ
∇·B=0

∂t E = ∇ × B − 4πj µ

(2.15)

∂t B = −∇ × E
where ∇ is the 3-dimensional spatial vector gradient operator. Note that out of the
set of four equations above, the first two put constraints on electromagnetic fields that
could exist in a dynamical situation, while the last two govern the time evolution of
the same.
In general relativity the spacetime metric can be (implicitly) written as
ds2 = −(α2 − γij β i β j )dt2 + 2γij β j dt dxi + γij dxi dxj ,
to make manifest the split into space+time. Here γij is the induced metric on the space
hypersurfaces defined by a constant time coordinate. The scalar α and the vector
βi relate the coordinate systems on neighboring hypersurfaces, as well as encode the
foliation structure. This decomposition manifestly separates the time coordinate from
the spatial ones. When written in this formalism, Einstein field equations decompose
into separate constraint and evolution equations, similar to Maxwell equations written
as Eq. 2.15. However, this split is not unique and needs to be carefully engineered to
ensure that the constraints remain satisfied as the system is numerically evolved. This
is because, when the system is discretized, it is possible for numerical instabilities to
grow and possibly lead to constraint violating solutions.
In this dissertation, we will concern ourselves with vacuum systems, where we
only need to use the field equations of general relativity. More specifically, we will
concern ourselves with black hole binaries, for which Tµν = 0 everywhere.
Once the decomposition is chosen, it is necessary to find the initial field configuration that satisfies the Einstein constraint equations as well as describe the system of
interest. Most approaches construct the initial data by treating the metric on the initial hypersurface as being conformally flat [50]. This means that each spacetime point
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and a finite neighborhood is treated as having a flat spacetime metric. While we can
put ourselves in a frame where the metric and its first derivatives vanish at a point, it
is not true for a finite neighborhood in general. This deviation from true physics manifests as a burst of junk radiation at the beginning of the simulation. The spacetime
singularity of black holes pose another problem for the numerical construction of he
initial data. A careful treatment of the singularity is necessary to ensure that none of
the physical fields on the numerical grid blow up to infinity. One conceptually simple
approach is to excise the singularity from the computational grid. In this case, it is
made sure that the excised region is causally disconnected with the exterior. Another
more commonly used approach involves treating the black holes as “wormholes”, and
the interior of the hole is taken as asymptotically flat and compactified.
With the initial data specified on a spacelike hypersurface, the Einstein evolution
equations can be used to evolve the dynamical system in time. Most codes use
the finite-difference technique, where the derivatives of tensor fields are computed
discretely and used to evolve the metric at each point on the hypersurface. An
alternative is to use spectral methods, in which the solution is expanded in terms of a
set of basis functions and the coefficients are evolved. In this scheme, differentiation
can be performed analytically. For the same computational cost, the latter exhibits
exponential convergence while the former has polynomial convergence [48]. There is
always a tradeoff between computational cost and accuracy in numerical evolutions of
binary black holes. A finer grid gives more accurate results, but increases the cost of
the evolution. Most contemporary codes use adaptive mesh refinement, a technique
which involves laying down a finer grid only in regions close to the holes where the
various tensor fields are changing rapidly.
Finally, the extraction of gravitational radiation is done by computing the NewmanPenrose scalar, which in vacuum may be written
Ψ4 = Rαβγδ nα m̄β nγ m̄δ
where m and n are vectors constructed from the basis vectors. In spherical coordinates
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these are

1
n = √ t̂ − r̂ ,
2

1 
√
m=
θ̂ + iφ̂ ,
2
and m̄ is the complex conjugate of m. The gravitational waveform can be obtained
from Ψ4 by solving the differential equation
Ψ4 = ḧ+ − iḧ× ,
usually decomposing both sides into a basis of spin weighted spherical harmonics.
2.1.3

Effective-One-Body

Numerical simulation of BBH systems are computationally expensive, and results are
only available for a relatively small number of binary systems (see e.g. [51]). The
Effective-One-Body (EOB) model [31] provides a semi-analytic framework for computing the gravitational waveforms emitted during the inspiral and merger of BBH
systems. By calibrating the model to numerical relativity (NR) simulations and attaching the post-merger quasi-normal-mode (QNM) waveform, the EOB framework
provides for accurate modeling of complete BBH waveforms (EOBNR). The EOBNR
waveforms can be computed at relatively low cost for arbitrary points in the waveform parameter space [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 39]. In particular the EOB model
has recently been tuned against high-accuracy numerical relativity simulations of
non-spinning BBHs of mass-ratios q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6}, where q ≡ m1 /m2 [39]; we re-

fer to this as the EOBNRv2 model, which we review the major features of below.
Throughout, we set G = c = 1.
The EOB approach maps the fully general-relativistic dynamics of the two-body
system to that of an effective mass moving in a deformed Schwarzschild spacetime [31].
The basic idea is familiar from non-relativistic classical mechanics, where it is common
to write the Hamiltonian for the Kepler problem in terms of a particle with reduced
mass µ = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 ) moving in a central potential due to a fixed body of mass
M = m1 + m2 . The dynamics is determined by the deformed-spacetime’s metric
coefficients, the EOB Hamiltonian [31], and the radiation-reaction force. In polar
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coordinates (r, Φ), the EOB metric is written as
ds2eff = −A(r)dt2 +


A(r) 2
dr + r2 dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2 .
D(r)

(2.16)

The geodesic dynamics of the effective mass µ = m1 m2 /M in the background of
Eq. (2.16) is described by an effective Hamiltonian H eff [31, 59]. The EOBNRv2
model uses Padé-resummations of the third-order post-Newtonian Taylor expansions
of the metric coefficients A(r) and D(r), with additional 4PN and 5PN coefficients
that are calibrated [53, 54, 55, 56, 39] to ensure that the dynamics agrees closely with
NR simulations of comparable mass binaries.
Gravitational waves carry energy and angular momentum away from the binary,
and the resulting radiation-reaction force F̂Φ causes the orbits to shrink. This is
related to the energy flux as
F̂Φ = −

1 dE
1 dE
=− 3
,
ηv dt
η Ω̂ dt

(2.17)

where η := m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 )2 , v = (Ω̂)1/3 = (πM f )1/3 and f is the instantaneous
gravitational-wave frequency. The energy flux dE/dt is obtained by summing over
the contribution from each term in the multipole expansion of the waveform, i.e.
2
dE
Ω̂2 X X R
=
hlm .
dt
8π l m M

(2.18)

R is the physical distance to the binary, and hlm are the multipoles of the waveform

when it is decomposed in spin weighted spherical harmonic basis as
∞ m=l
M X X lm
Y hlm ,
h+ − ih× =
R l=2 m=−l −2

(2.19)

lm
where Y−2
are the spin weighted spherical harmonics, and h+ and h× are the two

orthogonal gravitational wave polarizations. These waveform multipoles depend on
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the coordinates and their conjugate momenta, and their Taylor expansions were resummed as products of individually re-summed factors [60],
hlm = hFlm Nlm ,
hFlm =

(N,) ()
hlm Ŝeff Tlm eiδlm (ρlm )l ;

(2.20a)
(2.20b)

where  is 0 if (l + m) is even, and is 1 otherwise. This factorized-re-summation of the
waveform multipoles ensures agreement with NR waveform multipoles [53, 54, 52].
(N,)

is the re-summation of the Newtonian order contribution and

()
Ŝeff

is the source term, given by the mass or the current moments

The first factor hlm
the second factor

of the binary in the EOB formalism [60, 61]. The tail term Tlm is the re-summation
of the leading order logarithmic terms that enter into the transfer function of the
near-zone multipolar waves to the far-zone [61]. The last term Nlm attempts to
capture the non-circularity of the quasi-circular orbits. While calculating the energy
flux in this study we follow exactly the prescription of Ref. [39], which calibrates the
coefficients of the flux so that resulting EOB waveform multipoles reproduce their
NR counterparts with high accuracy.
The geodesic dynamics of the effective mass µ in the background of Eq. (2.16) is
described by the Hamiltonian H eff [62], which can be written as [31]
H eff =µĤ eff
s


A(r) 2
p4r p2Φ
=µ A(r) 1 +
p + 2(4 − 3η)η 2 + 2 ,
D(r) r
r
r


(2.21)

where (pr , pΦ ) are momenta conjugate to (r, Φ) respectively. It was found convenient
to replace the radial momentum pr , with the momentum conjugate to the EOB extenRp
D(r)/A(r) dr [63]
sion of the Regge-Wheeler tortoise radial coordinate r∗ , where r∗ ≡
. This momentum coordinate pr∗ is related to pr as
A(r)
pr∗ = p
pr .
D(r)

(2.22)
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In (r, Φ, pr∗ , pΦ ) coordinates, the effective Hamiltonian can be re-written as [39],
s
Ĥ

eff

=

p2r∗



p4r∗ p2Φ
+ A(r) 1 + 2(4 − 3η)η 2 + 2 .
r
r

(2.23)

The EOB Hamiltonian (labelled the real Hamiltonian), that describes the conservative
dynamics of the binary, is related to the effective Hamiltonian as,
H

real

= µĤ

real

1
=µ
η

q
1 + 2η(Ĥ eff − 1).

(2.24)

We use the Hamiltonian H real and flux to get the equations of motion for the binary,
∂ Ĥ real
dr
A(r) ∂ Ĥ real
≡
=p
(r, pr∗ , pΦ ),
∂pr
dt̂
D(r) ∂pr∗
∂ Ĥ real
dΦ
(r, pr∗ , pΦ ),
≡ Ω̂ =
∂pΦ
dt̂
dpr∗
A(r) ∂ Ĥ real
= −p
(r, pr∗ , pΦ ),
dt̂
D(r) ∂r
dpΦ
= F̂Φ (r, pr∗ , pΦ );
dt̂

(2.25a)
(2.25b)
(2.25c)
(2.25d)

where, t̂ (≡ t/M ) is time in dimensionless units.
To obtain the initial values of the coordinates (r, Φ, pr∗ , pΦ ) that the system starts
out in, we use the conditions for motion on spherical orbits derived in Ref.[64], where
they treat the case of a generic precessing binary. We take their non-spinning limit
to define the initial configuration of the binary, requiring
∂ Ĥ real
= 0,
∂r
∂ Ĥ real
1 dE
(∂ 2 Ĥ real /∂r∂pΦ )
,
=
∂pr∗
η dt (∂ Ĥ real /∂pΦ )(∂ 2 Ĥ real /∂r2 )
∂ Ĥ real
= Ω̂0 ,
∂pΦ

(2.26a)
(2.26b)
(2.26c)

where Ω̂0 = πM f0 , with f0 being the starting gravitational wave frequency. Simplifying Eq.(2.26a), and ignoring the terms involving pr∗ , as pr∗  pΦ /r in the early
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inspiral, we get a relation between pΦ and r:
p2Φ =

r3 A0 (r)
,
2A(r) − rA0 (r)

(2.27)

where the prime(0 ) denotes ∂/∂r. Substituting this in Eq.(2.26c), we get the relation:
A0 (r)




A(r)

 = Ω̂20 .

(2.28)

2r 1 + 2η  q
− 1
1
0
A(r) − 2 r A (r)
Thus, between Eq.(2.28) and Eq.(2.27), we get the initial values of (r, pΦ ), corresponding to the initial gravitational wave frequency f0 , and by substituting these
into Eq. 2.26b, we obtain the initial value of pr∗ . With these values, we integrate
the equations of motion to obtain the evolution of the coordinates and momenta
(r(t), Φ(t), pr (t), pΦ (t)) over the course of inspiral, until the light-ring is reached. In
the EOB model, the light-ring is defined as the local maximum of the orbital frequency
Ω̂. From the coordinate evolution, we also calculate hFlm (t), which is the analytic expression for the waveform multipole without the non-quasi-circular correction factor
(defined in Eq. (2.20b)). While generating hFlm (t) from the dynamics, the values for
the free parameters in the expressions for δlm and ρlm , are taken from Eqn.[38a-39b] of
Ref. [39], where they optimize these parameters to minimize the phase and amplitude
discrepancy between the respective EOB waveform multipoles and those extracted
from NR simulations.
The EOB ringdown waveform is modeled as a sum of N quasi-normal-modes [53,
54, 56, 65]
hRD
lm (t)

=

N
−1
X

match )

Almn e−iσlmn (t−tlm

,

(2.29)

n=0

where N = 8 for the model we consider. The matching time tmatch
is the time at
lm
which the inspiral-plunge and the ringdown waveforms are attached and is chosen
to be the time at which the amplitude of the inspiral-plunge part of hlm (t) peaks

i.e. tlm
peak [53, 39]. The complex frequencies of the modes σlmn depend on the mass
Mf and spin af of the BH that is formed from the coalescence of the binary. We use
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the relations of Ref. [39], given by
!
r
8
Mf
=1+
− 1 η − 0.4333η 2 − 0.4392η 3 ,
M
9
√
af
= 12η − 3.871η 2 + 4.028η 3 .
M

(2.30a)
(2.30b)

Using the mass and spin of the final BH, the complex frequencies of the QNMs can
be obtained from Ref. [65], where these were calculated using perturbation theory.
The complex amplitudes Almn are determined by a hybrid-comb numerical matching
procedure described in detail in Sec.II C of Ref. [39].
Finally, we combine the inspiral waveform multipole hlm (t) and the ringdown
waveform hRD (t) to obtain the complete inspiral-merger-ringdown EOB waveform
hIMR (t),
match
hIMR
− t) + hRD (t)Θ(t − tmatch
),
lm (t) = hlm (t)Θ(tlm
lm

(2.31)

where Θ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise. These multipoles are combined to give

the two orthogonal polarizations of the gravitational waveform, h+ and h× ,
h+ − ih× =

M X X lm
Y (ι, θc )hIMR
lm ,
R l m −2

(2.32)

where ι is the inclination angle that the binary’s angular momentum makes with the
line of sight, and θc is a fiduciary phase angle.
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Chapter 3
Introduction to LIGO
Several methods of detection of gravitational waves have been proposed [66, 67, 68,
69]. Here, we will focus on the interferometric approach used by the LIGO, Virgo,
GEO and the proposed KAGRA and LIGO-India detectors. We provide a brief
description of the interferometric detectors here, and refer the reader to the text by
Saulson [70] for a comprehensive treatment.

3.1

Design of LIGO

Interferometric detectors like LIGO are comprised of two laser cavities oriented orthogonal to each other. The mirrors at either end of each cavity are free to move
in the horizontal direction, i.e. locally parallel to the surface of the Earth. In this
restricted direction, for small fluctuations, these mirrors can be considered as freelyfalling to a good approximation. The length of the arm cavities largely determines
the amount of power stored in the cavity, by a resonance condition between the cavity
length and the laser wavelength. When plus (or cross) polarized gravitational waves
pass through, they expand one cavity and contract the other, simultaneously, during
half of their period, and vice-versa during the other half. As a result, the difference
of the cavities’ lengths (or the differential length) fluctuates, causing a differential
fluctuation in the phase of the laser light in the two arms. Therefore, the effect of
incoming gravitational radiation is converted to fluctuations of the laser power stored
in two spatially orthogonal laser cavities.
Let us consider the schematic in Fig. 1. The laser source is depicted as a rectangle
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Figure 1: Schematic of interferometric detectors, like LIGO.
on the most left. The light from it travels through the power recycling mirror (PRM)
and reaches the beam splitter (BS). The power recycling mirror reflects back the light
that leaks out of the cavities in the arms, and in this sense recycles the lost laser
power. The beam splitter splits the main beam into two beams, one that travels
along the x arm and the other along the y arm. Along the x arm, the end test-mass
mirror (ETM-X) and the input test-mass mirror (ITM-X) form a resonant FabryPerot cavity. Similarly for the y arm. The beams that finally come out of the the two
cavities interfere at the beam splitter and the interference pattern is recorded at the
dark port (DP) photodiode. This is called so because the two cavities are aligned in
a way which ensures that the beam coming out of the x arm interferes destructively
with that coming out of the y arm, and hence in the absence of gravitational waves
the port recording the interference pattern will be dark 1 . Finally, a new addition
to the Advanced LIGO optics topology is the signal recycling (SR) mirror. It sends
1
Initial LIGO was aligned at the dark fringe. However, in Advanced LIGO a DC readout scheme
will be used at the output port, in order to reduce the readout noise. This scheme is sensitive to
the light power at the DP. If the alignment was exactly on a dark fringe then any change in the arm
lengths would only increase the light at the dark port, and we would be unable to determine the
direction in which the test-mass mirrors were moving from DC readout. Therefore, the alignment
in Advanced LIGO will be slightly off the dark fringe
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the signal coming out the dark port back into the arm cavities. The optical system
composed of the SR cavity and the arm cavities forms a composite resonant cavity,
whose resonances and quality factors can be controlled by the position and reflectivity
of the SR mirror. Near its resonances, the detector can gain sensitivity. In what
follows we discuss the effect of gravitational radiation on interferometric detectors,
and some of the design choices involved.
Let us consider a +-polarized gravitational wave propagating in the z−direction,
with the two arms of the detector along the x and y directions. We can write down
the spacetime metric in the TT gauge at the location of the detector as
ds2 = −dt2 + (1 + h+ )dx2 + (1 − h+ )dy 2 + dz 2 .

(3.1)

The LIGO cavity length is such that it ensures that the time taken by light to travel
back and forth in it is much smaller compared to the time scale of variations in h+ .
Therefore, the time taken by light to make a round-trip between the end test masses
in the x cavity

1
tx ' 2Lx (1 + h+ ),
2

(3.2)

where Lx is the equilibrium length of the x cavity in absence of gravitational waves.
p
Here, we have expanded 1 + h+ as a Taylor series and approximated it by keeping
terms up to linear order. It follows that the light travel time for a round trip in the
y cavity is

1
ty ' 2Ly (1 − h+ ).
2

(3.3)

As the two cavities share the laser source, the same light wavefront will return at the
beam splitter at different delays in the x than the y cavity. Therefore, the change in
the phase of the returning light would manifest as a phase difference δφ given by
δφ = ΩL (tx − ty ),
= 2L ΩL h+ =

(3.4)
4πL
h+ ,
λL

where ΩL (λL ) is the frequency (wavelength) of the laser light, and we have assumed
that Lx = Ly and replaced them with L.
The measurable change in phase δφ is directly proportional to the length of the
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cavities, or the arms of the detector. As we aim to observe gravitational wave signals
from astrophysical sources, which are far enough that the incident signal is expected
to be very weak, this motivates that the two arms be made as long as possible before
practical considerations become prohibitive. In addition, the reflectivity of both of the
inner test-mass mirrors (in each arm) is carefully controlled, so that each wavefront
bounces back and forth several times before exiting the cavity and interfering at the
beam splitter. The net benefit is similar to increasing the effective length of each arm
L by a factor of ∼ 200 (for LIGO). In addition to the layout in Fig. 1, there are a

number of optical, electronic, mechanical, and electromagnetic sub-systems of LIGO
detectors that are designed to allow the interferometric detectors to operate and to
maximize its sensitivity and efficiency. A treatment of their details is out of the scope
of this dissertation, and we refer the reader to [71, 24] for a more technical overview.

3.2

Dominant Noise Sources

We define the strain signal, s, to be the relative change in the length of the two arms
of the interferometer
s(t) =

∆Lx − ∆Ly
.
L

(3.5)

The signal s(t) can be written as the sum of two components, (i) the actual differential
arm length change induced by the incident gravitational wave h(t) (if present), and
(ii) the sum of various noises, n(t), that affect the measurement of the difference in
the arm lengths ∆L. As the goal of LIGO is to measure remarkably small length
changes, several sources of noise that propagate to the measurement of s(t) become
consequential. A few intrinsic to the instrument include the brownian motion noise
in mechanical systems, lossy optics, cross-talk in electromagnetic systems, noise in
control electronics, etc. Additionally, there are noise sources in the environment of
the detectors, such as wind and ground motion, fluctuations in the Newtonian gravity
due to changes in atmosphere or ground density, electric coupling from nearby power
lines etc. It is therefore a challenging task to categorize these sources and reduce the
noise to the best extent possible.
Gravitational wave searches in LIGO data are affected by the power spectral density of all the noise sources combined. The fundamental noise sources that limit the
sensitivity of the interferometer in different frequency ranges are:
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1. Seismic noise: The motion of the ground, whether it be due to earthquakes or
due to human activity, couples mechanically to suspended test-mass mirrors at
both the ends of each arm. This coupling leads to fluctuation in their horizontal
position, directly affecting the measurement of differential arm length. The
suspension of mirrors as pendula acts as a low pass filter for seismic motion.
There are active systems in place as well that sense ground motion and feed the
information back to cancel its effect. Seismic noise affects the sensitivity of the
detectors at frequecies < 10 Hz.
2. Thermal noise: Any physical degree of freedom has an expected energy that
depends on the temperature, leading to thermal noise in the observations related
to that degree of freedom. The leading source of thermal noise is the molecular
Brownian motion in the mirror suspension wires, and in the surface of the
mirror. It dominates the detector sensitivity in the range ∼ 40 − 150 Hz.
3. Photon shot noise: During operation, the interferometer is locked with the
optical fields from the two arms interfering destructively at the beam splitter,
or in other words at a dark fringe 2 . The number of photons that arrive at
the readout will be directly proportional to any incident gravitational wave
signal. The arrival times of the photons at the DP follow Poissonian statistics.
Therefore the counting of the number of photons that arrive in a given interval
√
of time, N , will have an inherent uncertainty proportional to N . However, the

signal contained in the laser light increases with N , and therefore the signal-to√
noise ratio is ∝ N . In frequency domain, the shot noise has a flat (or white)

spectrum. However, the arms of the interferometer act as a filter and amplify
the effect of the shot noise on our ability to measure the incident gravitational

wave with increasing frequency. As a result, this noise source dominates over
all others at f & 1 kHz.
We refer the reader to [70] for a detailed treatment of these noise sources, which is
out of the scope of this dissertation.
Apart from these continuous noise sources, there is another class of noise that
2

At exactly the dark fringe, any increase or decrease in the differential length of arm cavities will
increase the number of photons at the output, and we will be unable to distinguish between them.
Therefore, the interferometer is locked at a slight offset from the dark fringe.
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Figure 2: The angles {θ, φ} show the relative orientation of the radiation (X, Y, Z)
and the detector (x, y, z) frames. x0 and y 0 axes are parallel to the x and y axes,
respectively. ψ is the angle by which the radiation frame is rotated, around the line
of sight.
plagues our ability to systematically extract signals embedded in detector data called
glitches. Glitches are transient by definition, and have a variety of frequency spectrum
and sources. More importantly, if not correctly identified with their cause, they could
be unpredictable. For instance, the falling of a heavy object could shake optics and
lead to a sharp rise in the noise level in the differential arm length output. There
are mechanisms being developed to identify and classify glitches in Advanced LIGO
and Virgo, within the Detector characterization group. There are also algorithms in
place that allow search methods to differentiate between signals and glitches based
on their frequency spectrum and evolution.

3.3

Detector response to Gravitational wave polarizations

We start with defining the radiation frame which has its x − y plane in the plane

of the sky if one is looking towards the source. The line connecting the source and
the detector defines its z−axis. Therefore we can determine the polar angles (θ, φ)
that point along the z−axis of the radiation frame. Finally, ψ is the angle between
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the x−axis of the radiation frame and the plane made by joining the x−arm of the
detector and the z−axis of the radiation frame. The detector frame is intuitively
defined by defining the x and y axes along the two arms with the z−axis coming out
of the plane of the detector on Earth.
It can be shown that the polarization amplitudes in the radiation frame depend
on the inclination angle ι between the orbital (or total) angular momentum of the
binary and the line of sight from the detector to the source as [72]
1
h+ = (1 + cos2 ι) h0 cos Φ(t);
2

h× = cos ι h0 sin Φ(t).

(3.6)

h0 is an overall amplitude that varies slowly in time compared to the instantaneous
gravitational wave phase Φ(t). In the radiation frame the tensorial metric perturbation can be written as (bold fonts indicate tensors or vectors with indices suppressed)
h = h+ e+ + h× e×

(3.7)

where the basis tensors are defined as
R
R
R
e+ := eR
x ⊗ ex − ey ⊗ ey ;

R
R
R
e× := eR
x ⊗ ey + ey ⊗ ex ,

(3.8)

R
with eR
x and ey being unit vectors along the x and y axes of the radiation frame.

Next we define the detector tensor, which can be thought of as the projection tensor
for the detector, as
D
D
D
d := L(eD
x ⊗ ex − ey ⊗ ey ),

(3.9)

D
where eD
x and ey are unit vectors along the x and y axes of the detector frame, and

they point along the direction of the arms from the central beam splitter. L is the
length of each arm of the interferometer. The change in length of the arms δL(t) can
therefore be obtained as the scalar product between the h tensor and the detector
tensor, i.e.
δL(t) = d · h := dij hij

(3.10)

This allows the strain produced in the arms to be written as
h(t) :=

δL
= F+ (θ, φ, ψ)h+ + F× (θ, φ, ψ)h× ,
L

(3.11)
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where the functions F+ and F× can be found using the geometry in Fig. 2 as the
scalar product of the basis tensors e+ and e× with the detector tensor [72],
1
F+ = (1 + cos2 θ) cos(2φ) cos(2ψ) − cos(θ) sin(2φ) sin(2ψ),
2
1
F× = (1 + cos2 (θ)) cos(2φ) sin(2ψ) + cos(θ) sin(2φ) cos(2ψ).
2

(3.12)

These two functions are called the antenna patterns of the detector, and they define
the response of the detector to incoming gravitational radiation governed purely due
to the relative geometry between the source and the detector itself. Finally, collecting
Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.11) we can write the strain h(t) seen by the detector as
h(t) = F+ h+ + F× h× = Ah0 cos(Φ(t) − Φ0 ),

(3.13)

where Φ(t) has the same meaning as in Eq. (3.6), and
!1/2
2
1
,
A :=
F+ (1 + cos2 ι) + (F× cos ι)2
2


2F× cos ι
−1
Φ0 := tan
,
F+ (1 + cos2 ι)


(3.14)

are combinations of the antenna patterns and the inclination angle folded into a
constant amplitude and phase change.
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Chapter 4
Search template banks for
low-mass binary black holes in the
Advanced gravitational-wave
detector era
Upgrades to the LIGO and Virgo observatories are underway [24, 25], with first observation runs planned for 2015 [26]. The construction of the Japanese detector KAGRA
has also begun [73]. The advanced detectors will be sensitive to gravitational waves
at frequencies down to ∼ 20Hz, with an order of magnitude increase in sensitivity
across the band. This is a significant improvement over the lower cutoff of 40Hz for
initial LIGO. Estimates for the expected rate of detection have been placed between
0.4 − 1000 stellar-mass binary black hole (BBH) mergers a year [27]. The uncertainty

in these estimates comes from the uncertainties in the various factors that govern the

physical processes in the BBH formation channels [74, 75]. In sub-solar metallicity
environments, stars (in binaries) are expected to lose relatively less mass to stellar
winds and form more massive remnants [76, 77, 78]. Population synthesis studies estimate that sub-solar metallicity environments within the horizon of advanced detectors
could increase the detection rates to be as high as a few thousand per year [79, 80].
On the other hand, high recoil momenta during core-collapse and merger during the
common-envelope phase of the binary star evolution could also decrease the detection
rates drastically [78, 79].
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Past searches for BBHs [13, 14, 15, 16, 9] used matched-filtering [81, 82] to search
for coalescing compact binaries. These searches divided the BBH mass space into a
low-mass region with M = m1 + m2 . 25 M

and a high-mass region with M &

25 M . In this chapter, we focus attention on BBH systems with component masses
between 3 M . m1 , m2 . 25M , which encompasses mass distribution of black hole
candidates observed in low-mass X-ray binaries [83]. aLIGO will be able to detect
coalescing BBH systems with component masses m1 = m2 = 25 M to a maximum
distance of up to ∼ 3.6 Gpc. Since we do not know a priori the masses of BBHs that

gravitational-wave detectors will observe, searches use a bank of template waveforms
which covers the range of BBH component masses of interest [84, 85]. This technique
is sensitive to the accuracy of the waveform templates that are used as filters and
the algorithm used to place the template waveforms [86]. An accurate template bank
is required as input for matched filter searches in the Fouier domain [82], as well as
newer search algorithms such as the singular value decomposition [87].
In this chapter, we investigate three items of importance to advanced-detector
BBH searches: First, we study the accuracy of template placement algorithms for
BBH searches using EOBNRv2 waveforms. Optimal template placement requires a
metric for creating a grid of waveforms in the desired region of parameter space [88],
however no analytic metric exists for the EOBNRv2 waveform. In the absence of
such a metric, we construct a template bank using the post-Newtonian hexagonal
placement algorithm [89, 90, 91, 92] accurate to first and half order. This metric is
used to place template grid points for the aLIGO zero-detuning high power sensitivity
curve [93] and we use EOBNRv2 waveforms at these points as search templates.
We find that the existing algorithm works well for BBHs with component masses
in the range 3M

≤ m1 , m2 ≤ 25 M . For a template bank constructed with a

minimal match of 97%, less than 1.5% of non-spinning BBH signals have a mismatch
greater than 3%. We therefore conclude that the existing bank placement algorithm
is sufficiently accurate for non-spinning BBH searches in this mass region. Second, we

investigate the mass range in which the (computationally less expensive) third-anda-half-order TaylorF2 post-Newtonian waveforms [84, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102] can be used without significant loss in event rate, and where full inspiral-mergerringdown EOBNRv2 waveforms are required. We construct a TaylorF2 template bank
designed to lose no more than 3% of the matched filter signal-to-noise ratio and use
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the EOBNRv2 model as signal waveforms. We find that for non-spinning BBHs with
M . 11.4 M , the TaylorF2 search performs as expected, with a loss of no more than
10% in the event rate. For higher masses larger event rate losses are observed. A
similar study was performed in Ref. [103] using an older version of the EOB model
and our results are quantitatively similar. We therefore recommend that this limit
is used as the boundary between TaylorF2 and EOBNRv2 waveforms in Advanced
LIGO searches. Finally, we investigate the effect of modes other than the dominant
l = m = 2 mode on BBH searches in aLIGO. The horizion distance of aLIGO (and
hence the event rate) is computed considering only the dominant mode of the emitted
gravitational waves, since current searches only filter for this mode [27]. However, the
inclusion of sub-dominant modes in gravitational-wave template could increase the
reach of aLIGO [104, 105]. If we assume that BBH signals are accurately modeled by
the EOBNRv2 waveform including the five leading modes, we find that for systems
with (m1 /m2 ) ≤ 1.68 or inclination angle: ι ≥ 2.68 or ι ≤ 0.31 radians, there is no

significant loss in the total possible signal-to-noise ratio due to neglecting modes other
than l = m = 2 in the template waveforms, if one uses a 97% minimal-match bank
placed using the hexagonal bank placement algorithm [89, 90, 91, 92]. However, for
systems with mass-ratio (q) ≥ 4 and 1.08 ≤ ι ≤ 2.02, including higher order modes

could increase the signal-to-noise ratio by as much as 8% in aLIGO. This increase in
amplitude may be offset by the increase in false alarm rate from implementing searches

which also include sub-dominant waveform modes in templates, so we encourage the
investigation of such algorithms in real detector data.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Sec. 4.1 we review the
gravitational waveform models used in this study. In Sec. 4.2 we present the results of
large-scale Monte Carlo signal injections to test the effectualness of the template banks
under investigation. Finally in Sec. 4.3 we review our findings and recommendations
for future work.

4.1
4.1.1

Waveforms and Template Bank Placement
Waveform Approximants

Previous searches for stellar-mass BBHs with total mass M . 25M in LIGO and
Virgo used the restricted TaylorF2 PN waveforms [84, 94, 95]. Since this waveform is
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analytically generated in the frequency domain, it has two computational advantages
over the EOBNRv2 model: First, the TaylorF2 model does not require either the
numerical solution of coupled ODEs or a Fourier transform to generate the frequency
domain signal requred by a matched filter. We compared the speed of generating
and Fourier transforming EOBNRv2 waveforms, to the speed of generating Taylor F2
waveforms in the frequency domain, and found that the former can be O(102 ) times

slower than the latter. Second, the TaylorF2 model can be implmented trivially as a
kernel on Graphics Processing Units, allowing search pipelines to leverage significant
speed increases due to the fast floating-point performance of GPU hardware. We
found the generation of TaylorF2 waveforms using GPUs to be O(104 ) times faster
than generating and Fourier transforming EOBNRv2 waveforms on CPUs. However,

use of the TaylorF2 waveform may result in a loss in search efficiency due to inaccuracies of the PN approximation for BBHs. To investigate the loss in search efficiency
versus computational efficiency, we use restricted TaylorF2 and EOBNRv2 waveform
models which are described in Appendix A.1.4 and Sec. 2.1.3, respectively.
4.1.2

Bank Placement metric

The frequency weighted overlap between two waveforms h1 and h2 , can be written as
(h1 |h2 ) ≡ 2

Z

fNy

fmin

h̃∗1 (f )h̃2 (f ) + h̃1 (f )h̃∗2 (f )
df,
Sn (f )

(4.1)

where Sn (f ) is the one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of the detector noise; fmin
is the lower frequency cutoff for filtering; fNy is the Nyqyuist frequency corresponding
to the waveform sampling rate; and h̃(f ) denotes the Fourier transform of h(t). The
normalized overlap between the two waveforms is given by
(ĥ1 |ĥ2 ) = p

(h1 |h2 )

(h1 |h1 )(h2 |h2 )

.

(4.2)

In addition to the two mass-parameters of the binary, this normalized overlap is also
sensitive to the relative phase of coalescence φc and to the difference in the time of
coalescence between the two waveforms h1 and h2 , tc . These two parameters (φc , tc )
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can be analytically maximized over to get the maximized overlap O


i(2πf tc −φc )

O(h1 , h2 ) = max ĥ1 |ĥ2 e
φc ,tc



,

(4.3)

which gives a measure of how “close” the two waveforms are in the waveform manifold.
The mismatch M between the same two waveforms is written as,
M (h1 , h2 ) = 1 − O(h1 , h2 ).

(4.4)

The match (Eq. 5.5) can be regarded as an inner-product on the space of intrinsic
template parameters, and thus one can define a metric on this space [91, 88] (at the
point θ1 ) as
gij (θ1 ) = −

1 ∂ 2 O (h (θ1 ) , h (θ2 ))
2
∂θ1 i ∂θ2 j

,

(4.5)

θ1k =θ2k

where θ1 is the set of intrinsic parameters (i.e. m1 , m2 or some combination) of the
binary. Thus the mismatch between waveforms produced by systems with nearly
equal mass parameters can be given by
M (h(θ), h(θ + ∆θ)) ' gij (θ)∆θi ∆θj .

(4.6)

For the TaylorF2 approximant, h(θ) is given by Eq. A.17 (and the discussion above
it), and hence using Eq. (4.1, 5.5) we can get O(h(θ1 ), h(θ2 )) as an analytic function

of θ1 and θ2 (albeit involving an integral over frequency). This gives a measure of
mismatches between neighbouring points in the manifold of the mass-parameters,
and hence a hexagonal 2D lattice placement can be used in the manifold of the
mass parameters [91] (and references therein), to construct a geometric lattice based
template bank [89, 88, 91].
On the other hand, for the EOBNRv2 approximant, h(θ) is obtained through
numerical solutions of the Hamiltonian equations, Eq.(2.25). In this case, the calculation of the metric would involve derivatives of coordinate evolution obtained from
numerically integrated equations of motion, which could introduce numerical instabilities in the metric. So the concept of a metric, as in Eq. (4.5)‘, cannot be used in a
convenient (semi-) analytic form for the construction of a bank with the EOBNRv2
approximant.
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4.2

Results

To assess the effectualness of the template banks constructed here, we compute the
fitting factors [86] of the template bank, defined as follows. If hea is the waveform
emitted by a BBH system then the Fitting Factor of a bank of template waveforms
(modeled using approximant X) for this waveform, is defined as the maximum value
of maximized normalized overlaps between hea and all members hX
b of the bank of
template waveforms [86]; i.e.
FF(a, X) = max O(hea , hX
b ).
b ∈ bank

(4.7)

This quantity simultaneously quantifies the loss in recovered signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) due to the discreteness of the bank, and the inaccuracy of the template model.
The similarly defined quantity MM (minimal match) quantifies the loss in SNR due
to only the discreteness of the bank as both the exact and the template waveform is
modeled with the same waveform model, i.e.
X
MM = min max O(hX
a , hb ),
a

b ∈ bank

(4.8)

where a is any point in the space covered by the bank, and X is the waveform approximant. For a detection search that aims at less than 10% (15%) loss in event detection
rate due to the discreteness of the bank and the inaccuracy of the waveform model, we
require a bank of template waveforms that has FF above 0.965 (0.947) [106, 107, 103].
Throughout, we use the aLIGO zero-detuning high power noise curve as the PSD for

bank placement and overlap calculations, and set fmin = 15 Hz. The waveforms are
generated at a sample rate of 8192 Hz, and we set fmax = 4096 Hz, i.e. the Nyquist
frequency.
The expectation value of the SNR for a signal, ρ, from a source located at a
distance D is proportional to 1/D, which comes from the dependence of the amplitude
on the distance. In other words, the range to which a source can be seen by the
detector
Dobs =

(g, g)
,
ρ∗

(4.9)

where g is the GW strain produced by the same source at the detector, when located
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at a unit distance from the detector, and ρ∗ is the threshold on SNR required for
detection (typically taken as ρ∗ = 8). For non-precessing binaries, for which the skylocation (θ, φ) and polarization angles (ψ) do not change over the course of inspiral,
3
the effective volume in which the same source can be detected is ∝ Dobs
[108], i.e.
3
Vobs = k Dobs
,

(4.10)

where the proportionalality constant k comes from averaging over various possible sky
positions of the binary. The use of discrete template banks, and lack of knowledge of
the true GW signal model, leads to the observed SNR ρ0 being lower than the optimal
SNR ρ = (h, h), i.e.
ρ0 = FF ρ,

(4.11)

where FF is the fitting-factor of the template bank employed in the search for the
particular system. The observable volume hence goes down as
eff
Vobs
= k (FF × Dobs )3 .

(4.12)

If we assume that the source population is distributed uniformly in spatial volume
eff
in the universe, then the ratio Vobs
/Vobs also gives the fraction of systems within

the detector’s reach that will be seen by the matched-filtering search. For a system
eff
with given mass-parameters θ1 , the ratio of the total Vobs
available to it for different

inclinations and sky-locations, to the total Vobs available to it for the same samples of
angles, will give an estimate of the fraction of systems with those masses (marginalized
over other parameters - they being uniformly distributed) that will be seen by the
matched-filter search. This quantity,
X

eff
(θ1 , θ2 )
Vobs

θ

2
V (θ1 ) = X

Vobs (θ1 , θ2 )

,

θ2

X
=

θ2

FF 3 (θ1 , θ2 )Vobs (θ1 , θ2 )
X
θ2

Vobs (θ1 , θ2 )

,

(4.13)
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where θ2 = {ι, θ, φ, ψ} are the parameters being averaged over, we will refer to as

the volume-weighted fitting-factor. It essentially measures the average of the frac-

tional observable volume loss, weighted by the actual available observable volume,
and so simultaneously downweights the loss in the observable volume for binary configurations to which the detector is relativey less sensitive to begin with. We can
give the parameter sets θ1 and θ2 different elements than the ones shown here, i.e.
θ1 6= {m1 , m2 }, θ2 6= {ι, θ, φ, ψ}, θ1 ∪ θ2 = {m1 , m2 , ι, θ, φ, ψ}, in order to obtain more
information about another set of parameters θ10 .
4.2.1

EOBNRv2 templates placed using TaylorF2 metric

In this section we measure the effectualness of the first-and-half-order post-Newtonian
hexagonal template bank placement metric described in Ref. [90] when used to place
EOBNRv2 waveform templates for aLIGO. The same template placement algorithm
was used to place a grid of third-and-a-half order post-Newtonian order TaylorF2
waveforms for low-mass BBH detection searches for initial LIGO and Virgo observations [13, 14, 15, 16, 9]. We construct a template bank which has a desired minimal
match of 0.97 for waveforms with component masses between 3M ≤ m1 , m2 ≤ 25M .

This template bank contains 10, 753 template grid points in (m1 , m2 ) space for the
aLIGO noise curve, compared to 373 grid points for the initial LIGO design noise
curve. For the template waveforms at each grid point, we use the EOBNRv2 waveforms, rather than TaylorF2 waveforms. Since the metric itself was derived using the
TaylorF2 approximant, we do not, a priori know if this metric is a good measure to
use to place template banks for EOBNRv2 waveforms.
To test the effectualness of this template bank, we perform a Monte-Carlo simulation over the 3M

≤ m1 , m2 ≤ 25M

BBH mass space to find regions where

the bank placement algorithm leads to under-coverage. We sample 90,000 points
uniformly distributed in individual component masses. For each of these points, we
generate an EOBNRv2 waveform for the system with component masses given by
the coordinates of the point. We record the FF of the template bank for each of

the randomly generated BBH waveforms in the Monte-Carlo simulation. Since we
use EOBNRv2 waveforms both to model the true BBH signals and as matched-filter
templates, any departure in fitting factor from unity is due to the placement of the
template bank grid.
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Figure 3: This figure shows the effectualness of a bank of EOBNRv2 templates,
placed using the 2PN accurate hexagonal template placement of Ref. [90], to search
for a population of BBH signals simulated with EOBNRv2 waveforms. The masses
of the BBH population are chosen from a uniform distribution of component masses
between 3 and 25 M . For each injection, we plot the component masses of the
injection, and the fitting factor (FF).
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Figure 4: This figure shows a cumulative histogram of the fraction of the BBH
signal space (on the y-axis), where the bank of EOBNRv2 waveforms has FF less
than the respective values on the x-axis. The EOBNRv2 bank has a fitting factor
FF below the 0.97 for less than ∼ 1.5% of all simulated signals with
component-masses m1 , m2 between 3 M and 25 M .
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For a bank of template waveforms constructed with a MM of 0.97, Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 show that the FF of the bank remains above 0.97 for ∼ 98.5% of all simulated
BBH signals. Less than ∼ 1.5% of signals have a minimal match of less than 0.97,
with the smallest value over the 90,000 sampled points being ∼ 0.96. The diagonal
features observed in Fig. 3 are due to the hexagonal bank placement algorithm and are

related to the ellipses of constant chirp mass in Fig. 4 of Ref. [90]. From these results,
we conclude that the existing template bank placement metric adequately covers the
BBH mass space with EOBNRv2 waveform templates; it is not necessary to construct
a metric specific to the EOBNRv2 model. aLIGO detection searches can employ
the first-and-half-order post-Newtonian bank placement metric with the hexagonal
placement algorithms [91, 89, 90, 88, 92] to place template banks for EOBNRv2
waveforms without a significant drop in the recovered signal-to-noise ratio.
4.2.2

Effectualness of TaylorF2 templates

We next explore the efficiency of using the computationally cheaper TaylorF2 waveforms to search for a population of BBH signals with component masses between
(3–25)M . The signals from this population are modeled with the full EOBNRv2
waveforms. We use the same template bank placement as above, however now we
use the third-and-a-half PN order TaylorF2 model as the template waveforms. This
model does not capture the merger and ringdown of BBH signals, as it is terminated
at the Schwarzchild test-particle ISCO. Furthermore, it diverges from the true BBH
signal in the late inspiral. It is important to determine when these effects become
important.
We sample the (3–25)M BBH component mass space at 100,000 points by generating an EOBNRv2 waveform to generate the “true” signal waveform. We generate
a bank of TaylorF2 template waveforms over the same region, and calculate its FF

for each of the sample points, against the corresponding EOBNRv2 waveform. Fig. 5
shows the distribution of the FF obtained for the TaylorF2 bank. Clearly the TaylorF2 bank is not effectual for the enture BBH region considered, with mismatches of
up to 18% observed. We divide the sampled component mass space into sub-regions
which consist of systems with total masses below different thresholds, and compute
the minimal-fitting-factor of the bank over those. In Fig. 6, the blue (solid) curve
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Figure 5: The fitting factor FF of a bank of TaylorF2 waveforms, constructed with
MM = 0.97, for a population of BBH systems which are modeled using EOBNRv2
signals.
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Figure 6: The (blue) curve shows the upper-bound on total-mass for the sub-region
over which the TaylorF2 bank has a minimal-fitting-factor as given on the x-axis.
We observe that the TaylorF2 bank has a minimal-fitting-factor of 0.965 (0.947) for
the region with total masses below ∼ 11.4M (19M ). The minimal-fitting-factor is
the fitting-factor value which is less than the fitting-factors of the TaylorF2 bank for
≥ 99.75% of the points sampled in the sub-region.
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shows the upper-limit on total mass for different sub-regions against the minimalfitting-factor of the TaylorF2 bank over those. The minimal-fitting-factor over a
sub-region is taken to be the fitting-factor value which is less than the fitting-factors
for ≥ 99.75% of the points sampled in the sub-region. We find that the TaylorF2
template bank has FF above 0.965 (0.947) for the region with total masses below

11.4M (19M ). We conclude that the TaylorF2 bank is effectual for BBH signals
below ∼ 11.4M .

The value of our limit on total-mass is in agreement with the previous study in

Ref. [103], however this analysis used the EOBNRv1 model [109] and an older version
of the Advanced LIGO noise curve [103]. This agreement provides confidence that
this limit will be robust in aLIGO searches and we propose this limit as the upper
cutoff for the computationally cheaper TaylorF2 search. To investigate the loss in
the FF due to the mismatch in the template and signal waveform models, we also

performed a Monte-Carlo simulation using a denser TaylorF2 bank with MM = 0.99.
We found that using this dense bank of third-and-a-half order TaylorF2 waveforms,
we can relax the limit on the upper mass to ∼ 16.3M (21.8M ) and still achieve

a FF above 0.965 (0.947), for over 99.75% of the signals sampled in the region.
However, increasing the minimal match increases the size of the template bank from

10, 753 to 29, 588 templates. This is a significant increase, compared to the cost of
filtering with EOBNRv2 templates.
4.2.3

Effect of sub-dominant modes

Having established that the first-and-half-order post-Newtonian hexagonal template
bank is effectual for placing a bank of EOBNRv2 templates, we now investigate the
effect of neglecting sub-dominant modes in BBH searches. The sensitivity reach of
the aLIGO detectors is normally computed assuming that the search is only sensitive
to the dominant l = m = 2 mode of the gravitational waveform. For binary black
hole signals, sub-dominant modes may contain significant power [105]. A search that
includes these modes could, in principle, have an increased reach (and hence event
rate) compared to a search that only uses the dominant mode. The EOBNRv2 model
of Ref. [39] has been calibrated against higher order modes from numerical relativity
simulations. We investigate the effect of ignoring these modes in a search by modeling
the BBH signal as an EOBNRv2 signal containing the dominant and sub-dominant
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Figure 7: (top) The FF of a bank of EOBNRv2 waveforms, constructed with a
minimal match of 0.97 at each point in the stellar-mass BBH component-mass
region. While the templates are modeled as the dominant-mode l = m = 2
EOBNRv2 waveforms, the signals are modeled including the sub-dominant
waveform modes as well (EOBNRv2HM). (bottom) This figure shows the
upper-bound on mass-ratio (q) for the region where a bank of EOBNRv2 templates
has a minimal-fitting-factor as given on the x-axis. We observe that for the region
with q ≤ 1.68 (4), the minimum-match of the bank is below 0.965 (0.947). From
both the figures, we notice a systematic fall in the coverage of the EOBNRv2
template bank with increasing mass-ratio.
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Figure 8: (top) The FF of a bank of EOBNRv2 waveforms, constructed with a
minimal match of 0.97 at each point in the stellar-mass BBH q − ι space. While the
templates are modeled as the dominant-mode l = m = 2 EOBNRv2 waveforms, the
signals are modeled including the sub-dominant waveform modes as well
(EOBNRv2HM). We observe a loss in fitting-factors, upto ∼ 8%, for systems with
high mass-ratios (q) and inclination angle (ι) close to π/2. (bottom) The FF for
the same population of signals, now shown on the M − ι plane. We observe the loss
in fitting factors to be relatively lesser for more massive binaries.
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Figure 9: (top) This figure shows V (θ1 = {m1 , m2 }) in the component-mass space
(see Eq. 4.13). This gives the fraction of total observable volume that is visible to a
search which uses the leading order l = m = 2 EOBNRv2 waveform template bank,
placed with the 2PN accurate TaylorF2 bank placement metric. For a population of
signals, that is distributed uniformly in spacial volume, this is equivalent to the
fraction of the maximum possible event observation rate that we get with the use of
a discrete bank of matched-filters. We observe that the loss in event observation
rate, averaged over all parameters (uniformly distributed) but θ1 = {m1 , m2 }, does
not exceed ∼ 11% for any region of the component-mass space. (bottom) This
figure shows V (θ1 = {q, ι}) over the q − ι plane. We note that the maximum
averaged loss in the detection rate is for systems with high mass ratios and
ι ∈ [1.08, 2.02], and can go as high as ∼ 20% for such systems.
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multipoles: hlm = h22 , h21 , h33 , h44 , h55 (which we call EOBNRv2HM) and computing
the fitting factor of leading-order EOBNRv2 templates placed using the TaylorF2
metric.
We simulate a population of BBH signals by sampling 100, 000 systems uniformly
in the m1 , m2 ∈ [3, 25] M component-mass space. These EOBNRv2HM signals are
uniformly distributed in sky-location angles and inclination and polarization angles,

which appear in the detector’s response function to the gravitational-wave signal [110].
The template bank is again placed with a desired minimal match of 0.97 and for each
of signal waveforms, we calculate the FF against the entire bank of EOBNRv2 waveform templates. Fig. 7 (left panel) shows the value of the FF of the bank of EOB-

NRv2 waveform templates over the sampled component-mass space. As expected,
the highest fitting factors are observed close to the equal mass line, since when the
mass ratio is close to unity, the amplitude of the sub-leading waveform modes is several orders of magnitude smaller than the amplitude of the dominant mode. As the
mass ratio increases, the relative amplitude of the sub-leading multipoles increases,
as illustrated by Fig. 1 of Ref. [39] and the fitting factor decreases. This pattern is
brought out further in Fig. 8 (left panel), where we show the FF values in the mass
ratio - inclination angle (q − ι) plane. We observe that when the orbital angular

momentum is either parallel or anti-parallel to the line of sight from the detector,

the sub-leading multipoles do not contribute significantly to the signal. This is what
we would expect from Eq. 2.32, as the spin-weighted harmonics are proportional to
ι
ι
sin( )cos( ), except when l = m = 2. Similar to Sec. 4.2.2, we divide the sampled
2
2
component-mass space into sub-regions bounded by 1 ≤ q ≤ qthreshold , and compute

the minimal-fitting-factor of the EOBNRv2 template bank over those. In Fig. 7 (right
panel), the blue (solid) curve shows the value of qthreshold for each restricted sub-region
against the minimal-fitting-factor of the bank over the same. For systems with massratio q below 1.68 (4), we find that the FF of the EOBNRv2 waveform bank is above
0.965 (0.947) over 99.75% of this restricted region. These results demonstrate that

the effect of ignoring sub-dominant modes does not cause a significant loss in the
total possible signal-to-noise if the mass ratio is less than 1.68. Similar analysis over
the range of possible inclination angles shows that the EOBNRv2 waveform bank
has fitting factors above 0.965 (0.947) for systems with 2.68 (2.02) ≤ ι ≤ π, and
0 ≤ ι ≤ 0.31 (1.08) (see Fig. 8, left panel).
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Fitting factors as low as 0.92 are observed for systems with high mass-ratios and
inclination angle close to π/2. As these are also binary configurations to which the
detector is relatively less sensitive to [105], fitting-factors alone do not answer the
question of where in the parameter space do we lose the most, in terms of detection
rate. To address this question, we compute the volume-weighted fitting-factors V
of the EOBNRv2 template bank, over the sampled BBH parameter space. This
gives us an estimate of the expected loss in detection rate, if the source population is
distributed uniformly in spatial volume and uniformly in intrinsic and extrinsic source
parameters. Fig. 9 (left panel) shows V calculated in bins over the component-mass
space. In this figure, the color of each bin in the component-mass plane corresponds
to, for a population which has all other parameters i.e. the inclination angle and
sky/polarization angles uniformly distributed over their possible ranges, the averaged
loss in the detection rate incurred due to the use of a bank of leading-order l = m = 2
EOBNRv2 templates, placed using the 2PN bank placement metric. We observe
that the maximum loss incurred goes up to only ∼ 10% − 11%, which is within our

acceptable threshold. Looking at Fig. 8 (left panel), the maximum loss in fitting factor
occurs for systems with inclination angles close to π/2, but (for the same mass-ratio)
these get averaged out with systems with inclinations close to 0 or π, which leads
to the low averaged detection-rate losses we observe in Fig. 9 (left panel). The right
panel of Fig. 9 shows the same quantity, V , calculated over bins in the mass-ratio inclination angle plane. As expected, we observe that, letting all other parameters be
distributed uniformly over their possible ranges, systems with high mass-ratios and
inclination angles close to π/2 will incur (averaged) losses in observation volume of
up to ∼ 20%.

These results suggest that a search that includes higher order modes could achieve

a non-trivial increase in sensitivity over leading-order mode templates, only in detecting systems with high q and 1.08 ≤ ι ≤ 2.02. However, an algorithm that includes

sub-dominant modes could have an increased false-alarm rate (background) over a
search that includes only the leading-order mode, and hence the overall gain in search
efficiency might not be significant.
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4.3

Conclusions

We used the TaylorF2 first-and-half-order post-Newtonian hexagonal placement algorithm from Refs. [91, 90, 92] to construct a template bank of EOBNRv2 waveforms
with MM of 0.97. We calculated the fitting factor (FF) of this bank against ∼ 90, 000

simulated EOBNRv2 signals with component masses uniformly distributed between
3M ≤ m1 , m2 ≤ 25M . We find that the FF of the template bank is greater than
0.97 for 98.5% of the simulated EOBNRv2 signals, assuming the zero-detuning high

power noise spectrum for aLIGO sensitivity [93]. We conclude that the existing placement algorithm is effectual for use in aLIGO BBH searches, assuming that EOBNRv2
is an accurate model of BBH signals in this mass region. We then demonstrated that
use of the computationally cheaper third-and-a-half order TaylorF2 waveform results
in a loss in search efficiency due to inaccuracies of the post-Newtonian approximation,
and neglect of merger-ringdown for BBHs with a total mass M > 11.4 M . However,
below this limit the TaylorF2 model is an acceptable signal for BBH searches. This
was done using a bank with a MM of 0.97. By increasing the density of the bank
to 0.99MM, the limit on total-mass can be relaxed to 16.3 M , with an increase in
computational cost due to the number of templates increasing by a factor of ∼ 2.7.

Finally, we investigated the loss in the SNR incurred by using template banks constructed using only the leading order mode of EOBNRv2 waveforms. We found that

a leading-order l = m = 2 EOBNRv2 template bank constructed with a MM of
0.97 is effectual to search for BBHs for which 1 ≤ (m1 /m2 ) ≤ 1.68 or ι ≥ 2.68 or

ι ≤ 0.31 radians, and there is no significant loss in potential signal-to-noise ratio for

systems with q as high as 4 or 2.02 ≤ ι ≤ 2.68 or 0.31 ≤ ι ≤ 1.08. We also observed

that the maximum loss in detection-rate, for a binary with given mass parameters,
averaging over other parameters - which are taken to be uniformly distributed over
their possible ranges, goes only to a maximum of ∼ 10% − 11%. For any given pair

of binary masses, the loss is highest when the binary is inclined at ' π/2, and can

go up to ∼ 20%, and is lower when its angular momentum is close to being parallel
or anti-parallel to the line of sight from the detector. These effects average out, and
hence for a population which is expected to have a uniform distribution of inclination
angles (and uniform distribution in spatial volume), the average loss in detection rate
was estimated to be not higher than ∼ 11%. Thus, using EOBNRv2HM templates
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is unlikely to give a significant increase in the range to which such a population of
sources can be detected. For BBHs with (m1 /m2 ) ≥ 4 and 1.08 ≤ ι ≤ 2.02, detection

searches could possibly gain sensitivity by the use of EOBNRv2HM waveforms, if
they can be implemented without increasing the false alarm rate.
Our results suggest that a significant portion of the non-spinning stellar-mass
BBH parameter space can be searched for using LIGO’s existing search algorithms.
For systems with total mass below ∼ 11.4M

template banks of TaylorF2 can be

used without significant loss in event rate. For higher mass systems, neglecting highorder modes in an EOBNRv2 search does not cause a substantial reduction in the
maximum possible reach of BBH searches. Finally, we note that our study does not
consider BBH systems with BH masses higher than M = 25 M , or the effect of black

hole component spins. Future work will extend this study for systems with spinning
and/or precessing black holes and consider the effect of non-Gaussian transients in
real detector noise.
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Chapter 5
Binary black hole search template
banks with Numerical Relativity
waveforms
GW searches so far have focused on GW bursts [10, 111, 11]; coalescing compact
binaries [13, 14, 15, 16, 9, 17, 18], and ringdowns of perturbed black holes [12], amongst
others [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. For coalescing BBHs, detection searches involve matchedfiltering [81, 82] of the instrument data using large banks of theoretically modeled
waveform templates as filters [84, 91, 88, 90, 89, 92]. The matched-filter is the optimal
linear filter to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), in the presence of stochastic
noise [112]. It requires an accurate modeling of the gravitational waveform emitted
by the source binary. Early LIGO-Virgo searches employed template banks of PostNewtonian (PN) inspiral waveforms [13, 14, 15, 16, 9], while more recent searches
targeting high mass BBHs used complete inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR) waveform
templates [17, 18].
Recent developments in Numerical Relativity (NR) have provided complete simulations of BBH dynamics in the strong-field regime, i.e. during the late-inspiral
and merger phases [34, 113, 36, 35, 114]. These simulations have contributed unprecedented physical insights to the understanding of BBH mergers (see, e.g., [115,
116, 48, 49] for recent overviews of the field). Due to their high computational cost,
fully numerical simulations currently span a few tens of inspiral orbits before merger.
For mass-ratios q = m1 /m2 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, the multi-domain Spectral Einstein code
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(SpEC) [117] has been used to simulate 15–33 inspiral merger orbits [118, 119, 38].
These simulations have been used to calibrate waveform models, for example, within
the effective-one-body (EOB) formalism [31, 53, 39, 120]. Alternately, inspiral waveforms from PN theory can be joined to numerical BBH inspiral and merger waveforms,
to construct longer hybrid waveforms [121, 122, 123, 124, 125]. NR-PN hybrids have
been used to calibrate phenomenological waveform models [126, 40], and within the
NINJA project [127, 51] to study the efficacy of various GW search algorithms towards
realistic (NR) signals [128, 129].
Constructing template banks for gravitational wave searches has been a long
sought goal for NR. Traditionally, intermediary waveform models are calibrated against
numerical simulations and then used in template banks for LIGO searches [17, 18]. In
this chapter we explore an alternative to this traditional approach, proposing the use
of NR waveforms themselves and hybrids constructed out of them as search templates.
For a proof of principle, we focus on the non-spinning BBH space, with the aim of extending to spinning binaries in future work. We investigate exactly where in the mass
space can the existing NR waveforms/hybrids be used as templates, finding that only
six simulations are sufficient to cover binaries with m1,2 & 12M upto mass-ratio 10.
This method can also be used as a guide for the placement of parameters for future
NR simulations. Recent work has shown that existing PN waveforms are sufficient
for aLIGO searches for M = m1 + m2 . 12M [103, 130]. To extend the NR/hybrid
bank coverage down to M ' 12M , we demonstrate that a total of 26 simulations

would be sufficient. The template banks are constructed with the requirement that
the net SNR recovered for any BBH signal should remain above 96.5% of its optimal
value. Enforcing this tells us that these 26 simulations would be required to be ∼ 50

orbits long. This goal is achievable, given the recent progress in simulation technology [123, 38, 131]. Our template banks are viable for GW searches with aLIGO, and
the framework for using hybrids within the LIGO-Virgo software framework has been
demonstrated in the NINJA-2 collaboration [132]. In this chapter, we also derive
waveform modeling error bounds which are independent of analytical models. These
can be extended straightforwardly to assess the accuracy of such models.
First, we construct a bank for purely-NR templates, restricting to currently available simulations [123, 119, 118, 38, 119]. We use a stochastic algorithm similar to
Ref. [133, 134, 135], and place a template bank grid constrained to q = m1 /m2 =
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{1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. The bank placement algorithm uses the EOB model from Ref. [39]
(EOBNRv2). As this model was calibrated against NR for most of these mass-ratios,

we expect the manifold of EOBNRv2 to be a reasonable approximation for the NR
manifold. In Sec. 5.4, we demonstrate that this approximation holds well for NR-PN
hybrids as well. To demonstrate the efficacy of the bank, we measure its fittingfactors (FFs) [86] over the BBH mass space. We simulate a population of 100, 000
BBH waveforms with masses sampled uniformly over 3M

≤ m1,2 ≤ 200M

and

M = m1 + m2 ≤ 200M , and filter them through the template bank to character-

ize its SNR recovery. For a bank of NR templates, any SNR loss accrued will be
due to the coarseness of the bank grid. We measure this requiring both signals and
templates to be in the same manifold, using the EOBNRv2 model for both. We find
that for systems with chirp mass Mc ≡ (m1 + m2 )−1/5 (m1 m2 )3/5 above ∼ 27M and

1 ≤ q ≤ 10, this bank has FFs ≥ 97% and is sufficiently accurate to be used in GW

searches. We also show that the coverage of the purely-NR bank can be extended
to include 10 ≤ q ≤ 11, if we instead constrain it to templates with mass-ratios

q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9.2}.

Second, we demonstrate that currently available PN-NR hybrid waveforms can

be used as templates to search for BBHs with much lower masses. The hybrids
used correspond to mass-ratios q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. We use two distinct methods of
bank placement to construct a bank with these mass-ratios, and compare the two.

The first method is the stochastic algorithm we use for purely-NR templates. The
second is a deterministic algorithm, that constructs the two-dimensional bank (in
M and q) through a union of six one-dimensional banks, placed separately for each
allowed value of mass-ratio. Templates are placed over the total mass dimension
by requiring that all pairs of neighboring templates have the same noise weighted
overlap. As before, we measure the SNR loss from both banks, due to the discrete
placement of the templates, by simulating a population of 100, 000 BBH signals, to
find the SNR recovered. We measure the intrinsic hybrid errors using the method of
Ref. [122, 123], and subsequently account for them in the SNR recovery fraction. We
find that the NR-PN hybrid bank is effectual for detecting BBHs with m1,2 ≥ 12M ,
with FFs ≥ 96.5%. The number of templates required was found to be close to that

of a bank constructed using the second-order TaylorF2 hexagonal bank placement
algorithm [84, 91, 88, 90, 89, 92]. We note that by pre-generating the template for
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the least massive binary for each of the mass-ratios that contribute to the bank, we
can re-scale it on-the-fly to different total masses in the frequency domain [136]. Used
in detection searches, such a bank would be computationally inexpensive to generate
relative to a bank of time-domain modeled waveforms.
Finally, we determine the minimal set of NR simulations that we would need to
extend the bank down to M ' 12M . We find that a bank that samples from the

set of 26 mass-ratios listed in Table 2 would be sufficiently dense, even at the lowest
masses, for binaries with mass-ratios 1 ≤ q ≤ 10. We show that this bank recovers

more than 98% of the optimal SNR, not accounting for hybrid errors. To restrict the
loss in event detection rate below 10%, we restrict the total SNR loss below 3.5%. This
implies the hybrid error mismatches stay below 1.5%, which constrains the length of
the NR part for each hybrid. We find that NR simulations spanning about 50 orbits
of late-inspiral, merger and ringdown would suffice to reduce the PN truncation error
to the desired level. With such a bank of NR-PN hybrids and purely-PN templates for
lower masses, we can construct GW searches for stellar-mass BBHs with mass-ratios
q ≤ 10.

The chapter is organized as follows, in Sec. 5.1.1, we discuss the NR waveforms

used in this study, in Sec. 5.1.2 we describe the PN models used to construct the
NR-PN hybrids, and in Sec. 5.1.3 we describe the construction of hybrid waveforms.
In Sec. 5.1.4 we describe the EOB model that we use to place and test the template
banks. In Sec. 5.2 we describe the accuracy measures used in quantifying the loss
in signal-to-noise ratio in a matched-filtering search when using a discrete bank of
templates and in the construction of hybrid waveforms. In Sec. 5.3 we describe the
construction and efficacy of the NR-only banks, while in Sec. 5.4 we discuss the
same for the NR-PN hybrid template banks constructed with currently available NR
waveforms. In Sec. 5.5, we investigate the parameter and length requirements for
future NR simulations in order to cover the entire non-spinning parameter space with
12M

≤ M ≤ 200M , m1,2 ≥ 3M , and 1 ≤ q ≤ 10. Finally, in Sec. 5.6 we

summarize the results.
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5.1

Waveforms

In the sections that follow, we will describe the construction of template banks for NR
or NR-PN hybrid waveform templates. The NR waveforms that we use correspond to
mass ratios q = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}, and were simulated using the SpEC code [117]. The

construction of hybrid waveforms involves joining a long inspiral portion, modeled
using PN theory, to the merger-ringdown waveform from NR. In this section we
describe both, the NR waveforms and the PN models used in our study. Measuring
the effectualness of these banks involves simulating a population of BBH signals. We
use the recently published EOBNRv2 model [39] to obtain waveforms for BBHs with
arbitrary masses. This model was calibrated against five out of the six NR simulations
we use to construct our banks, and is expected to be faithful at comparable mass
ratios [39]. In this section, we briefly summarize the construction of EOBNRv2
waveforms as well.
5.1.1

Numerical Relativity simulations

The numerical relativity waveforms used in this chapter were produced with the
SpEC code [117], a multi-domain pseudospectral code to solve Einstein’s equations.
SpEC uses Generalized Harmonic coordinates, spectral methods, and a flexible domain decomposition, all of which contribute to it being one of the most accurate
and efficient codes for computing the gravitational waves from binary black hole
systems. High accuracy numerical simulations of the late-inspiral, merger and ringdown of coalescing binary black-holes have been recently performed for mass-ratios
q ≡ m1 /m2 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8} [118, 137, 46, 119].

The equal-mass, non-spinning waveform covers 33 inspiral orbits and was first

discussed in [123, 119]. This waveform was obtained with numerical techniques similar
to those of [118]. The unequal-mass waveforms of mass ratios 2, 3, 4, and 6 were
presented in detail in Ref. [118]. The simulation with mass ratio 6 covers about 20
orbits and the simulations with mass ratios 2, 3, and 4 are somewhat shorter and
cover about 15 orbits. The unequal mass waveform with mass ratio 8 was presented
as part of the large waveform catalog in [38, 119]. It is approximately 25 orbits in
length. We summarize the NR simulations used in this study in Table 1. In the table,
we also give the lowest total masses for which the NR waveforms span the aLIGO
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η
0.25
0.2222
0.1875
0.1600
0.1224
0.0988

q
1
2
3
4
6
8

Length (in orbits)
33
15
18
15
20
25

Minimum total mass (M )
49
76
82
87
83
83

Table 1: SpEC BBH simulations used in this study. Given are symmetric mass-ratio
η, mass-ratio q = m1 /m2 , and the length in orbits of the simulation. The last
column gives the lowest total masses for which the NR simulations cover the entire
coalescence process within the sensitive band of aLIGO, starting at 15 Hz.
band, starting at 15 Hz.
5.1.2

Post-Newtonian waveforms

We make use of the Taylor{T1,T2,T3,T4} flavors of the post-Newtonian approximant
family to construct hybrid waveforms. The construction of these models is described
in Sec. 2.1.1 and explicit expressions for the phasing and amplitudes are detailed in
Appendix A. Construction of hybrid waveforms is described in the following section.
5.1.3

PN-NR hybrid waveforms

The hybridization procedure used for this investigation is described in Sec. 3.3 of
Ref. [122]: The PN waveform, hPN (t), is time and phase shifted to match the NR
waveform, hNR (t), and they are smoothly joined together in a GW frequency interval
centered at ωm with width δω:
ωm −

δω
δω
≤ ω ≤ ωm +
.
2
2

(5.1)

This translates into a matching interval tmin < t < tmax because the GW frequency
continuously increases during the inspiral of the binary. As argued in Ref. [122],
we choose δω = 0.1ωm because it offers a good compromise of suppressing residual
oscillations in the matching time, while still allowing hPN (t) to be matched as closely
as possible to the beginning of hNR (t).
The PN waveform depends on a (formal) coalescence time, tc , and phase, Φc .
These two parameters are determined by minimizing the GW phase difference in the
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matching interval [tmin , tmax ] as follows:
t0c , Φ0c

Z

tmax

= argmin
tc ,Φc

tmin

2
φPN (t; tc , Φc ) − φNR (t) dt,

(5.2)

where t0c and Φ0c are the time and phase parameters for the best matching between
hPN (t) and hNR (t), and φ(t) is the phase of the (2,2) mode of the gravitational radiation. Since we consider only the (2,2) mode, this procedure is identical to time and
phase shifting the PN waveform until it has best agreement with NR as measured by
the integral in Eq. (5.2). The hybrid waveform is then constructed in the form


hH (t) ≡ F(t)hPN (t; t0c , Φ0c ) + 1 − F(t) hNR (t),

(5.3)

where F(t) is a blending function defined as



 1,
F(t) ≡
cos2


 0.

t < tmin
π(t−tmin )
,
2(tmax −tmin )

tmin ≤ t < tmax

(5.4)

t ≥ tmax .

In this work, we construct all hybrids using the same procedure, Eqs. (5.1)–(5.4), and
vary only the PN approximant and the matching frequency ωm .
5.1.4

Effective-One-Body model

We use the recently published Effective-One-Body model [39] to study the robustness of our template banks. The construction of the model is described in detail in
Sec. 2.1.3.

5.2

Quantifying waveform accuracy & bank effectualness

To assess the recovery of SNR from template banks with NR waveforms or NRPN hybrids as templates, we use the measures proposed in Ref. [86, 84, 85]. The
gravitational waveform emitted during and driving a BBH coalescence is denoted as
h(t), or simply h. The inner product between two waveforms h1 and h2 is defined in
Eq. 4.1. In this chapter, we take Sn (f ) in Eq. 4.1 to be the zero-detuning high power
noise curve for aLIGO, for both bank placement and overlap calculations [93]; and
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set the lower frequency cutoff fmin = 15 Hz. The peak GW frequency for the lowest
binary masses that we consider, i.e. for m1 + m2 ' 12M , is ∼ 2.1 kHz during the
ringdown phase. We sample the waveforms at 8192 Hz, preserving the information

content up to the Nyquist frequency fNy = 4096 Hz. A waveform, h, is normalized
p
(made to be a unit vector) by ĥ = h/ h|h. In addition to being senstive to their
intrinsic mass parameters, the inner product of two normalized waveforms is sensitive
to phase and time shift differences between the two, φc and tc . These two parameters
(φc and tc ) can be analytically maximized over to obtain the maximized overlap O,



O(h1 , h2 ) = max ĥ1 |ĥ2 (φc , tc ) ,
φc ,tc

(5.5)

which gives a measure of how “close” the two waveforms are in the waveform manifold,
disregarding differences in overall amplitude. The mismatch M between the two
waveforms is then

M(h1 , h2 ) = 1 − O(h1 , h2 ).

(5.6)

Matched-filtering detection searches employ a discrete bank of modeled waveforms
as filters. The optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is obtained when the detector strain
s(t) ≡ htr (t) + n(t) is filtered with the true waveform htr itself, i.e.


ρopt = max htr |ĥtr (φc , tc ) = htr ,
φc ,tc

where ||htr || ≡

(5.7)

p
(htr , htr ) is the noise weighted norm of the waveform. With a discrete

bank of filter templates, the SNR we recover
ρ ' O(htr , hb ) htr = O(htr , hb ) ρopt ,

(5.8)

where hb is the filter template in the bank (subscript b) that has the highest overlap
with the signal htr . The furthest distance to which GW signals can be detected is
proportional to the matched-filter SNR that the search algorithm finds the signal with.
Note that 0 ≤ O(htr , hb ) ≤ 1, so the recovered SNR ρ ≤ ρopt (c.f. Eq. (5.8)). For

a BBH population uniformly distributed in spacial volume, the detection rate would
decrease as O(htr , hb )3 . Searches that aim at restricting the loss in the detection rate
strictly below 10% (or 15%), would require a bank of template waveforms that have
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O above 0.965 (or 0.947) with any incoming signal [106, 107].

Any template bank has two sources for loss in SNR: (i) the discreteness of the

bank grid in the physical parameter space of the BBHs, and, (ii) the disagreement
between the actual GW signal htr and the modeled template waveforms used as filters.
We de-coupled these to estimate the SNR loss. Signal waveforms are denoted as htr
x
in what follows, where the superscript tr indicates a true signal, and the subscript x
indicates the mass parameters of the corresponding binary. Template waveforms are
denoted as hM
b , where M denotes the waveform model, and b indicates that it is a
member of the discrete bank. Fig. 10 shows the signal htr
x in its manifold, and the
bank of templates hM
b residing in the model waveform manifold, both being embedded
in the same space of all possible waveforms. The point hM
⊥ is the waveform which
has the smallest mismatch in the entire (continuous) model manifold with htr
x , i.e.
tr
M
tr
M
hM
⊥ : M(hx , h⊥ ) = min M(hx , hy ). The fraction of the optimal SNR recovered at
y

different points x in the binary mass space can be quantified by measuring the fitting
factor FF of the bank [86],
M
FF(x) = 1 − min M(htr
x , hb ).

(5.9)

b

For two waveforms h1 and h2 close to each other in the waveform manifold: ||h1 || '

||h2 ||, and mutually aligned in phase and time such that the overlap between them is
maximized,

(h1 |h2 )
p
||h1 − h2 ||2 ' 2 (h1 |h1 ) 1 − p
(h1 |h1 ) (h1 |h1 )

!
.

(5.10)

The mismatch can, hence, be written as (c.f. Eq. (5.6))
M (h1 , h2 ) =

1
2
2 ||h1 − h2 || .
2 ||h1 ||

(5.11)

We note that this equation is an upper bound for Eq. (25) of Ref. [138]. From this
relation, and treating the space embedding the true and model waveform manifolds
as Euclidean at the scale of template separation, we can separate out the effects of
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Figure 10: We show the true (upper) and the hybrid (lower) waveform manifolds
here, with the signal residing in the former, and a discrete bank of templates placed
along lines of constant mass-ratio in the latter. Both manifolds are embedded in the
same space of all possible waveforms. The true signal waveform is denoted as htr
x,
while the templates in the bank are labelled hM
.
The
hybrid
waveform
that
matches
b
the signal Hxtr best is shown as hM
.
Also
shown
is the “distance” between the signal
⊥
and the hybrid template that has the highest overlap with it. This figure is
qualitatively similar to Fig. 3 of Ref. [106].
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bank coarseness and template inaccuracies as
FF(x) = 1 − min
b

1
M
tr
2 hx − hb
2 ||htr
||
x

2

,

(5.12a)

= 1 − ΓHyb (x) − Γbank (x);
where
ΓHyb (x) ≡

1
M
tr
2 hx − h⊥
tr
2 ||hx ||

2

(5.12b)

M
= M(htr
x , h⊥ )

(5.13)

is the SNR loss from model waveform errors out of the manifold of true signals; and
Γbank (x) ≡ min
b

1
M
M
2 h⊥ − hb
tr
2 ||hx ||

2

M
= min M(hM
⊥ , hb )
b

(5.14)

is the loss in SNR from the distant spacing of templates in the bank. The decomposition in Eq. (5.12b) allows for the measurement of the two effects separately. NR-PN
hybrids have the inspiral portion of the waveform, from PN theory, joined to the
available late-inspiral and merger portion from NR (as described in Sec. 5.1.3). Towards the late inspiral, the PN waveforms accumulate phase errors, contaminating
the hybrids [122, 123]. For each hybrid, we constrain this effect using mismatches
between hybrids constructed from the same NR simulation and different PN models,
i.e.
Hyb
Mi
Mj
ΓHyb (x) ≤ M(htr
x , hx ) . max M(hx , hx ),
(i,j)

(5.15)

where Mi = TaylorT[1,2,3,4]+NR. However, this is only possible for a few values of
mass-ratio for which NR simulations are available. We assume ΓHyb to be a slowly and
smoothly varying quantity over the component-mass space at the scale of template
grid separation. At any arbitrary point x in the mass space we approximate ΓHyb
with its value for the “closest” template, i.e.
M

Mi
j
Mj
i
ΓHyb (x) ≤ max M(hM
x , hx ) ' max M(hb , hb ),
(i,j)

(i,j)

(5.16)

where hM
b is the hybrid template in the bank with the highest overlap with the signal
at x.
The other contribution to SNR loss comes from the discrete placement of templates
in the mass space. In Fig. 10, this is shown in the manifold of the template model. As
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NR waveforms (or hybrids) are available for a few values of mass-ratio, we measure this
in the manifold of EOBNRv2 waveforms. The EOBNRv2 model reproduces most of
the NR simulations that were consider here well [39], allowing for this approximation
to hold. For the same reason, we expect hEOBNRv2
to be close to hEOBNRv2
, with an
x
⊥
injective mapping between the two. This allows us to approximate (c.f. Eq. (5.14))
Γbank (x) ' min M(hEOBNRv2
, hEOBNRv2
).
x
b
b

(5.17)

In Sec. 5.3, we construct template banks that use purely-NR templates, which
have negligible waveform errors. The SNR recovery from such banks is characterized
with
FF(x) = 1 − Γbank (x),

(5.18)

where the SNR loss from bank coarseness is obtained using Eq. (5.17). In Sec. 5.4, 5.5,
we construct template banks aimed at using NR-PN hybrid templates. Their SNR
recovery is characterized using Eq. (5.12b), where the additional contribution from
the hybrid waveform errors are obtained using Eq. (5.16).

5.3

Constructing a template bank for NR waveforms

In this section we demonstrate the effectualness of a template bank viable for using
NR waveforms as templates. The gravitational-wave phase of the dominant waveform
multipole extracted from runs at different resolutions was found to converge within
∼ 0.3 rad for q = 3, 4, 6, and within ∼ 0.06 rad for q = 1, 2 at merger (see Fig. (6)

of Ref. [118], and Fig. (6,7) of Ref. [39] for a compilation). Most of this phase
disagreement accumulates over a relatively short duration of ∼ 50M − 100M before

merger, and is significantly lower over the preceding inspiral and plunge. As the
matched-filter SNR accumulates secularly over the entire waveform, these numerical
phase errors are negligible in terms of mismatches. We set ΓHyb = 0 while computing
the fitting factors, so one is left with considering Γbank to determine the fidelity of the
bank (c.f. Eq. (5.12b)).
With NR simulations as templates, the region that the bank can cover is restricted
to binaries that have approximately the same number of waveform cycles within the
sensitive frequency band of the detectors as the simulations themselves. We take their
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Figure 11: The color at each point gives the number of waveform cycles Ncyc , for
that particular binary, which contain 99% of the signal power in the aLIGO
sensitivity band. The figure is trucated to exclude the region where Ncyc > 40. The
solid curve shows the lower bounding edge of the region with Mc = 27M .
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fiducial length to be ∼ 40 GW cycles [139]. For BBHs with 3M ≤ m1 , m2 ≤ 200M

and m1 + m2 ≤ 200M we map out the region with 99% of the signal power within 40
cycles as the target region of the purely-NR bank. For samples taken over the mass
space, we determine the frequency interval [f1 , f2 ] for which
Z

f2

f1

|h̃(f )|2
df
= 0.99 ×
Sn (|f |)

Z

fNy

df
fmin

|h̃(f )|2
.
Sn (|f |)

(5.19)

This is done by finding the peak of the integrand in Eq. (5.19) and integrating symmetrically outwards from there, in time, till the interval [f1 , f2 ] is found. The number
of waveform cycles in this interval is
Ncyc =

Φ(t(f2 )) − Φ(t(f1 ))
,
2π

(5.20)

where Φ(t) is the instantaneous phase of the waveform, h+ (t) − ih× (t) = A(t) e−iΦ(t) ,

un-wrapped to be a monotonic function of time. We find that for a significant portion

of the mass-region, the signal power is contained within 40 waveform cycles. This
is shown in Fig. 11, where the color at each point gives Ncyc for that system, and
the region with Ncyc > 40 is excluded. Conservatively, this region is bounded by
Mc = 27M , as shown by the solid curve in the figure.

We place a bank over this region, using a stochastic method similar to Ref. [133,

134, 135]. The algorithm begins by taking an empty bank, corresponding to step 0.
At step i, a proposal point (q, M ) is picked by first choosing a value for q from the
restricted set Sq = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. The total mass M is subsequently sampled from
the restricted interval corresponding to the pre-drawn q. The proposal is accepted if

the waveform at this point has overlaps O < 0.97 with all the templates in the bank
from step i − 1. This gives the bank at step i. The process is repeated till the fraction

of proposals being accepted falls below ∼ 10−4 , and & 99% of the parameter space is
covered effectually. To complete the coverage, 100, 000 points are sampled over the

region of mass space depicted in Fig. 11, and FF of the bank is computed at each

point. With the islands of undercoverage isolated, the points sampled in these regions

are added to the bank, pushing their mass-ratios to the two neighboring mass-ratios
in Sq along lines of constant chirp mass. This helps accelerate the convergence of the
bank, albeit at the cost of over-populating it, as the algorithm for computing the FF
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Figure 12: The color at each point in the figure gives the value of FF ' 1 − Γbank of
the bank for that binary, for the NR bank restricted to Sq = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. This is
the same as the fraction of the optimal SNR, for the binary, that the template bank
recovers. The black dots show the location of the templates in the bank. We note
that they all lie along straight lines of constant q passing through the origin. The
region shaded light-grey (towards the bottom of the figure) is where the FF drops
sharply below 97%.
for the sampled points is parallelizable.
We asses the effectualness of the bank, as discussed in Sec. 5.2, using Eq. (5.18).
We draw a population of 100, 000 BBH signals, uniformly from the binary mass space,
and filter them through the bank. Fig. 12 shows the FF, or the fraction of the optimal

SNR recovered by the bank. The region shown is restricted to binaries with Ncyc ≤ 40.

The black dots in the figure show the position of templates in the bank. The bank
recovers ≥ 97% of the optimal SNR over the entire region of interest for q ≤ 10.
We propose an additional simulation for q = 9.2, to increase the coverage to higher

mass-ratios. Substituting this for q = 8 in the set of allowed mass-ratios Sq , we place

another bank as before, with Sq = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9.2}. The SNR loss from this bank is

shown in Fig. 13. This bank recovers ≥ 97% of the SNR for systems with q ≤ 11 and

Ncyc ≤ 40. The choice of the additional simulation at q = 9.2 was made by choosing

a value close-to the highest possible value of q that does not lead to under-coverage
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Figure 13: This figure is similar to Fig. 12. The color at each point gives the value
of FF ' 1 − Γbank of the bank for that binary, for the NR bank restricted to
Sq = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9.2}. The black dots show the location of the templates in the
bank. The region shaded light-grey (towards the bottom of the figure) is where the
FF drops below 97%. We note that with an additional NR waveform for mass ratio
q = 9.2, the coverage of the bank is extended to include binaries with 10 ≤ q ≤ 11.
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in the region between q = 6 and that value. The exact highest allowed value was not
chosen to reduce the sensitivity of the coverage of the bank to fluctuations in detector
sensitivity.
We conclude that with only six NR waveforms for non-spinning BBHs, that are
∼ 20 orbits (or 40 GW cycles) in length, a template bank can be constructed that is
effectual for detecting binaries with chirp mass above 27M and 1 ≤ q ≤ 10. With

an additional simulation for q = 9.2, this bank can be extended to higher mass-ratios,
i.e. to 1 ≤ q ≤ 11.

5.4

Constructing a template bank for NR-PN hybrids

The template bank contructed in Sec. 5.3 is effectual for GW detection searches
focussed at relatively massive binaries with Mc & 27M . As the NR waveforms are
restricted to a small number of orbits, it is useful to consider NR-PN hybrids to bring

the lower mass limit down on the template bank. PN waveforms can be generated
for an arbitrarily large number of inspiral orbits, reasonably accurately and relatively
cheaply. Thus, a hybrid waveform comprised of a long PN early-inspiral and an NR
late-inspiral, merger, and ringdown could also be arbitrarily long. There are, however,
uncertainties in the PN waveforms, due to the unknown higher-order terms. During
the late-inspiral and merger phase, these terms become more important and the PN
description becomes less accurate. In addition, when more of the late-inspiral is in
the detector’s sensitivity frequency range, hybrid waveform mismatches due to the
PN errors become increasingly large, and reduce the recovered SNR. Thus, when
hybridizing PN and NR waveforms, there must be enough NR orbits that the PN
error is sufficiently low for the considered detector noise-curve. In this section, we
construct an NR + PN hybrid template bank, for currently available NR waveforms,
and determine the lowest value of binary masses to which it covers.
The hybrids we use are constructed by joining the PN and NR portions, as described in Sec. 5.1.3. The number of orbits before merger at which they are joined
depends on the length of the available NR waveforms. We estimate the PN waveform errors using hybridization mismatches ΓHyb , as discussed in Sec. 5.2. Fig. 14
shows the same for all the hybrids, as a function of total mass. In terms of orbital
frequency, these are matched at M ωm = 0.025 for q = 1, M ωm = 0.038 for q = 2, and
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Figure 14: Bounds on mismatches of PN-NR hybrid waveforms, for the currently
existing NR simulations. The PN error is for hybrids matched at M ωm = 0.025 for
q = 1, M ωm = 0.038 for q = 2, and M ωm = 0.042 for q = 3, 4, 6, 8. The black circles
indicate the lower bound of the template bank in Table 1. The black square show
the lower bound with a hybrid error of 1.5%. The inset shows these lower bounds as
a function of mass ratio.
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M ωm = 0.042 for q = 3, 4, 6, 8. In terms of number of orbits before merger, this is
26.9 orbits for q = 1, 13.6 orbits for q = 2, 12.6 orbits for q = 3, 14.3 orbits for q = 4,
17.8 orbits for q = 6, and 21.4 orbits for q = 8. The dotted line indicates a mismatch
of 1.5%, a comparatively tight bound that leaves flexibility to accommodate errors
due to template bank discreteness. The black circles show the hybrid mismatches at
the lower mass bound of the NR-only template bank in Table 1, which are negligible. The inset shows this minimum mass as a function of mass ratio, as well as the
minimum attainable mass if we accept a hybrid error of 1.5%. At lower masses, the
mismatches increase sharply with more of the PN part moving into the Advanced
LIGO sensitivity band. This is due to the nature of the frequency dependence of the
detector sensitivity. The detectors will be most sensitive in a comparatively narrow
frequency band. As the hybridization frequency sweeps through this band, the hybrid
errors rise sharply. They fall again at the lowest masses, for which mostly the PN
portion stays within the sensitive band.
We now consider template banks viable for hybrids constructed from currently
available NR waveforms at mass ratios q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. The lower mass limit, in
this case, is extended down to masses where the hybridization error exceeds 3%. We
demonstrate two independent methods of laying down the bank grid. First, we use the
stochastic placement method that proceeds as described in Sec. 5.3. The templates
are sampled over the total mass - mass-rato (M, q) coordinates, sampling q from the
restricted set. The total mass M is sampled from the continuous interval between the
lower mass limit, which is different for each q, and the upper limit of 200M . To assess
the SNR loss from the sparse placement of the templates, we simulate a population
of 100, 000 BBH signal waveforms, with masses sampled with 3M ≤ m1,2 ≤ 200M

and M ≤ 200M , and filter them through the bank. This portion of the SNR loss

needs to be measured with both signals and templates in the same waveform manifold.
We use the EOBNRv2 approximant [39] to model both, as it has been calibrated to
most of the NR waveforms we consider here, and it allows us to model waveforms
for arbitrary systems. The left panel of Fig. 15 shows the fraction of the optimal
SNR that the bank recovers, accounting for its discreteness alone. We observe that,
with just six mass-ratios, the bank can be extended to much lower masses before it
is limited by the restricted sampling of mass-ratios for the templates. For binaries
with both black-holes more massive than ∼ 12M , the spacing between mass-ratios
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Figure 15: These figures show fitting factors FF obtained when using a discrete
mass-ratio template bank for q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. For each mass-ratio, the templates
are extended down to a total mass where the NR-PN hybridization mismatch
becomes 3%. The bank is placed using the stochastic algorithm, similar to
Ref. [133, 134, 135]. The black dots show the location of the templates. The fitting
factor on the top plot does not take into account the hybridization error, and
therefore shows the effect of the sparse placement of the templates alone. The
bottom plot accounts for the hybridization error and gives the actual fraction of the
optimal SNR that would be recovered with this bank of NR-PN hybrid templates.
The region bounded by the magenta (solid) line in both plots indicates the lower
end of the coverage of the bank of un-hybridized NR waveforms. Lastly, the shaded
grey dots show the points where the fitting factor was below 96.5%.
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Figure 16: These figures are similar to Fig. 15. The figures show fitting factors FF
obtained when using a discrete mass-ratio template bank for q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8. For
each mass-ratio, the templates are extended down to a total mass where the NR-PN
hybridization mismatch becomes 3%. Templates are placed independently for each
mass-ratio, and span the full range of total masses. For each mass-ratio, neighboring
templates are required to have an overlap of 97%. The union of the six single-q
one-dimensional banks is taken as the final bank. The black dots show the location
of the templates. The fitting factor on the top plot does not take into account the
hybridization error, and therefore shows the effect of the sparse placement of the
templates alone. The bottom plot accounts for the hybridization error and gives the
actual fraction of the optimal SNR that would be recovered with this bank of
NR-PN hybrid templates. The region bounded by the magenta (solid) line in both
plots indicates the lower end of the coverage of the bank of un-hybridized NR
waveforms. Lastly, the shaded grey dots show the points where the fitting factor
was below 96.5%.
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Figure 17: This figure is similar to Fig. 16. The figures show fitting factors FF
obtained when using a discrete mass-ratio template bank for q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.
Templates are placed independently for each mass-ratio, and span the range of total
masses, down to the region where the hybrid errors become 3%. For each
mass-ratio, neighboring templates are required to have an overlap of 97%. The
union of the six single-q one-dimensional banks is taken as the final bank. The black
dots show the location of the templates. The GW signals are modeled using the
EOBNRv2 approximant [39], while TaylorT4+NR hybrids are used as templates.
The fitting factor on the left plot shows the combined effect of the sparse placement
of the templates, and the (relatively small) disagreement between the hybrid and
EOBNRv2 waveforms. The right plot explicitly accounts for the hybridization error
and gives the (conservative) actual fraction of the optimal SNR that would be
recovered with this bank of NR-PN hybrid templates. The region bounded by the
magenta (solid) line in both plots indicates the lower end of the coverage of the
bank of un-hybridized NR waveforms. Lastly, the shaded grey dots show the points
where the fitting factor was below 96.5%.
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was found to be sufficiently dense. The total SNR loss, after subtracting out the
hybrid mismatches from Fig. 14, are shown in the right panel of Fig. 15. At the
lowest masses, the coverage shrinks between the lines of constant q over which the
templates are placed, due to the hybrid errors increasing sharply. We conclude that
this bank is viable for hybrid templates for GW searches for BBHs with m1,2 ≥ 12M ,
1 ≤ q ≤ 10, and M ≤ 200M . Over this region the bank will recover more than 96.5%

of the optimal SNR. This is a significant increase over the coverage allowed for with

the purely-NR bank, the region of coverage of which is shown in the right panel of
Fig. 16, bounded at lowest masses by the magenta (solid) curve.
Second, we demonstrate a non-stochastic algorithm of bank placement, with comparable results. We first construct six independent bank grids, each restricted to one
of the mass-ratios q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and spanning the full range of total masses. The
template with the lowest total mass is chosen by requiring the hybrid mismatch to be
3% at that point. The spacing between neighboring templates is given by requiring
that the overlap between them be 97%. We take the union of these banks as the final
two-dimensional bank. As before, we measure the SNR loss due to discreteness of the
bank and the waveform errors in the templates separately. To estimate the former,
we simulate a population of 100, 000 BBH systems, and filter them through the bank.
The signals and the templates are both modeled with the EOBNRv2 model. The
left panel of Fig. 16 reveals the fraction of SNR recovered over the mass space, accounting for the sparsity of the bank alone, i.e. 1 − Γbank . At lower masses, we again
start to see gaps between the lines of constant mass ratio which become significant at

m1,2 ≤ 12M . The right panel of Fig. 16 shows the final fraction of the optimal SNR

recovered, i.e. the FF as defined in Eq. (5.12b). As before, these are computed by
subtracting out the hybrid mismatches ΓHyb in addition to the discrete mismatches,
as described in Sec. 5.2.
The efficacy of both methods of template bank construction can be compared from
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. We observe that the final banks from either of the algorithms
have very similar SNR recovery, and are both effectual over the range of masses we
consider here. Both were also found to give a very similar number of templates. The
uniform-in-overlap method yields a grid with 2, 325 templates. The stochastic bank,
on the other hand, was placed with a requirement of 98% minimal mismatch, and had
2, 457 templates. This however includes templates with m1,2 < 12M . Restricted to
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provide coverage over the region with m1,2 ≥ 12M , 1 ≤ q ≤ 10, and M ≤ 200M ,

the two methods yield banks with 627 and 667 templates respectively. The size of
these banks is comparable to one constructed using the second-order post-Newtonian
TaylorF2 hexagonal template placement method [89, 90, 91, 92], which yields a grid
of 522 and 736 templates, for a minimal match of 97% and 98%, respectively.
Finally, we test the robustness of these results using TaylorT4+NR hybrids as
templates. As before, we simulate a population of 100, 000 BBH signal waveforms. As
we do not have hybrids for arbitary binary masses, we model the signals as EOBNRv2
waveforms. This population is filtered against a bank of hybrid templates. The SNR
recovered is shown in the left panel of Fig. 17. Comparing with the left panels of
Fig. 15, 16, we find that the EOBNRv2 manifold is a reasonable approximation for
the hybrid manifold; and that, at lower masses, there is a small systematic bias in the
hybrids towards EOBNRv2 signals with slightly higher mass-ratios. The right panel of
Fig. 17 shows the fraction of optimal SNR recovered after subtracting out the hybrid
mismatches from the left panel. The similarity of the FF distribution between the
right panels of Fig. 17 and Fig. 15, 16 is remarkable. This gives us confidence that the

EOBNRv2 model is a good approximation for testing NR/hybrid template banks, as
we do in this chapter; and that a template bank of NR+PN hybrids is indeed effectual
for binaries with m1,2 ≥ 12M , M ≤ 200M and q ≤ 10.

5.5

Complete NR-PN hybrid bank for non-spinning BBH

The last sections outlined properties of template banks of NR waveforms (and their
hybrids) which are available today. We also investigate the parameter and length
requirements for future NR simulations, that would let us contruct detection template
banks all the way to M = m1 + m2 = 12M . This lower limit was chosen following
Ref. [130, 103] which showed that the region with M . 12M can be covered with
banks of post-Newtonian inspiral-only waveforms.
Constructing such a bank is a two-step process. First, we pick mass-ratios that
allow construction of such a bank given long enough waveforms for these mass-ratios.
Second, one needs to determine the necessary length of the NR portion of the waveforms, such that the PN-hybridization error is sufficiently low for all masses of interest.
To motivate the first step, Fig. 18 shows the coverage of banks that sample from a
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Figure 18: These figures show the coverage of template banks restricted to single
mass-ratios, i.e. (from top to bottom) q = 1, 4, 8. We note that at higher total
masses, the templates are correlated to simulated signals for considerably different
mass-ratios, than at lower total masses. This agrees with what we expect as with
decreasing total mass, the number of cycles in the sensitive frequency band of
Advanced LIGO increases.
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q (≡ m1 /m2 )
1, 1.5, 1.75,
2, 2.25, 2.5, 2.75,
3, 3.25, 3.5, 3.8,
4.05, 4.35, 4.65, 4.95,
5.25, 5.55, 5.85,
6.2, 6.55,
7, 7.5,
8, 8.5,
9, 9.6
Table 2: List of mass-ratios, a template bank restricted to which will be effectual
over the region of the non-spinning BBH mass space where m1 + m2 & 12M and
1 ≤ q ≤ 10. The fraction of optimal SNR recovered by such a bank, accounting for
discreteness losses, remains above 98%. This is shown in Fig. 19.

single mass-ratio each (from left to right: q = 1, 4, 8). We see that the resolution in q
required at lower values of M increases sharply below M ∼ 60M . This follows from

the increase in the number of waveform cycles in aLIGO frequency band as the total
mass decreases, which, in turn, increases the discriminatory resolution of the matchedfilter along the q axis. To determine the least set of mass-ratios which would sample
the q axis sufficiently densely at lower masses, we iteratively add mass-ratios to the
allowed set and test banks restricted to sample from it. We find that, constrained to
the set Sq given in Table 2, a template bank can be constructed that has a minimal

match of 98% at the lowest masses. The left panel of Fig. 19 shows the loss in SNR
due to bank grid coarseness, i.e. 1 − Γbank . This loss remains below 2% for mass-

ratios 1 ≤ q ≤ 10, even at M = 12M . This leaves a margin of 1.5% for the hybrid

mismatches that would incur due to the hybridization of the NR merger waveforms
with long PN inspirals. The right panel of Fig. 19 shows the same data in the m1 -m2
plane. In this figure, the region covered by the NR-only bank is above the blue (solid)
curve, while that covered by a bank of the currently available NR-PN hybrids is above
the line of m2 = 12M (with m2 ≤ m1 ). The region from Ref. [130, 103] that can be

covered by PN templates is in the bottom left corner, bounded by the magenta (solid)
line. Our bank restricted to the set of 26 mass-ratios, as above, provides additional
coverage for binaries with M ≥ 12M , m2 ≤ 12M and 1 ≤ q ≤ 10. Thus between

purely-PN and NR/NR-PN hybrid templates, we can construct effectual searches for
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Figure 19: This figure shows fitting factors for a hybrid template bank which
samples from the 26 mass ratios q = 1, 1.5, 1.75, 2, .., 9.6, and allows coverage to
masses down to m1 + m2 = 12M and 1 ≤ q ≤ 10, with a minimal-match of 98% at
the lowest masses. The left and right panel show the same on M − q and m1 − m2
axes, respectively. The magenta lines, in both panels, shows the upper bound in
total mass, below which frequency-domain PN waveforms can be used to construct
template banks for aLIGO searches [103, 130]. The dash-dotted line in the right
panel shows the lower mass limit on the smaller component object, to which a bank
of currently available NR-PN hybrids can cover, i.e. min(m1 , m2 ) = 12M (see
Sec. 5.4). The blue (solid) curve in the right panel gives the lower mass limit to
which a bank of currently available NR waveforms can cover (see Sec. 5.3). Thus,
between the simulations listed in Table 2, and frequency domain PN waveforms, we
can search for the entire range of BBH masses.
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non-spinning BBHs with q ≤ 10.

Having the set of required mass-ratios Sq determined, we need to decide on the

length requirements for the NR simulations, in order to control the PN hybridization
error. For a series of matching frequencies, we construct NR-PN hybrids with Taylor{T1,T2,T3,T4} inspirals, and compute their pairwise mismatch as a function of
total mass. The maximum of these mismatches serves a conservative bound on the
PN-hybridization error for that hybrid (c.f. Eq. (5.16)). Fig. 20 shows the results of
this calculation. Each panel of Fig. 20 focuses on one mass-ratio. Within each panel,
each line represents one matching-frequency, with lines moving down toward earlier
hybridization with smaller mismatches. Because the hybridization frequency is not
particularly intuitive, the lines are labeled by the number of orbits of the NR portion
of the hybrid-waveform. For a short number of orbits this calculation is indeed done
with NR waveforms, whereas for large number of orbits, we substitute EOBNRv2
waveforms. The dashed lines represent the earliest one can match a NR+PN hybrid
given the currently available NR waveforms, and are the same as the q = 1, 4, and 8
lines in Fig 14. The solid curves show the results using EOB hybrids, while the dotted curves (just barely visible) show the results with NR hybrids. They are virtually
identical, which is a confirmation that EOB hybrids can act as a good proxy for NR
hybrids in this case. The horizontal dotted line indicates a mismatch of 1.5%, while
the vertical dotted line shows a lower mass limit for each mass ratio: 12M for q = 1,
which is the point at which one can construct a template bank with only PN inspirals, 15M for q = 4, and 27M for q = 8, which are the lower mass limits if both
component masses are ≥ 3M .

Fig. 21 presents the information obtained in the previous paragraph in a different

way. Given NR-PN hybrids with N orbits of NR, the shaded areas in the left panel of
Fig. 21 indicate the region of parameter space for which such hybrids have hybridization errors smaller than 1.5%. As before, we see that for high masses, comparatively
few NR orbits are sufficient (e.g. the purple N = 15 region), whereas lower total
masses require increasingly more NR orbits. The dashed lines indicate the region of
parameter space with hybrid error below 3%. The black dotted line designates the
point where one component mass is greater than 3M , which is a reasonable lower
mass limit for a physical black hole. The right panel shows this same analysis instead
with initial GW frequency indicated by the solid and dashed lines. Thus, for the
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Figure 20: The maximum mismatch between different PN approximants for hybrid
waveforms plotted against the total mass for at different matching frequencies
(M ωm ). The dotted lines indicate a mismatch of 1.5% and a lower total mass limit,
12M for q = 1, and M2 = 3M for q = 4, 8. The thick dashed lines indicate the
currently possible matching frequency for hybrids based on the length of NR
waveforms. The numbers next to each line indicate the number of orbits before
merger where the PN and NR (or EOB) waveforms were stitched together.
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Figure 21: This plot shows the lower mass limit of a template bank constructed
with hybrid waveforms in terms of the number of NR orbits (left panel) and initial
gravitational wave frequency (right panel) needed to have a PN error below 1.5%
(solid curves) or 3% (dashed curves). The dotted line indicates the lower total mass
limit when one component mass is 3M .
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region of parameter space we’re interested in, no more than ∼ 50 NR orbits, or an
initial GW frequency of M ω = 0.025 would be necessary to construct a detection
bank with hybrid mismatches below 1.5%.

5.6

Conclusions

The upgrades currently being installed to increase the sensitivity of the ground based
interferometric gravitational-wave detectors LIGO and Virgo [24, 25] are scheduled
to complete within the next two years. The second generation detectors will have
a factor of 10 better sensitivity across the sensitive frequency band, with the lower
frequency limit being pushed from 40Hz down to ∼ 10Hz. They will be able to
detect GWs from stellar-mass BBHs up to distances of a few Gpc, with the expected
frequency of detection between 0.4 − 1000 yr−1 [27].

Gravitational-wave detection searches for BBHs operate by matched-filtering the

detector data against a bank of modeled waveform templates [140, 84, 91, 88, 90, 89,
92]. Early LIGO-Virgo searches employed PN waveform template banks that spanned
only the inspiral phase of the coalescence [13, 14, 15, 16, 9]. Recent work has shown
that a similar bank of PN templates would be effectual for the advanced detectors,
to detect non-spinning BBHs with m1 + m2 . 12M [130, 103]. Searches from the
observation period between 2005 − 07 and 2009 − 10 employed templates that also

included the late-inspiral, merger and ringdown phases of binary coalescence [17, 18].
Recent advancements in Numerical Relativity have led to high-accuracy simulations of the late-inspiral and mergers of BBHs. The multi-domain SpEC code [117]
has been used to perform simulations for non-spinning binaries with mass-ratios
q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 [118, 119, 38]. Owing to their high computational complexity, the
length of these simulations varies between 15 − 33 orbits. Accurate modeling of the
late-inspiral and merger phases is important for stellar mass BBHs, as they merge at

frequencies that the advanced detectors would be sensitive to [130]. Analytic models,
like those within the Effective-One-Body formalism, have been calibrated to the NR
simulations to increase their accuracy during these phases [31, 53, 39, 120]. Other independent models have also been developed using information from NR simulations
and their hybrids [141, 126, 40, 142]. An alternate derived prescription is that of
NR+PN hybrid waveforms, that are constructed by joining long PN early-inspirals
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and late-inspiral-merger simulations from NR [121, 122, 123, 124, 125].
NR has long sought to contribute template banks for gravitational-wave searches.
Due to the restrictions on the length and number of NR waveforms, this has been
conventionally pursued by calibrating intermediary waveform models, and using those
for search templates. In this chapter, we explore the alternative of using NR waveforms and their hybrids directly in template banks. We demonstrate the feasibility of
this idea for non-spinning binaries, and extending it to spinning binaries would be the
subject of a future work. We find that with only six non-spinning NR simulations, we
can cover down to m1,2 & 12M . We show that with 26 additional NR simulations,
we can complete the non-spinning template banks down to M ' 12M , below which

existing PN waveforms have been shown to suffice for aLIGO. From template bank
accuracy requirements, we are able to put a bound on the required length and initial
GW frequencies for the new simulations. This method can therefore be used to lay
down the parameters for future simulations.
First, we construct a bank for using pure-NR waveforms as templates, using a
stochastic algorithm similar to Ref. [133, 134, 135]. The filter templates are constrained to mass-ratios for which we have NR simulations available, i.e. q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.

We assume that the simulations available to us are ≥ 20 orbits in length. To test the

bank, we simulate a population of 100, 000 BBH signals and filter them through the
bank. The signals and templates are both modeled with the EOBNRv2 model [39].
We demonstrate that this bank is indeed effectual and recovers ≥ 97% of the optimal SNR for GWs from BBHs with mass-ratios 1 ≤ q ≤ 10 and chirp-mass

Mc ≡ (m1 + m2 )−1/5 (m1 m2 )3/5 above 27M . Fig. 12 shows this fraction at different simulated points over the binary mass space. With an additional simulation
for q = 9.2, we are able to extend the coverage to higher mass-ratios. We show that a
bank viable for NR waveform templates for q = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9.2, would recover ≥ 97%
of the optimal SNR for BBHs with 10 ≤ q ≤ 11. The SNR recovery fraction from
such a bank is shown in Fig. 13.

Second, we construct effectual banks for currently available NR-PN hybrid waveform templates. We derive a bound on waveform model errors, which is independent
of analytical models and can be used to independently assess the errors of such models
(see Sec. 5.2 for details). This allows us to estimate the hybrid waveform mismatches
due to PN error, which are negligible at high masses, and become significant at
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lower binary masses. We take their contribution to the SNR loss into account while
characterizing template banks. For hybrid banks, we demonstrate and compare two
independent algorithms of template bank construction. First, we stochastically place
a bank grid, as for the purely-NR template bank. Second, we lay down independent
sub-banks for each mass-ratio, with a fixed overlap between neighboring templates,
and take their union as the final bank. To test these banks, we simulate a population of 100, 000 BBH signals and filter them through each. We simulate the GW
signals and the templates using the recently developed EOBNRv2 model [39]. The
fraction of the optimal SNR recovered by the two banks, before and after accounting
for the hybrid errors, are shown in the left and right panels of Fig. 15 and Fig. 16
(respectively). We observe that for BBHs with m1,2 ≥ 12M hybrid template banks

will recover ≥ 96.5% of the optimal SNR. For testing the robustness of our con-

clusions, we also test the banks using TaylorT4+NR hybrid templates. The SNR

recovery from a bank of these is shown in Fig. 17. We conclude that, the currently
available NR+PN hybrid waveforms can be used as templates in a matched-filtering
search for GWs from BBHs with m1,2 ≥ 12M

and 1 ≤ q ≤ 10. The number of

templates required to provide coverage over this region was found to be comparable
to a bank constructed using the second-order post-Newtonian TaylorF2 hexagonal
template placement method [89, 90, 91, 92]. The two algorithms we demonstrate
yield grids of 667 and 627 templates, respectively; while the metric based placement
method yields a grid of 522 and 736 templates, for 97% and 98% minimal match,
respectively.
At lower mass, the length of the waveform in the sensitive frequency band of the
detectors increases, increasing the resolution of the matched-filter. We therefore see
regions of undercoverage between mass ratios for which we have NR/hybrid templates
(see, e.g. Fig. 16 at the left edge). For M . 12M , existing PN waveforms were shown
to be sufficient for aLIGO searches. We find the additional simulations that would be
needed to extend the hybrid tempalte bank down to 12M . We show that a bank of
hybrids restricted to the 26 mass-ratios listed in Table 2 would be sufficiently dense at
12M . This demonstrates that the method proposed here can be used to decide which
NR simulations should be prioritized for the purpose of the GW detection problem.
By filtering a population of 100, 000 BBH signals through this bank, we show that
the SNR loss due to its discreteness stays below 2% over the entire relevant range
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of masses. The fraction of optimal SNR recovered is shown in Fig. 19. Constraining
the detection rate loss below 10% requires that detection template banks recover
more than 96.5% of the optimal SNR. Therefore our bank would need hybrids with
hybridization mismatches below 1.5%. From this accuracy requirement, we obtain
the length requirement for all the 26 simulations. This is depicted in the left panel
of Fig. 21, where we show the region of the mass space that can be covered with
hybrids, as the length of their NR portion varies. We find that for 1 ≤ q ≤ 10 the

new simulations should be about 50 orbits in length. In the right panel of Fig. 21 we
show the corresponding initial GW frequencies. The requirement of ∼ 50 orbit long
NR simulations is ambitious, but certainly feasible with the current BBH simulation
technology [131].
In summary, we refer to the right panel of Fig. 19. The region above the dashed
(red) line and above the solid (blue) line can be covered with a bank of purely-NR
waveforms currently available. The region above the dashed (red) and the dashdotted (black) line can be covered with the same simulations hybridized to long PN
inspirals. With an additional set of NR simulations summarized in Table 2, the
coverage of the bank can be extended down to the magenta (solid) line in the lower
left corner of the figure. Thus between hybrids and PN waveforms, we can cover
the entire non-spinning BBH space. The ability to use hybrid waveforms within the
software infrastructure of the LIGO-Virgo collaboration has been demonstrated in
the NINJA-2 collaboration [132]. The template banks we present here can be directly
used in aLIGO searches. This work will be most useful when extended to aligned spin
and precessing binaries [143, 144], which is the subject of a future work.
The detector noise power is modeled using the zero-detuning high-power noise
curve for Advanced LIGO [93]. The construction of our template banks is sensitive
to the breadth of the frequency range that the detector would be sensitive to. The
noise curve we use is the broad-band final design sensitivity estimate. For lower
sensitivities at the low/high frequencies, our results would become more conservative,
i.e. the template banks would over-cover (and not under-cover).
We finally note that in this chapter we have only considered the dominant (2, 2)
mode of the spherical decomposition of the gravitational waveform. For high massratios and high binary masses, other modes would also become important, both for
spinning as well as non-spinning black hole binaries [105, 130, 145]. Thus, in future
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work, it would be relevant to examine the sub-dominant modes of the gravitational
waves. Lastly, though we have looked at the feasibility of using this template bank
for Advanced LIGO as a single detector, this instrument will be part of a network
of detectors, which comes with increased sensitivity and sky localization. For this
reason, in subsequent studies it would be useful to consider a network of detectors.
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Chapter 6
NINJA-2: Detecting gravitational
waveforms modelled using
numerical binary black hole
simulations
Of the stellar mass black hole angular momenta (spin) measurements made to date,
2
~
half are found to have a magnitude a = |S|/M
| & 0.8 [146]. With BBH observations,
aLIGO and AdV will be able to provide independent measurements of the black hole
spin magnitudes. Therefore, it will be interesting to evaluate how well aLIGO and
Advanced Virgo (AdV) will be able to constrain the magnitude of the black holes’
component spins. The direction of the compact objects’ angular momenta is also
of interest, with particular implications for formation mechanisms [147]. Measuring systems with component spins misaligned with the orbital angular momentum
is outside of the scope of this project. However, this study does include systems
with component spins that are both aligned and anti-aligned with the orbital angular
momenta, and we will evaluate the ability of aLIGO and AdV to distinguish such
systems from one another. Since 2007, NR waveforms have been used to calibrate
analytical waveform models [109, 148, 149, 120, 150, 40, 151, 152]. Some of the analytical waveforms have been already employed in search pipelines [18]. However,
there exists another useful and valuable avenue of communication between numerical relativists and gravitational-wave astronomers. As NR pushes into new regions
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of parameter space the waveforms can be used directly to test searches employing
previously-calibrated templates, and the degree to which these searches prove to be
insufficient can motivate both new template models and additional simulations.
The Numerical INJection Analysis (NINJA) project was created in 2008. The
project uses recent advances in numerical relativity ([153] and references therein) to
test analysis pipelines by adding numerically-modelled, physically-realistic signals to
detector noise and attempting to recover these signals with search pipelines. The first
NINJA project (NINJA-1) [129] utilized a total of 23 numerical waveforms, which were
injected into Gaussian noise colored with the frequency sensitivity of initial LIGO and
Virgo. These data were analyzed by nine data-analysis groups using both search and
parameter-estimation algorithms [129].
However, there were four limitations to the NINJA-1 analysis. First, due to the
computational cost of NR simulations, most waveforms included only ∼10 orbits be-

fore merger. Therefore the waveforms were too short to inject over an astrophysically
interesting mass range without introducing artifacts into the data. The lowest mass
binary considered in NINJA-1 had a total mass of 35M , whereas the mass of black
holes could extend below 5M [154, 83]. Second, the waveforms were only inspected
for obvious, pathological errors and no cross-checks were performed between the submitted waveforms. It was therefore difficult to assess the physical fidelity of the
results. Third, the NINJA-1 data set contained stationary noise with the simulated
signals already injected into the data. Since the data set lacked the non-Gaussian
noise transients present in real detector data, it was not possible to fully explore the
response of the algorithms in a real search scenario. Finally, the data set contained
only 126 simulated signals, this precluded detailed statistical studies of the effectiveness of search and parameter estimation algorithms. Despite these limitations, the
NINJA-1 project led to a framework within which to perform injection studies using
waveforms as calculated by the full nonlinear general theory of relativity, established
guidelines for such studies (in particular a well-defined format for the exchange of NR
waveforms [155]), and clarified where further work was needed.
This lead to the initiation of the second NINJA project (NINJA-2), whose goals
were to build and improve upon NINJA-1 and perform a systematic test of the efficiency of data-analysis pipelines in preparation for the Advanced detector era. A set
of 60 NR waveforms were submitted by 8 numerical relativity groups for the NINJA-2
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project [156]. These waveforms conform to a set of length and accuracy requirements,
and are attached to PN inspiral signals to produce hybrid PN-NR waveforms that can
be injected over the full range of physically relevant total binary masses. The construction and verification of these waveforms is described in [156], and summarized
here in section 6.1.
In this chapter we study the ability of a search algorithm (called “ihope”) that
was used in the last of the Initial LIGO and Virgo science runs to observe numericallymodelled BBH waveforms from the set submitted to the NINJA-2 project. The ihope
search pipeline is under constant development and re-tuning. For both practical
reasons, and to mark a clear point in the development and refinement of the methods,
we employed only the search methods that were approved and used in the last initialLIGO and Virgo science runs, without any additional tuning or modifications [140, 18,
11]. By doing this we aim to provide a benchmark against which future algorithms
can be compared. The data set used was obtained by recoloring actual detector data
taken during LIGO’s sixth and Virgo’s second science runs to the sensitivity expected
during the early science runs of Advanced LIGO and Virgo.
A set of 7 numerical relativity waveforms, with masses ranging from 14.4M
to 124M

were added into the recolored data as an unbiased test of the process

through which candidate events are identified for BBH waveforms. This data was
distributed to analysts who knew that such “blind injections” were present but had no
information about the number, parameters or temporal location of these waveforms.
Two independent ihope analysis were performed over the data. One focused on lowmass binaries with 2M ≤ m1 + m2 ≤ 25M , and the other on high-mass binaries

with 25 < ≤ m1 + m2 ≤ 100M . Between the two analyses, 6 of the injected signals

were recovered with more significance than all background events. This allowed upper

limits on the false alarm rate ranging between 1 every 5800 years and 1 every 31000
years to be placed on each blind injection. The remaining signal was not recovered
due to having a low network signal-to-noise ratio and possessing a large anti-aligned
spin, which was not modelled in the bank of waveforms used in the search.
In this chapter we describe the low-mass ihope analysis, a modelled search for
the 7 blind injections using frequency domain TaylorF2 waveforms for templates with
total mass < 25M . Also, as in most of this dissertation, we have not scaled observed
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masses and distances to account for cosmological effects, which will be important especially for high-mass binary black hole collisions. Therefore any masses and distances
quoted should be interpreted as observed masses and luminosity distances.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: In section 6.1 we briefly
summarize the waveform catalogue described more fully in [156]. Section 6.2 describes
the LIGO/Virgo data used and the processing that was done to make it resemble
anticipated advanced-detector noise. Section 6.3 describes how the parameters for
the blind injections were chosen and reports the values that were selected. Section 6.4
describes the detection algorithms used in our analysis. Section 6.5 reports the results
of the modelled search for the 7 blind injections. We conclude in section 6.6 with
a discussion of how well the search algorithm performed, and implications for the
Advanced detector era.

6.1

PN-NR Hybrid Waveforms

The NINJA-2 waveform catalog contains 60 PN-NR hybrid waveforms that were
contributed by eight numerical relativity groups. This catalog and the procedures
used to validate it are described in detail in [156]. We briefly summarize the NINJA2 catalog here.
Each waveform in the NINJA-2 waveform catalog consists of a PN portion modelling the early inspiral, stitched to a numerical portion modelling the late inspiral,
merger and ringdown. This ensures accurate modelling of the late portions of the
waveform while simultaneously ensuring that waveforms are long enough to be scaled
to masses as low as 10M without starting abruptly within the sensitive frequency
band of the detectors. We require that for the NR portion of the waveform the amplitude be accurate to within 5% and the phase (as a function of gravitational-wave
frequency) have an accumulated uncertainty over the inspiral, merger and ringdown
of no more than 0.5 rad. Since we do not have access to exact waveforms we define
“accuracy” by convergence of the numerical waveforms as resolution and waveformextraction radius are increased. We also require at least five orbits of numerical data
in order to ensure robust blending with the PN portion. No requirements were placed
on the hybridization itself, although it is known that hybridization can introduce
significant errors [122, 40, 157]. It was decided to limit NINJA-2 to systems without
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Figure 22: Mass ratio q and dimensionless spins χi of the NINJA-2 hybrid
waveform submissions. Reproduced from [156].
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eccentricity, and with black-hole spins parallel or anti-parallel to the orbital angular
momentum. This last condition avoids precession, which we do for two reasons; (i)
precession greatly complicates waveform phenomonology and we prefer to first tackle
a simpler subset which still maintains the main features of binary evolution and
merger; and (ii) at the start of NINJA-2 the precessing-binary parameter space had
been sampled by only a handful of numerical simulations. Waveforms were submitted
in the format described in [155], and data was provided as strain decomposed into
spherical harmonics of weight −2. Groups were encouraged to submit modes beyond
(l, m) = (2, ±2) and many did so. However the techniques to validate these higher

modes are a current research topic. In order not to delay the NINJA-2 project it
was decided to validate only the (2, ±2) modes in [156] and employ only these modes

for the first NINJA-2 analysis. Different groups employed different codes, as well as
different methods for solving initial conditions, dealing with singularities, evolving
Einstein’s equations, and extracting gravitational-wave information. In addition different PN approximants and different hybridization methods were used by different
groups in constructing the full hybrid waveforms. It was found that the dominant
source of disagreement between submissions was in the PN portion, and in particular overlaps between submissions were greater than 0.97 over the range of masses,
including regions sensitive to differences in hybridization techniques. See [156] for
details.
The parameter space for aligned-spin BBH systems is four dimensional; the masses
and spin magnitudes of each of the two holes. However, in the absence of matter
Einstein’s equations possess a mass invariance, and a solution obtained by numerical
relativity or other method may be trivially rescaled to any total mass. We therefore
eliminate total mass from the parameter space of submissions leaving the ratio of
the two masses, denoted q, and the dimensionless spins denoted χ1,2 which must lie
between −1 < χ1,2 < 1.

Tables 3 and 4 give a summary of the submissions for systems where the masses of

the two black holes are equal and unequal, respectively. The first column of Tables 3
and 4 gives a label for each waveform, to ease referring to them in later sections.
These labels of the form “G2+20+20 T4” are constructed as follows: The first letter
represents the group submitting the numerical simulation:
F: The numerical relativity group at Florida Atlantic University, also using the
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BAM code [158, 159, 160, 161].
G: The Georgia Tech group using MayaKranc [162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168]
J: The BAM (Jena) code, as used by the Cardiff-Jena-Palma-Vienna
collaboration [169, 170, 150, 171, 159, 172]
L: The Lean Code, developed by Ulrich Sperhake [173, 174].
Ll: The Llama code, used by the AEI group and the Palma-Caltech groups [175,
176, 177]
R: The group from Rochester Institute of Technology, using the LazEv code [36,
178, 179, 180].
S: The SXS collaboration using the SpEC code [181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 137, 186,
187, 114, 188].
U: The group from The University of Illinois [189].
Immediately after this letter follows the mass-ratio q = m1 /m2 , where the black
holes are labeled such that q ≥ 1. Subsequently are the components of the initial

dimensionless spin along the orbital angular momentum, multiplied by 100 (e.g. ‘+20’
~1 /m21 = 0.2) of the more massive and the less massive black hole,
corresponds to L̂ · S

respectively. The label closes with the Taylor-approximant being used for the PN
portion of the waveform, with “T1” and “T4” representing TaylorT1 and TaylorT4,
respectively. The Georgia Tech group submitted four pairs of simulations where each
pair simulates systems with identical physical parameters, stitched to the same PN
approximant. These waveforms are not identical however as each simulation within a
pair has a different number of NR cycles and was generated at a different resolution.
These are distinguished by appending “ 1” and “ 2” to the label.
Each NR group verified that their waveforms met the minimum NINJA-2 requirements as described above. The minimum-five-orbits requirement was easily verified
by inspection, and the amplitude and phase uncertainties were estimated by convergence tests with respect to numerical resolution and waveform-extraction radius.
The full catalog was then verified by the NINJA-2 collaboration. Submissions were
inspected in the time and frequency domains to identify any obvious problems caused
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by hybridization or integration from the Newman-Penrose curvature scalar ψ4 to
strain. Where multiple simulations were available for the same physical parameters
these simulations were compared using the matched-filter overlap. The inner product
(s1 s2 ) between two real waveforms s1 (t) and s2 (t) is defined in Eq. 4.1, where Sn (f )
is the power spectral density, which was taken to be the target sensitivity for the first
advanced-detector runs, referred to as the “early aLIGO” PSD. This is described in
more detail in section 6.2.
The overlap is then obtained by normalization and maximization over relative
time and phase shifts, ∆t and ∆φ.
(s1 s2 )
O (s1 , s2 ) := max p
,
∆t,∆φ
(s1 s1 ) (s2 s2 )

(6.1)

which is the same as Eq. 5.5. The investigations in [156] demonstrated that the
submitted waveforms met the requirements as outlined above and in addition were
consistent with each other to the extent expected.

We therefore conclude that

these submissions model real gravitational waves with sufficient accuracy to quantitatively determine how data-analysis pipelines will respond to signals in next-generation
gravitational-wave observatories.
The NINJA-2 waveforms cover the 3-dimensional aligned-spin parameter space
rather unevenly, as indicated in figure 22. The configurations available fall predominantly into two 1-dimensional subspaces: (i) Binaries of varying mass-ratio, but with
non-spinning black holes. (ii) Binaries of black holes with equal-mass and equalspin, and with varying spin-magnitude. Future studies, with additional waveforms
covering the gaps that are clearly evident in figure 22 and waveforms including precession [190, 38, 191], would be useful to more fully understand the response of search
codes across the parameter space, and would help to better tune analytical waveform
models including inspiral, merger and ringdown phases.

6.2

Modified Detector Noise

We stress here that the production of the final noise data set, which emulated data
that will be taken by second generation gravitational wave observatories, was performed by members of the NINJA-2 collaboration who are not the author of this
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Table 3: Summary of the contributions to the NINJA-2 waveform catalog with
m1 = m2 . Given are an identifying label, described in section 6.1, mass-ratio
q = m1 /m2 which is always 1 for these simulations, magnitude of the dimensionless
spins χi = Si /m2i , orbital eccentricity e, frequency range of hybridization in M ω, the
number of numerical cycles from the middle of the hybridization region through the
peak amplitude, and the post-Newtonian Taylor-approximant(s) used for
hybridization.
Label

q

χ1

χ2

1000e

S1-95-95 T1
J1-85-85 T1
J1-85-85 T4
J1-75-75 T1
J1-75-75 T4
J1-50-50 T1
J1-50-50 T4
S1-44-44 T4
Ll1-40-40 T1
Ll1-40-40 T4
J1-25-25 T1
J1-25-25 T4
Ll1-20-20 T1
Ll1-20-20 T4
J1+00+00 T1
J1+00+00 T4
G1+00+00 T4
Ll1+00+00 F2
S1+00+00 T4
G1+20+20 T4 1
G1+20+20 T4 2
J1+25+25 T1
J1+25+25 T4
G1+40+40 T4 1
G1+40+40 T4 2
Ll1+40+40 T1
Ll1+40+40 T4
S1+44+44 T4
J1+50+50 T1
J1+50+50 T4
G1+60+60 T4 1
G1+60+60 T4 2
J1+75+75 T1
J1+75+75 T4
G1+80+00 T4
G1+80+80 T4 1
G1+80+80 T4 2
J1+85+85 T1
J1+85+85 T4
U1+85+85 T1

1.0
1.0

-0.95
-0.85

-0.95
-0.85

100 M ω # NR
hyb.range cycles
1.00
3.3 – 4.1 18.42
2.50
4.1 – 4.7 12.09

1.0

-0.75

-0.75

1.60

4.1 – 4.7

13.42

1.0

-0.50

-0.50

2.90

4.3 – 4.7

15.12

1.0
1.0

-0.44
-0.40

-0.44
-0.40

0.04

4.3 – 5.3
6.1 – 8.0

13.47
6.42

1.0

-0.25

-0.25

2.50

4.5 – 5.0

15.15

1.0

-0.20

-0.20

5.7 – 7.8

8.16

1.0

0.00

0.00

1.80

4.6 – 5.1

15.72

3.00

5.5
5.7
3.6
6.0
5.5
4.6

7.5
9.4
4.5
7.5
7.5
5.0

9.77
8.30
22.98
6.77
10.96
18.00

0.05
10.00
6.00
6.10

–
–
–
–
–
–

1.0

0.20

0.20

1.0

0.25

0.25

1.0

0.40

0.40

10.00
6.00

5.9 – 7.5
5.5 – 7.5
7.8 – 8.6

7.70
12.02
6.54

1.0
1.0

0.44
0.50

0.44
0.50

0.02
6.10

4.1 – 5.0
5.2 – 5.9

22.39
15.71

1.0

0.60

0.60

1.0

0.75

0.75

12.00
5.00
6.00

6.0 – 7.5
5.5 – 7.5
6.0 – 7.0

8.56
13.21
14.03

1.0
1.0

0.80
0.80

0.00
0.80

1.0

0.85

0.85

13.00
14.00
6.70
5.00

5.5
5.9
5.5
5.9

7.5
7.5
7.5
6.9

12.26
9.57
14.25
15.36

20.00

5.9 – 7.0

15.02

–
–
–
–

PN
Approx
T1
T1
T4
T1
T4
T1
T4
T4
T1
T4
T1
T4
T1
T4
T1
T4
T4
F2
T4
T4
T4
T1
T4
T4
T4
T1
T4
T4
T1
T4
T4
T4
T1
T4
T4
T4
T4
T1
T4
T1
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Table 4: Summary of the contributions to the NINJA-2 waveform catalog with
m1 > m2 . Given are an identifying label, described in section 6.1, mass-ratio
q = m1 /m2 magnitude of the dimensionless spins χi = Si /m2i , orbital eccentricity e,
frequency range of hybridization in M ω, the number of numerical cycles from the
middle of the hybridization region through the peak amplitude, and the
post-Newtonian Taylor-approximant(s) used for hybridization.
Label

q

χ1

J2+00+00 T1
J2+00+00 T4
G2+00+00 T4
Ll2+00+00 F2
S2+00+00 T2
G2+20+20 T4
J2+25+00 T1
J2+25+00 T4
J3+00+00 T1
J3+00+00 T4
S3+00+00 T2
F3+60+40 T4
J4+00+00 T1
J4+00+00 T4
L4+00+00 T1
S4+00+00 T2
S6+00+00 T1
R10+00+00 T4

2.0

0.00

χ2
0.00

1000e

100 M ω # NR
hyb.range cycles
2.30
6.3 – 7.8 8.31

2.50

5.5
6.3
3.8
5.6
5.0

–
–
–
–
–

7.5
9.4
4.7
7.5
5.6

10.42
7.47
22.34
11.50
15.93

2.0
2.0

0.20
0.25

0.20
0.00

0.03
10.00
2.00

3.0

0.00

0.00

1.60

6.0 – 7.1

10.61

3.0
4.0

0.60
0.00

0.40
0.00

0.02
1.00
2.60

4.1 – 5.2
5.0 – 5.6
5.9 – 6.8

21.80
18.89
12.38

6.0 0.00 0.00
10.0 0.00 0.00

5.00
0.03
0.04
0.40

5.1
4.4
4.1
7.3

17.33
21.67
33.77
14.44

–
–
–
–

5.5
5.5
4.6
7.4

PN
Approx
T1
T4
T4
F2
T2
T4
T1
T4
T1
T4
T2
T4
T1
T4
T1
T2
T1
T4
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dissertation. However, we find it useful to present a brief description of the same
here. The noise emulation was accomplished by recoloring data taken from the initial
LIGO and Virgo instruments to predicted 2015 – 2016 sensitivities. Recoloring initial
LIGO and Virgo data allows the non-Gaussianity and non-stationarity of that data
to be maintained.
The predicted sensitivity curves of the advanced detectors as a function of time
can be found in the living document [26]. For this work we are interested in the
sensitivity of the advanced detectors in 2015 – 2016 and used a previous prediction of
the sensitivity curves for this time period as given in [192] and shown in the left panel
of figure 23. These curves were used as the updated predictions given in [26] were
not available when we began this study. We refer to the 2015 – 2016 predicted noise
curves as the early sensitivity curves. It is clear from the figure that the predicted
sensitivity of early AdV is significantly greater than that of the early aLIGO curve,
when using the predictions given in [192]. In the right panel of figure 23 we show
the distance at which optimally oriented, optimally located, non-spinning, equal mass
binaries would be detected with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 8 using both noise
curves. This is commonly referred to as the horizon distance. The early AdV noise
curve was rescaled by a factor of 1.61 so that the sensitive distance for a (10 M , 10
M ) binary merger would be equal to the early aLIGO noise curve. This rescaling
was found to better reflect the updated predicted sensitivities presented in [26]. The
results in this chapter were generated using the early aLIGO and rescaled early AdV
sensitivity curves.
As with the initial science runs, we expect data taken from these detectors, in
the absence of gravitational-wave signals, to be neither Gaussian nor stationary. It
is important that search pipelines demonstrate an ability to deal with these features.
To simulate data with advanced detector sensitivities and with realistic non-Gaussian
and non-stationary features, we chose to use data recorded by initial LIGO and Virgo
and recolor that data to the predicted early sensitivity curves of aLIGO and AdV.
The data we chose to recolor was data taken during LIGO’s sixth science run and
Virgo’s second science run.
In figure 24 we show some examples of the PSDs obtained from recoloring the data
and compare with the predicted sensitivity curves. As there are some small stretches
of data in the original science runs where the sensitivity was significantly different
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Figure 23: Top: predicted sensitivity curves for aLIGO and AdV. Shown are both
the design curves and predicted 2015 – 2016 early sensitivity curves. Also shown is
the early AdV noise curve rescaled such that the horizon distance for a (10 M , 10
M ) binary system is equal to that obtained with the early aLIGO noise curve.
Bottom: Horizon distance as a function of observed total mass for the early aLIGO
and rescaled early AdV sensitivity curves. This plot is made considering only equal
mass, non-spinning systems and calculated using the EOBNRv2 [149] waveform
approximant. Results in this paper are generated from the early aLIGO noise curve
and the rescaled early AdV curve.
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Figure 24: Sensitivity curves of the recolored data for the LIGO Hanford detector
(left) and the Virgo detector (right). In both cases the black dashed line shows the
predicted 2015 – 2016 sensitivity curve (with the scaling factor added for Virgo).
The dark colored region indicates the range between the 10 % and 90 % quantiles of
the PSD over time. The lighter region shows the range between the minimum and
maximum of the PSD over time.
from the average, we show the 10 % and 90 % quantiles as well as the maximum and
minimum values for the PSD of the recolored data. We notice that the sensitivity
of the detector still varies with time, as in the initial data, and that the lines in the
initial spectra are still present.
Non-Gaussian features present in the original data will still be present in the
recolored data, albeit distorted by the recoloring process. An example of this is
shown in figure 25 where we show the SNR time-series around a known glitch in
both the original and recolored data. While the recoloring does have some effect
on the glitch, the two SNR time series are very comparable. As in searches on the
original data, we attempt to mitigate the effect of such features. A set of data quality
flags were created for the initial detector data [193, 194]. These attempt to flag times
where a known instrumental or environmental factor, which is known to produce nonGaussian artifacts in the resulting strain data, was present. To simulate these data
quality flags in our recolored data we simply used the same flags that were present
in the original data and apply them to the recolored data.
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Figure 25: SNR time series in a 20 s window around a known glitch in the original
data (left) and in the recolored data (right). While the SNR time series clearly
change, the primary features of the glitch are preserved across the recoloring
procedure. These SNR time series were obtained by matched-filtering a short
stretch of recolored and original data against a (23.7,1.3) M template.

6.3

Injection Parameters

As an unbiased test of the process through which candidate events are identified
for BBH waveforms, 7 BBH waveforms were added to the recolored data. This was
performed by one member of the collaboration, who is not the author of this dissertation. We were aware that “blind injections” had been added, however the number
and parameters of these simulated signals were not disclosed until the analysis was
completed. This was similar to blind injection tests conducted by the LIGO and Virgo
collaborations in their latest science runs [195]. These injections are self-blinded to
ensure that no bias from knowing the parameters of the signal, or indeed whether a
candidate event is a signal or a noise artifact, affects the analysis process.
The 7 waveforms added to the data were taken from the numerical relativity
simulations discussed in section 6.1. The parameters of the blind injections are given
in Table 5. The distribution of physical parameters used in these blind injections
was not intended to represent any physical distribution. Instead, the injections were
chosen to test the ability to recover BBH systems across a wide range of parameter
space.
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Table 5: The details of the blind injections that were added to the NINJA-2
datasets prior to analysis. In this table the Event ID will be used throughout the
paper to refer to specific injections. The network SNR of each injection is denoted
by ρN . This is the sum of the overlaps of the injection with itself in each detector,
using 30 Hz as the starting frequency in the overlap integrals. M denotes the total
mass and q the mass ratio. χ denotes the spin on each black hole, in all 7 cases both
black holes in the binary had the same spin. RA and dec give the right ascension
and declination of the signals respectively. Dist. denotes the distance to the source.
Detectors online lists the detectors for which data is present at the time of signal.
Hybridization range gives the range of frequencies in which the signal is hybridized
between the post-Newtonian and numerical components. Waveform label indicates
which numerical waveform was used, as shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Event
Waveform
ID
label
ρN
1
J4+00+00 T4 23.9
2
Ll1-20-20 T4 14.1
3
Ll1+40+40 T4 16.2
4
G2+20+20 T4 15.1
5
L4+00+00 T1 19.2
6
J1+25+25 T4 16.9
7
J1-75-75 T1
9.8

6.4

M
q (M )
4 124
1 35.5
1 14.4
2 26.8
4 19.1
1 75.7
1 19.3

χ
0.00
-0.20
0.40
0.20
0.00
0.25
-0.75

RA
(rad)
1.26
1.70
4.18
2.19
1.68
4.68
0.81

Dec.
(rad)
-0.76
-0.03
0.07
-0.36
0.14
0.49
-0.07

Dist.
(Mpc)
569
244
170
247
83
854
292

Detectors
Hybrid
Online
Range (Hz)
HLV
15 – 18
HLV
52 – 71
HLV
175 – 193
LV
68 – 90
HV
86 – 93
HV
20 – 21
HLV
69 – 79

Search Pipelines

The goal of this work was to evaluate the detection sensitivity to binary black hole
systems, modelled from the latest numerical simulations, using the search pipelines
that were used to search for gravitational-wave transient signals in data taken during
the final initial LIGO and Virgo joint observing run. The two pipelines that were
used to do this were the dedicated compact binary coalescence (CBC) search pipeline
“ihope” [16, 15, 17, 195, 18, 140] and the unmodelled burst pipeline “Coherent WaveBurst” (cWB) [196, 10, 11, 197]. In this dissertation, we will focus on the modeled
ihope pipeline. The ihope pipeline was developed as a search pipeline for detecting
compact binary mergers. It employs a matched-filtering algorithm against a bank of
template waveforms [140]. It was used to search for CBC systems (not just binary
black holes) with component masses ∈ [1, 99] M .

In addition to the ihope and cWB detection pipelines parameter estimation algo-

rithms were used to provide estimates of the parameters of compact binary systems
observed with the detection algorithms. However, we will not focus on those here. In
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this section we provide a brief overview of the detection pipeline ihope. The results
of running the ihope searches on the data containing the NINJA-2 blind injections
are presented in section 6.5.
6.4.1

ihope

The ihope pipeline is designed to search for gravitational waves emitted by coalescing
compact binaries [140]. It has been optimized for and used in LIGO and Virgo GW
searches over the past decade [198, 16, 15, 14, 195, 18], and also in the mock Laser
Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) data challenges [199]. The NINJA-2 ihope
analysis uses the same pipeline-tuning that was used in the searches performed during
the final initial LIGO and Virgo joint observing run [195].
The pipeline matched-filters the detector data against a bank of analytically modelled compact binary merger waveforms [82, 140]. Only nonspinning compact binary
merger signals are used as filters and the bank is created so as to densely sample the
range of possible binary masses [200]. For each detector, the filtering stage produces a
sequence of triggers which are plausible events with a high signal to noise ratio SNR ρ.
The algorithm proposed in [201] is used to keep only those that are found coincident in
more than one detector across the network, which helps remove triggers due to noise.
Knowledge of the instrument and its environment is used to further exclude triggers
that are likely due to non-Gaussian noise transients, or glitches. Periods of heightened
glitch rate are removed (vetoed ) from the analysis. The time periods where the rate
of glitches is elevated are divided into 3 veto categories. Periods of time flagged by
category 1 and 2 vetoes are not included in the analysis as known couplings exist
between instrumental problems and the gravitational-wave channel during these periods. Periods of time vetoed at category 3 are likely to have instrumental problems.
A strong gravitational-wave signal can still be detected during category 3 times, but
including these periods in the background estimate can compromise our ability to
detect weaker signals in less glitchy periods of time. For this reason the search is
performed both before and after category 3 vetoes are applied. The significance of
events that survived category 1-3 vetoes were calculated using the background that
also survived categories 1-3. The significance of events that survived category 2 but
were vetoed at category 3 were calculated using background that survived categories
1-2.
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Signal based consistency measures further help distinguish real signals from background noise triggers in those that are not vetoed and pass the coincidence test. The
χ2 statistic proposed in [202] quantifies the disagreement in the frequency evolution
of the trigger and the waveform template that accumulated the highest SNR for it,
cf. Eq. (4.14) of [202]. We weight the SNR with this statistic to obtain the reweighted
SNRs ρ̂ for all coincident triggers. The exact weighting depends on the mass range
the search is focused on, cf. Eq. (17,18) of [140]. The reweighted SNR is used as the
ranking statistic to evaluate the significance, and thus the false alarm rate (FAR), of
all triggers.
The low-mass search focused on binaries with 2M ≤ m1 + m2 < 25M , and used

frequency domain 3.5PN waveforms as templates [203, 204, 96]. The significance of

the triggers found was estimated as follows. All coincident triggers are divided into
4 categories, i.e. HL, LV, HV and HLV, based on the detector combination they are
found to be coincident in [195]. They are further divided into 3 mass-categories based
on their chirp mass Mc = (m1 m2 )3/5 (m1 + m2 )−1/5 for the low-mass search, and 2

categories based on their template duration for the high-mass search [195]. The rate
of background noise triggers, or false alarms, has been found to be significantly higher
for shorter signals from more massive binaries, and also to be different depending on
the detector combination, and these categorizations help segregate these effects for
estimation of the background [195, 140].
For all the triggers the combined re-weighted SNR ρ̂ is computed, which is the
quadrature sum of re-weighted SNRs across the network of detectors. All triggers are
then ranked according to their ρ̂ in each of the mass/duration and coincidence subcategories independently, allowing us to estimate the trigger false alarm rate (FAR)
at a given threshold ρ̂ = ρ̂0 . This is described by
FAR (ρ̂0 ) '

N (ρ̂ ≥ ρ̂0 )
,
Tc

(6.2)

i.e. the number of background noise triggers in a given coincidence sub-category at
least as loud as the threshold, N (ρ̂ ≥ ρ̂0 ), divided by the total time analyzed for that
sub-category, Tc . The limiting precision on this quantity is of order 1/Tc ; thus, in the

limit where no background events are louder than ρ̂, we quote a FAR of less than
1/Tc . The calculation of trigger FARs is described in more detail in [205, 16]. As the
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smallest FAR we can estimate is 1/Tc , to get a more precise estimate for our detection
candidates we simulate additional background time. We shift the time-stamps on the
time-series of single detector triggers by ∆t relative to the other detector(s), and treat
the shifted time-series as independent coincident background time. All coincident
triggers found in the shifted times would be purely due to background noise. We
repeat this process setting ∆t = ±5s, ±10s, ±15s, . . . , recording all the time-shifted
coincidences, until ∆t is larger than the duration of the dataset itself. With the

additional coincident background time Tc accumulated in this way, we can get a more
precise estimate of the low FARs we expect for detection candidates.
The FARs computed this way are further multiplied by a trials factor that accounts for the fact that we rank events in their own template-mass and coincidence
sub-categories independently, while each of the sub-categories corresponds to an (independent) analysis of the same stretch of interferometric data. This factor is discussed
in detail in section IV of [195]. Taking the trials factor into account, the final combined FAR (cFAR) is reported in Table 6, and the results are described in detail in
section 6.5.1.

6.5

Blind Injection Challenge Results

In this section we present the results of using the ihope pipeline described in section
6.4 to search for the blind injections listed in Table 5.
6.5.1

ihope

The results of the low-mass ihope search are presented in Table 6. The Event IDs
correspond to the Event IDs of the blind injections in Table 5. The mapping between
the ihope candidates and the blind injections is based on the event times of each.
Between the two ihope searches, all injections except for injection 7 were found with
high significance. Event 7 was missed because the injection’s SNR was too small to
be detected by the pipeline. It was injected with a maximum recoverable network
SNR of 8.2, and the false alarm rate at this network SNR is order 103 per year. We
focus here on the results of the low mass search.
For this analysis we used the same vetoes as were used in [195] and [18] applied
to the corresponding times in the recolored data. After veto categories 1-3 were
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Table 6: The low mass ihope search results. The Event IDs correspond to the Event
ID of each blind injection given in Table 5; this association is based on the time of
the candidates relative to the time of the injections. The cFARs are calculated from
all possible 5 s time shifts over the entire two-month dataset. M and q give the total
mass and mass ratio respectively that were recovered in each detector. The
recovered SNR (ρrec ) and re-weighted SNR (ρ̂) are reported separately for each
detector. To calculate the cFARs, the quadrature sum of ρ̂ was used. Unless noted,
the cFARs were calculated after category 1-3 vetoes were applied.
Event
ID

1/cFAR
(yr)

L
V
H
L
V
L
V
H
V

M

q

ρrec

ρ̂

Search

13.8 1.15 12.4 11.6 Low mass
14.2 1.41 5.9 5.2
Cat. 3
3
13.7 1.15 7.9 7.5
Low mass
13.8 1.15 12.4 11.6
≥ 5800†
Cat. 2
14.2 1.41 5.9 5.2
25.0 1.80 8.5 8.5
4
≥ 31000
Low mass
25.0 1.43 10.9 9.2
19.5 4.27 16.2 15.6
5
≥ 21000
Low mass
22.2 6.24 8.8 8.1
7
Not found
Only used HL triggers for computing significance of this event; see section 6.5.1.
≥ 23000

†

Detectors
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applied, the total analyzed time consisted of 0.6 days of coincident HL data, 5.4 days
of coincident LV data, 6.5 days of coincident HV data and 8.9 days of coincident
HLV data. FARs were calculated in each bin using the time-shift method described
in section 6.4.1, then combined over all bins.
Table 6 also gives the total masses and mass ratios that were recovered by the
ihope pipeline in each detector for each candidates. We see that the values reported
by ihope can vary substantially from the injected parameters. This is not surprising
as many of the injections had spin. In general, templates are placed in ihope so
as to maximize detection probability across the parameter space while minimizing
computational cost. ihope therefore only provides a rough estimate of candidate
parameters. For more precise estimates, sophisticated parameter estimation methods
were also applied by other members of the collaboration.
Initially we used 100 time shifts to identify candidate events. All of the coincident
events associated with the blind injections were louder than all background in the 100
time shifts. These were the only events to be louder than all background. Using 100
time shifts we could only bound the cFAR of the events to . 10 yr−1 , which is not
small enough to claim a detection. To improve our estimate, we performed as many
5 s time shifts as possible in the NINJA-2 dataset. This is the same method that was
used for the blind injection described in [195].
Event 3 was found by the low-mass search in all three detectors (before category
3 vetoes were applied). Estimating background using the extended slide method
with three detectors adds computational complexity, and has not previously been
performed (the blind injection in [195] was only coincident in two detectors). However,
in Events 3 one of the three detectors (V) had significantly less ρ̂ than the other two (H
and L). We therefore did not include the detector with the smallest ρ̂ when estimating
the extended background for these two events.
For Event 3 the trigger in the H detector was vetoed at category 3, leaving only
L and V. Since the H trigger contributed a substantial amount of the combined reweighted SNR, we might expect the resulting FAR to be higher for this event after
category 3. A method to deal with partially vetoed events like this has not been
proposed. We therefore simply report both results here.
Event 4 was found with high significance by both the high-mass and low-mass
searches. This is not surprising as the injected total mass was 26.8 M , which is close
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to the boundary between the two searches. Currently no method has been established
on how to combine the results from the low-mass and high-mass searches. We however
show only the low mass results here.

6.6

Conclusion

This chapter presents a systematic study to assess the ability to detect numerically
modelled binary black hole data in real data taken from Initial LIGO and Virgo and
recolored to predicted sensitivity curves of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo in
early observing runs. Building upon the work of the first NINJA project, this work,
the culmination of the second NINJA project, studies the ability to do gravitational
wave astronomy on a set of 60 binary black hole hybrid waveforms submitted by 8
numerical relativity groups.
In this work, a set of 7 numerically modelled binary black hole waveforms were
added into the recolored data. This data was distributed to analysts with no knowledge of the parameters of the systems. The matched-filtered compact binary merger
search pipeline, ihope, was able to recover 6 of the waveforms with false alarm rate
upper limits ranging between 1 every 5800 years and 1 every 31000 years.
These results (completed by those in the published form [206]) represent the next
step for the NINJA collaboration; they address shortcomings in NINJA-1 while paving
the way for future work. In a sense this work represents a baseline, as it measures the
ability of current gravitational-wave analyses to detect and recover the parameters of
an important subset of possible BBH signals in non-Gaussian noise in the advanced
detector era. From this baseline there are multiple directions in which NINJA can
expand. On the NR front, groups are continuing to fill in the parameter space [38]. As
shown in figure 22, even within the subspace of systems with (anti-)aligned spins there
are large regions left to explore. Although NINJA-2 chose not to consider precessing
signals many groups already have or are working on such simulations [190, 207, 208,
209, 210, 119, 211, 212, 191, 152]. Similarly, although the analyses used only the
` = m = 2 mode in this work, it is expected that higher modes will be important for
detection and parameter recovery [105, 213, 214, 130, 149]. Additional modes have
been provided for many of the waveforms in the NR catalog, although they have not
yet been validated. In all cases, as additional waveforms and modes become available
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they can be injected into the noise allowing for systematic tests of both detection and
parameter estimation analyses.
In parallel the detection and parameter estimation analyses continue to evolve
and improve. There is much development work ongoing to improve the analytical
waveform models that are used in analysis pipelines, particularly for inspiral-mergerringdown waveforms. It seems likely that before the first aLIGO and AdV observation
runs generic fast IMR precessing analytic models will be available [40, 120, 215, 216,
152]. Improvements in how detection pipelines deal with non-Gaussianities are being
explored to attempt to achieve the maximum possible sensitivity to BBH signals
across the parameter space. A number of efforts are ongoing to implement alignedspin waveform models into search algorithms. This will increase sensitivity to BBH
systems with aLIGO and AdV [217, 134, 218]. Work is also underway to develop more
realistic models of detector noise for parameter estimation pipelines, which account
for the non-stationarity and non-Gaussianity present in real noise [219]. Accounting
for such features is expected to greatly reduce systematic biases in the recovered
masses and spins.The results presented here (completed by those published in [206])
can provide a measure against which these next-generation analyses can be compared,
in a way that measures not only their response to signals but also to realistic noise.
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Chapter 7
Self-forced evolutions of
intermediate mass-ratio systems
The black hole (BH) mass function in the local Universe is a strongly bi-modal distribution that identifies two main families: stellar-mass BHs with typical masses
∼ 10M

observed in Galactic X-ray binaries [220] and, more recently, in globular

5
clusters [221], and supermassive BHs with masses >
∼ 10 M observed to be present
in most galactic nuclei [222, 223]. However, a population of X-ray sources with

luminosities in excess of 1039 erg s−1 has recently been observed, and Chandra and
XMM-Newton spectral observations of these ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs)
revealed cool disc signatures that were consistent with the presence of intermediate
mass BHs (IMBHs) with masses 102−4 M [224, 225, 226]. Subsequent observations
have shown that these ULXs have spectral and temporal signatures that are not
consistent with the sub-Eddington accretion regime that is expected for IMBHs at
typical ULX luminosities. Rather, these later studies suggest that many ULXs are
powered by super-Eddington accretion onto <
∼ 100M BH remnants. Nevertheless,
recent work by Swartz et al. [227] demonstrates that there is a subpopulation of ULXs
that seem to be powered by a separate physical mechanism. These objects have typ41
−1
ical luminosities L >
∼ 10 erg s , which cannot be explained by close to maximal
radiation from super-Eddington accretion onto massive BHs formed in low metallic-

ity regions [228, 229, 230]. Several hyper-luminous X-ray sources, including M82 X-1,
ESO 243-49 HLX-1, Cartwheel N10 and CXO J122518.6+144545, present the best
indirect evidence for the existence of IMBHs [231, 232, 233, 234]. In particular, the
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colocation of M82 X-1 with a massive, young stellar cluster, the features of its power
spectrum, and some reported transitions between a hard state and a thermal dominant
state, make this object a strong IMBH candidate [235, 236, 237, 238]. Recent searches
of archival Chandra and XMM-Newton data sets have also uncovered two new hyperluminous X-ray sources with luminosities in excess of 1039 erg s−1 . These sources are
the most promising IMBH candidates currently known, although the highest possible
super-Eddington accretion rate onto the largest permitted BH remnant cannot yet be
ruled out [239]. This increasing body of observational evidence [240, 241], and the fact
that the existence of IMBHs provides a compelling explanation for the initial seeding
of supermassive BHs present in most galactic nuclei [242, 243, 244] has revived the
quest for these elusive objects.
A promising channel for detection of IMBHs is through the emission of gravitational radiation during the coalescence of stellar-mass compact remnants — neutron
stars (NSs) or BHs — with IMBHs in core-collapsed globular clusters. This expectation is backed up by numerical simulations of globular clusters [245, 246, 247, 248,
249, 250, 251, 252] which suggest that IMBHs could undergo several collisions with
stellar-mass compact remnants during the lifetime of the cluster through a variety of
mechanisms, including gravitational radiation, Kozai resonances and binary exchange
processes. As discussed in [253], the most likely mechanism for the formation of binaries involving a stellar-mass compact remnant and an IMBH is hardening via three
body interactions, with an expected detection rate of ∼ 1−10 yr−1 with ground-based

observatories [253, 254].

The current upgrade of the LIGO and Virgo detectors [255, 256], will enable the
detection of IMBHs with masses 50M

<
∼ M <
∼ 500M , by achieving their target
sensitivity at low-frequencies down to 10Hz [257]. Advanced LIGO (aLIGO) and
Advanced Virgo are expected to have greatest sensitivity in the 15Hz - 1kHz range,
with a peak at ∼ 60 Hz (see Figure 26). The frequency of the dominant quadrupolar

harmonic in the GWs emitted at the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) for a
binary of non-spinning objects is

fISCO = 4.4kHz

M
M


.

(7.1)

For a typical intermediate mass–ratio coalescence (IMRC) with total mass M >
∼
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Figure 26: The panel shows the expected sensitivity for two configurations of the
Einstein Telescope (ET), namely, ETD (black), ETB (blue) and LIGO’s Zero
Detuned High Power (ZDHP)
p configuration (red). The vertical axis measures
−7/6
Sn (fmax )/Sn (f ), where fmax is the maximum of the
Fnormalized = (f /fmax )
corresponding power spectral density, Sn (f ).
100M , advanced detectors will observe the late inspiral, merger and ringdown; with
the latter two phases contributing significantly to the overall SNR [258]. In order to
maximize the science output of GW observations of IMRCs, it is therefore necessary
to model the inspiral, merger and ringdown consistently. While modeling of IMRCs
would benefit greatly from NR simulations, simulating mergers for mass-ratios1 q =
m1 /m2 <
∼ 1/10 are prohibitively computationally expensive at present [38]. On the
other hand, recent results show that the conservative part of self-force can reproduce
results from NR simulations of comparable-mass binary systems [259]. Furthermore,
the recent computation of the self-force inside the ISCO equips us to develop models
that better reproduce the strong field dynamics of BH binaries [260].
In this chapter we combine recent developments in the self-force program, in PN
1

Note that the definition of mass-ratio q is different from the previous chapters, where q ≥ 1.
We choose the definition with q ≤ 1 here to ensure that in the extreme mass-ratio regime q → 0 as
η → 0. See Section 7.1.1.
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Figure 27: The phase discrepancy in radians between the PN approximant
TaylorT4, and the Effective One Body model, shown as a function of time from
r = 30M to the point when the TaylorT4 model reaches the ISCO. The systems
have mass-ratio, q, total mass, M , and final phase discrepancy, ∆Φ:
(q, M, ∆Φ) = (1/6, 7M , 21.5 rads) (top-left), (1/8, 9M , 30.2 rads) (top-right),
(1/10, 11M , 70.1 rads) (bottom-left) and (1/15, 16M , 83.2 rads) (bottom-right)
respectively.
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theory and in NR to develop a model that describes the inspiral, merger and ringdown of IMRCs and comparable mass-ratio systems. In Section 7.1.2 we discuss the
modelling of the conservative part of the self-force during inspiral. Using O(η)2 self
force results for binaries with mass-ratios q >
∼ 1/6 gives a system without an ISCO.
We discuss the implications of this result for the modeling of comparable and inter-

mediate mass–ratio binaries. In Section 7.1.3, we describe our approach to model
the radiative part of the self-force for the inspiral evolution. In Section 7.1.4, we
extend the transition scheme of Ori and Thorne [261] by including finite mass-ratio
corrections, and model the orbital phase evolution using the implicit rotating source
(IRS) model. We adopt the IRS description for the late-time radiation in order to
provide a smooth progression from late inspiral to ringdown, as it provides the correct
orbital frequency evolution in the vicinity of the light-ring. Finally, in Section 7.1.5
we construct the ringdown waveform using a sum of quasinormal modes. Section 7.2
presents a summary of our findings and future directions of work.
In addition to IMBH–BH binaries, NS–BH binaries also have mass-ratios q <
∼ 1/6.
NSBH mergers are promising GW sources for second generation detectors with an
estimated detection rate of 0.2 − 300 mergers a year [27]. Past GW searches for

NSBH systems used PN waveforms as templates, which have been demonstrated
to be insufficiently accurate for aLIGO searches [47]. In Figure 27, we show the
phase difference between the PN approximant TaylorT4 [262] and the EOB model
introduced in [39]. The model we develop here would also be applicable to NSBH
detection searches.

7.1
7.1.1

Modeling
Nomenclature

Throughout this chapter we will use units with G = c = 1, unless otherwise stated.
We consider BH binaries on circular orbits with component masses m1 , m2 , such that
m1 < m2 . We assume that the binary components are non spinning. We use several
combinations of the masses in the following sections, which are summarized in Table 7.
Note that the definition of the mass-ratio q is different from the previous chapters,
where q ≥ 1. We choose the definition with q ≤ 1 here to ensure that in the extreme
2

η = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 )2
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m1

Binary masses
mass of inspiralling compact object

m2

mass of central compact object

M = m1 + m2

total mass of binary system

µ

1
q=m
m2
m2
= mm11+m
2
µ
η=M

(with m1 ≤ m2 ) mass–ratio
reduced mass

symmetric mass–ratio

Table 7: The table summarizes the nomenclature we will use throughout our
analysis.
mass-ratio regime both q → 0 and η → 0.
7.1.2

Inspiral evolution

We model the inspiral phase evolution in the context of the Effective One Body
(EOB) formalism [263], i.e., we consider the scenario in which the dynamics of a
binary system is mapped onto the motion of a test particle in a time-independent
and spherically symmetric Schwarzschild space-time with total mass M :
ds2EOB = −A(r)dt2 + B(r)dt2 + r2 dΩ2 ,

(7.2)

where the potentials A, B are known to 3PN order [264, 265]. In the test-mass particle
limit η → 0, these potentials recover the Schwarzschild results, namely:
A(u, η → 0) = B −1 (u, η → 0) = 1 − 2 u,

with u =

M
.
r

(7.3)

In the EOB formalism, the orbital frequency evolution can be derived from the Hamiltonian, HEOB [263],
HEOB = M

p
1 + 2 η (Heff − 1),

(7.4)

using the Hamiltonian equation:
∂HEOB
u2 L(x) A(u)
dφ
= MΩ =
=
,
dt
∂L
H(u) Heff (u)

(7.5)
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where
A(u)
Heff (u) = q
,
Ã(u)

Ã(u) = A(u) +

1
u A0 (u),
2

H(u) =

HEOB
,
M

(7.6)

(0 ) denotes ∂u , and L is the binary’s orbital angular momentum. Recent work has
enabled the derivation of gravitational self-force corrections to the EOB potential
A(u) → 1 − 2u + η a(u) + O(η 2 ) [266]. Deriving this gravitational self-force contri-

bution, a(u), is equivalent to including all PN corrections to the EOB potential A(u)
at linear order in η. We shall now briefly describe the construction of the gravitational self-force contribution a(u), emphasizing the fact that this contribution encodes

information about the strong-field regime of the gravitational field.
As shown by Detweiler and Whiting [267], the gravitational self-force corrected
worldline can be interpreted as a geodesic in a smooth perturbed spacetime with
metric
0
gαβ = gαβ
(m2 ) + hR
αβ ,

(7.7)

where the regularized R field is a smooth perturbation associated with m1 . Detweiler
proposed the gauge invariant “redshift observable” z1 to handle the conservative effect
of the gravitational self-force in circular motion [268, 269]. z1 can be interpreted as
the gravitational red-shift of light rays emitted from the smaller compact object, and
received far away from the binary along the direction perpendicular to the orbital
plane [268].
z1 (Ω) =

√



1
x
F
1 − 3x 1 − hR,
uu + q
2
1 − 3x


,

(7.8)

where x is the gauge-invariant dimensionless frequency parameter given by x =
G
(M Ω)2/3 , hR,
is a double contraction of the regularized metric perturbation with
uu
G
G µ ν
the four-velocity uµ , i.e. hR,
= hR,
uu
µν u u , where the label G indicates the gauge

used to evaluate the metric perturbation. The label F in Eq. 7.8 indicates that it
is valid within the class of asymptotically Flat gauges. In a convenient gauge, the
redshift coincides with the inverse time components of the four-velocities uα of the
component, namely z1 = 1/ut1 [268]. In [260], z1 (Ω) was calculated in the Lorenz
gauge and the following gauge transformation can be used to link the asymptotically
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F
R, L
flat hR,
uu metric perturbation to its Lorenz-gauge counterpart huu :

F
R, L
hR,
uu = huu + 2q

x(1 − 2x)

(1 − 3x)3/2

.

(7.9)

Hence, inserting Eq. (7.9) into Eq. (7.8) leads to
z1 (Ω) =

√

x(1 − 2x)
1
x
L
1 − 3x 1 − hR,
+q
uu − 2q
3/2
2
1 − 3x
(1 − 3x)

!
.

(7.10)

The EOB potential a(x) can be constructed from hR,L
uu via
√
1
L
a(x) = − (1 − 3x) h̃R,
uu − 2x 1 − 3x,
2

(7.11)

L
−1 R, L
R, L
with h̃R,
uu = q huu . In [260] accurate numerical data is obtained for huu in the

Lorenz gauge. Using the above relation, Ref. [260] provides a useful fit formula for
a(x) that is valid over the range 0 < x < 31 ,
(1 − 2x)
a(x) = 2x3 √
aE (x),
1 − 3x

(7.12)

where aE (x) is given in Eq. (54) of [260]. Using the phenomenological fit for the function a(x), the self-force corrected energy and angular momentum are given by [260,
266]
x
1 1 − 4x
1
a0 (x) +
a(x)−
E(u(x)) = E0 (x) + η − √
3 1 − 3x
2 (1 − 3x)3/2
!!
1
x 1 − 6x
E0 (x)
E0 (x) +
,
2
3 (1 − 3x)3/2

(7.13)

1
x
1
1
L(u(x)) = L0 (x) + η − p
a0 (x) − √
a(x)
3 x(1 − 3x)
2 x (1 − 3x)3/2
!
1
1 − 6x
− √
(E0 (x) − 1) ,
(7.14)
3 x (1 − 3x)3/2
"

 #!
1 0
2
1 − 2x
√
with u(x) = x 1 + η a (x) +
−1
,
(7.15)
6
3
1 − 3x
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where (0 ) denotes ∂x , and E0 (x) and L0 (x) are given by
1 − 2x
− 1,
E0 (x) = √
1 − 3x
1
L0 (x) = p
.
x(1 − 3x)

(7.16)
(7.17)

In Figure 28, we show the effect of these conservative corrections on the orbital
parameters.
As discussed in [266], minimizing the self-force corrected energy, given by Eq. (7.13),
with respect to the orbital frequency, predicts that binary systems with mass-ratios
q ∈ {1, 1/2, 1/3} do not have an ISCO. It was argued in [266] that deriving self-force
results in the strong field regime may alleviate this problem. We explored this issue,
and found that using linear–in–η self-force corrections does not fix this problem for
comparable mass-ratio systems. In Figure 29, we show that the existence of an ISCO
is guaranteed for BH binaries with symmetric mass-ratio η <
∼ 6/49 (or q <
∼ 1/6), and
its location may be approximated by
xISCO =


1
1 + 0.83401η + 4.59483η 2 .
6

(7.18)

It remains to be seen whether the inclusion of O(η 2 ) conservative corrections gives
an ISCO for binaries with mass-ratios q >
∼ 1/6.
In summary, the building blocks to construct the conservative dynamics are

• The orbital frequency evolution is computed using Eq. (7.5) with the gravitational self-force contribution included in the potential A(u) = 1 − 2u + η a(u).

• Eq. (7.5) is evaluated using the self-force-corrected expression for the angular
momentum, L(x), given by Eq. (7.14). The self-force-corrected expression for

the energy, given in Eq. (7.13) is only used to determine the point at which the
inspiral ends and the transition region begins.
Eq. (7.5) accurately models the orbital frequency from early inspiral through the
ISCO. However, the post-ISCO time evolution of this prescription does not render
an accurate representation of the orbital frequency as compared to numerical relativity simulations. This problem was addressed in the EOB formalism by introducing
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Figure 28: The panels show the energy and angular momentum given by
Eqs. (7.13)-(7.14), respectively. We show the functional form of these parameters for
binary systems with mass-ratio values, from top to bottom,
q ∈ [0, 1/100, 1/20, 1/10, 1/6, 1/5, 1].
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Figure 29: The location of the innermost stable circular orbit is determined by the
condition dE/dx = 0. The panel shows dE/dx as a function of the gauge invariant
quantity x = (M Ω)2/3 . The various curves represent binary systems with
mass-ratios, from top to bottom, q ∈ [0, 1/100, 1/20, 1/10, 1/6, 1/5, 1]. Note that
binaries with mass-ratios q >
∼ 1/6 do not have an ISCO in this model.
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the phenomenological non-quasi-circular coefficients [39]. The approach we follow to
circumvent this problem is described in Section 7.1.4.
This completes the description of the conservative part. We now describe how to
couple this with the radiative part of the self-force to model the inspiral evolution.
7.1.3

Dissipative dynamics

A consistent self-force evolution model that incorporates first-order in mass-ratio conservative corrections should also include second-order radiative corrections. However,
second-order self-force radiative corrections are not known at present. We use a new
prescription for the energy flux that includes PN corrections up to 22nd PN order [270],
 
Ė

PN

=
+
+
−
+

"
32 µ2 7/2
44711 2 8191 5/2
1247
−
x
x + 4πx3/2 −
x −
πx
(7.19)
1−
5 M
336
9072
672

o 16285
16
1712
856
3 6 643 739 519
x
+ π2 −
γE −
ln(16x) −
πx7/2
69 854 400
3
105
105
504
n 323105549467 232597
1369
39931
+
γE −
π+
ln(2)
x4 −
3178375200
4410
126
294
o
47385
232597
ln(3) +
ln(x)
1568
4410
o
n 265978667519
6848
13696
6848
x9/2
π−
γE π −
π ln(2) −
π ln(x)
745113600
105
105#
105

+ higher order corrections up to 22PN order ,
and include the O(η) corrections through the exponential resummation approach
of [271]. In this approach, the energy flux is


dE
dt


hybrid

= L0 exp (Lη ) ,

(7.20)

where L0 denotes the leading-order in mass-ratio PN energy flux given in Eq. (7.19),

and Lη incorporates mass-ratio corrections to the highest PN order available [272,

273, 271], and additional corrections characterised by a set of unknown coefficients,
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bi
Lη

" 





35
65 2
2 9271
2
3/2
2
b2 η + b3 η + x
(7.21)
= x − η + b1 η + 4πx
η+ η
12
504
18


 


583
134 543 41 2
94403 2 775 3
5/2
2
3
+ πx
−
η + b4 η + x η −
+ π −
η −
η
24
7 776
48
3024
324

#
214745
193385
+ πx7/2
η+
η2 .
1728
3024

The coefficients bi were taken to be constant in [271], but we found that a better
match to the EOB phase evolution could be obtained by allowing an additional dependence on mass-ratio in these terms (see Eqs. (7.23)-(7.25) below). We constrain
the bi coefficients by ensuring that the resulting phase evolution reproduces the phase
evolution predicted by the EOB model introduced in [39, 274], which was calibrated
to NR simulations of comparable mass binaries. To do so, we implemented the EOB
model [39] and performed a Monte Carlo simulation to optimize the values of the bi
coefficients (see Figure 30). The optimization was done in two stages. We started
by considering the three coefficients b1 , b2 and b4 , sampling a wide range of parameter space, namely bi ∈ [−200, 200]. We constrained the duration of the waveform

from early inspiral to the light-ring to be similar to its EOB counterpart. Waveforms
that differed from their EOB counterparts by more than 10−4 seconds in duration
were discarded. Once the region under consideration had been sparsely sampled, we
focused on regions of parameter space where the orbital phase evolution was closest
to the EOB evolution, and finely sampled these to obtain the optimal values for the
coefficients. We found that this approach enabled us to reproduce the EOB phase
evolution with a phase discrepancy of the order ∼ 1 rad. After constraining b1 , b2 and

b4 , we explored whether including additional corrections could further improve the
phase evolution, by adding η corrections beyond 3PN order. Such corrections were
found to have a negligible impact on the actual phase evolution. This is not difficult
to understand, since such corrections are of order (O(η 4 ), O(η 3 )), at (3PN, 3.5PN)

respectively. We found a similar behavior when we added leading order mass-ratios
corrections beyond 4PN order. Thus, we took a different approach: having derived
the optimal value for b1 , b2 and b4 , we took these results as initial seeds for an additional MC simulation in which b3 was also included in Eq. (7.21), and repeated the
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optimization procedure. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 30.
We carried out several different Monte Carlo runs to find the ‘optimal’ optimization interval, meaning the range of radial separations over which we aim to best match
the phase evolution relative to the EOB model. We found that starting the optimization at r = 30M gave results that performed moderately well at early inspiral, but
that underperformed at late inspiral, leading to phase discrepancies of order ∼ 3 rads.

Starting the optimization at r = 20M instead decreased the phase discrepancy with
respect to the former case by a factor of 10 during early inspiral, and enabled us to
reproduce the phase evolution in the EOB model (for all the mass-ratios considered)
to within the accuracy of the numerical waveforms used to calibrate the EOB model
itself [39, 274]. Implementing these numerically optimized higher-order η corrections
in Eq. (7.21) gives
Lη

" 





35
65 2
583
5/2
3/2
2 9271
= x − η + B1 + 4πx B2 + x
η + η + πx
−
η + B3 (7.22)
12
504
18
24



#
 
41
94403
775
214745
193385
134
543
+ π2 −
η2 −
η 3 + πx7/2
η+
η2 ,
+ x3 η −
7 776
48
3024
324
1728
3024

where
1583.650 − 11760.507 η 2
η ,
1 + 142.389 η − 981.723 η 2
−12.081 + 35.482 η
19.045 − 240.031 η
=
η+
η2 ,
2
1 − 4.678η + 13.280 η
1 − 18.461 η + 74.142 η 2
51.814 − 980.100 η
η2 .
=
2
1 − 13.912 η + 88.797 η

B1 =

(7.23)

B2

(7.24)

B3

(7.25)

Given the energy flux defined by Eqs (7.19)–(7.21), we generate the inspiral trajectory using the chain rule

dx
dE dx
=
,
dt
dt dE

(7.26)

where we have used the mass-ratio corrected energy —Eq. (7.13)— to compute
dE/dx. Figure 31 shows that for binaries with mass-ratio q = 1/6, the phase discrepancy between our self-force model and EOB is <
∼ 0.5 rads at the light-ring, which is
within the numerical accuracy of the simulations used to calibrate EOB. It has been
shown recently that EOB remains accurate for mass-ratios up to q = 1/8 [275]. In
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that regime the phase discrepancy between this model and EOB is < 1 rad, at the
light-ring, as shown in Figure 31. For binaries with q = 1/10, the phase discrepancy
at the light-ring is <
∼ 1.2 rads, which is still within the numerical accuracy of available
simulations [276, 277].

It must be emphasized that even if we only use the inspiral evolution to model binaries with mass-ratios that typically describe NSBH binaries, our self-force evolution
model performs better than TaylorT4, since we can reduce the phase discrepancy between TaylorT4 and EOB at the last stable circular orbit by a factor of (∼ 40, ∼ 70)
for binaries with q = (1/6, 1/10) and total mass M ∈ (7M , 11M ) (see Figure 27).

Figure 31 conveys an important message — second order corrections to the radia-

tive part of the self-force may provide a robust framework to describe in a single model
not only events that are naturally described by BHPT, such as the mergers of stellar
mass compact objects with supermassive BHs in galactic nuclei [278, 279, 280, 281,
282, 283, 284], but also events that are better described by PN or numerical methods,
in particular the coalescences of comparable mass binaries [278, 285, 286, 287, 288].
To finish this Section, we describe the construction of the gravitational waveform
from the inspiral trajectory. At leading post-Newtonian order, a general inspiral
waveform can be written as
h(t) = −(h+ − ih× ) =

l
∞ X
X

h`m −2 Y`m (ι, Φ).

(7.27)

`=2 m=−`

If only the leading-order modes (`, m) = (2, ±2) and included, the inspiral waveform
components are given by

4 µ r2 φ̇2
h+ (t) =
D
h× (t) =



1 + cos2 ι
2


cos [2(φ(t) + Φ)] ,

4 µ r2 φ̇2
cos ι sin [2(φ(t) + Φ)] ,
D

(7.28)
(7.29)

where D is the luminosity distance to the source. Since the orbital evolution will
deviate from a circular trajectory during late inspiral (ṙ 6= 0), we must consider

more general orbits in which both ṙ and ṙφ̇ are non-negligible. For such orbits, at
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Figure 30: The (top, bottom) panels show the results of the optimization runs that
were used to constrain the values of the bi coefficients given in Eq. (7.21). The
panels show the results for binaries of mass–ratio q ∈ [1/6, 1/8], and total mass
M = [7M , 9M ]. The ‘optimal’ value for the coefficients has been chosen by
ensuring that the flux prescription minimizes the phase discrepancy between the
EOB model and our self-force model. The color bar shows the phase difference
squared between both models, which is integrated from r = 20M all the way to the
light-ring.
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Figure 31: The panels show the orbital phase evolution of a self-force model making
use of optimized PN energy flux given by Eq. (7.20) and the phase evolution as
predicted by the EOB model. The [top/bottom] panels exhibit this evolution for a
compact binary with mass–ratio q = [(1/6, 1/8), (1/10, 1/15)], and total mass
M = [(7M , 9M ), (11M , 16M )], respectively.
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Newtonian order, the GW polarizations are given by [289]:
"



1
2
2
2 2
1 + cos ι cos [2(φ(t) + Φ)] −ṙ + r φ̇ +
r
)
# 

1
2
2 2
sin2 ι ,
+ 2r ṙ φ̇ sin [2(φ(t) + Φ)] + −ṙ − r φ̇ +
r
(


1
4µ
2
2 2
h× (t) =
cos ι sin [2(φ(t) + Φ)] −ṙ + r φ̇ +
D
r
)
2µ
h+ (t) =
D

(

− 2r ṙ φ̇ cos [2(φ(t) + Φ)] ,

(7.30)

(7.31)

where ṙ can be computed using
dr
1 du dx
=− 2
.
dt
u dx dt
Having described the inspiral model, we now discuss the approach followed to smoothly
connect the late inspiral evolution onto the plunge phase. The adiabatic prescription
given by Eq. (7.26) breaks down when dE/dx → 0. Therefore, we need a scheme that

enables us to match the late inspiral phase onto the plunge phase. We will do this by
modifying the “transition” phase, extending the method of Ori and Thorne [290].
7.1.4

Transition and plunge phases

In this Section we describe an extension of the transition phase model introduced
by Ori and Thorne [290]. The basic idea behind this approach can be understood
by studying the motion of an inspiralling object in terms of the effective potential,
V (r, L), which takes the following simple form for a Schwarzschild BH [291]:

V (r, L) =

2
1−
r



L2
1+ 2 .
r

(7.32)

Throughout the inspiral, the body moves along a nearly circular orbit, and hence the
ratio of the energy flux to the angular momentum flux is given by:
dE
dL
=Ω .
dτ
dτ

(7.33)
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Near the ISCO, the energy and angular momentum of the body satisfy the following
relations:
E → EISCO + ΩISCO ξ,

(7.34)

L → LISCO + ξ.

(7.35)

Re-writing the effective potential, Eq. (7.32), in terms of ξ = L − LISCO , one notices

that during early inspiral, ξ  0, the motion of the object is adiabatic, and the

object sits at the minimum of the potential —as shown in the top panel of Figure 32.
However, as the object nears the ISCO, the minimum of the potential moves inward
due to radiation reaction. At some point, the body’s inertia prevents the body from
staying at the minimum of the potential, and adiabatic inspiral breaks down [290] —
illustrated in the bottom panel of Figure 32.
The equation that governs the radial motion during the transition regime is found by
linearising the equation


dr
dτ

2

= E(r)2 − V (r, L),

(7.36)

using Eqs. (7.34), (7.35), and
dξ
= κ η,
dτ

32 7/3
Ė
with κ =
Ω √
5
1 − 3u



,

(7.37)

ISCO

where Ė is the general relativistic correction to the Newtonian, quadrupole-moment
formula [261]. We now extend these Eqs. by including finite mass-ratio corrections.
Eq. (7.36) can be replaced by
dx
u2 (1 − 2u)
=
dt
E(x)
where we have used



du
dx

−1 

2

E(x) − V (u(x), L(x))

dτ
1 − 2 u(x)
=
,
dt
E(x)

1/2
,

(7.38)

(7.39)

and the expressions for the energy and angular momentum are given by Eqs. (7.13),
(7.14). In order to linearize Eq. (7.38) we replace E(x) and L(x) by Eqs (7.34) and
(7.35) respectively.
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Figure 32: Top panel: The object sits at the minimum of the effective potential,
Eq. (7.32), which corresponds to the case ξ = L − LISCO  0. Bottom panel. Blue
(top) curve: radial geodesic motion, which corresponds to ξ = L − LISCO  0; Red
(middle) curve: the object nears the ISCO and the orbit shrinks due to radiation
reaction. Note that the minimum of the potential has moved inwards (ξ = 0.35).
Yellow (bottom) curve: body’s inertia prevents it from staying at the minimum of
the potential, and adiabatic inspiral breaks down (ξ = 0). At this point the
transition regime takes over the late inspiral evolution [290]. Note: this plot is based
on Figure 1 of [290].
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Figure 33: The top panel shows the effective potential for a Schwarzschild BH
without including finite mass–ratio corrections. Note that the minimum of the
potential takes place at the ISCO, which can be determined using Eq. (7.18). The
bottom panel exhibits the influence of finite mass-ratio corrections on the effective
potential used to modify Ori and Thorne transition regime [290]. The curves
represent binaries (top to bottom) with mass-ratios
q ∈ [0, 1/100, 1/20, 1/10, 1/6, 1/5, 1].
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As discussed in [290], since these equations use the η-corrected values for E(xISCO ),
L(xISCO ) and ΩISCO , then they remain valid even for finite mass-ratio η [290]. In
Figure 33 we show the effect that these finite mass-ratio η corrections have on the
effective potential V (x, L(x)). We determine the point at which the transition regime
starts by carrying out a stability analysis near the ISCO using dE/dx. As shown in
Figure 29, the ISCO is determined by the relation dE/dx = 0. We have found that
the relation


dE
dx


transition

= −0.054 +

1.757 × 10−4
,
η

(7.40)

provides a robust criterion to mark the start of the transition regime for binaries with
mass-ratios 1/100 < q < 1/6.
In [261], the authors only kept terms linear in ξ, but we have explored which higher
order terms had a noticeable impact on the evolution by examining their impact on
the length and phasing of the waveform. We found that terms ∝ ξ and ∝ (u−uISCO )ξ

were important, but corrections at order O(ξ 2 ) could be ignored even for comparable
mass-ratio systems.

We model the evolution of the orbital frequency during the transition regime and
thereafter in a different manner to that proposed by Ori and Thorne [290]. In order
to ensure that the late-time evolution of the orbital frequency of our self-force model
is as close as possible to the orbital evolution extracted from numerical relativity
simulations, we incorporate the late-time frequency evolution that was derived by
Baker et al [292] in their implicit rotating source (IRS) model, namely:
dφ
= Ωi + (Ωf − Ωi )
dt



1 + tanh(ln

√

κ + (t − t0 )/b)
2

κ
,

(7.41)

where Ωi is the value of the orbital frequency when the transition regime begins, and
Ωf is the value of the frequency at the light ring, which corresponds to ω`mn /m, where
ω`mn is the fundamental quasi-normal ringing frequency (n = 0) for the fundamental
mode (`, m) = (2, 2) of the post-merger black hole (see Eq. (7.45) below). The
constant mass-dependent coefficient t0 is computed by ensuring that dΩ/dt peaks at
a time t = t0 . The parameter κ is computed by enforcing continuity between the first
order time derivative of the orbital frequency as predicted by the self-force evolution
—Eq. (7.5)— and that given by the first order time derivative of Eq. (7.41).
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After the transition regime, the plunge phase equations of motion are: the second
order time derivative of Eq. (7.38) which gives the radial evolution, and Eq. (7.41)
which describes the orbital frequency evolution. We determine the point at which to
attach the plunge phase by integrating Eq. (7.38) backwards in time, and finding the
point at which the transition and plunge equations of motion smoothly match.
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Figure 34: (Top, bottom) panels: the left panel shows the inspiral, transition and
plunge radial evolution for a BH binary of mass-ratio q = (1/6, 1/8) — and total
mass M ∈ (7M , 9M ) — using the coordinate transformation given by Eq. (7.15).
The right panel shows the orbital frequency M Ω from late inspiral all the way to
the light ring. The evolution starts from an initial radial value r = 30M .
In Figures 34 and 35 we show the evolution obtained by combining Ori and
Thorne’s [290] transition approach for the radial motion with the frequency evolution proposed by Baker et al [292]. In all the cases shown in Figures 34 and 35,
the orbital frequency peaks and saturates at the value given by ω`mn /m. This can be
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Figure 35: As in Figure 34, but with the (top, bottom) panels showing the radial
and orbital frequency evolution for binaries with mass–ratios q = (1/10, 1/15), and
total mass M ∈ (11M , 16M ), respectively. As before, the evolution starts from
an initial radial value r = 30M .
understood if we analyze the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (7.41) near the light-ring,
i.e.,

dφ
≈ Ωf − (Ωf − Ωi ) e−2(t−t0 )/b .
dt

(7.42)

Recasting Eq. (7.41) in this form, enables us to identify the constant coefficient b with
the e-folding rate for the decay of the fundamental quasinormal mode (QNM). Using
the IRS model for frequency evolution therefore allows for a smooth transition from
late inspiral to the plunge phase.
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7.1.5

Ringdown Waveform

Numerical relativity simulations have shown that coalescing binary BHs in general
relativity lead to the formation of a distorted rotating remnant, which radiates GWs
while it settles down to a stationary Kerr BH [293, 294]. The GWs emitted during this intermediate phase resemble a ringing bell. Hence, this type of radiation is
commonly known in the literature as ringdown radiation, and consists of a superposition of QNMs — first discovered in numerical studies of the scattering of GWs in
the Schwarzschild spacetime by Vishveshwara [295]. QNMs are damped oscillations
whose frequencies are uniquely determined by the mass and spin of the post-merger
Kerr BH. The frequency ω̂ of each QNM has two components: the real part represents
the oscillation frequency, and the imaginary part corresponds to the inverse of the
damping time:
ω̂ = ω`mn − i/τ`mn .

(7.43)

As discussed above, the observables ω`mn , τ`mn are uniquely determined by the final
mass, Mf , and final spin, qf , of the post-merger Kerr BH. The mass of the post-merger
BH Mf is modeled using the phenomenological fit proposed in [296],
Mf
=1−
M

√ !
2 2
1−
η − 0.543763 η 2 .
3

(7.44)

This expression reproduces the expected result in the test-particle limit, and also
reproduces results from currently available NR simulations [296, 297]. We determine
the final spin of the BH remnant qf using the fit proposed in [298]:
qf =

√

12 η + s1 η 2 + s2 η 3 ,

(7.45)

with
s1 = −3.454 ± 0.132,

s1 = 2.353 ± 0.548.

(7.46)

This prescription is consistent with the numerical relativity simulations described
in [298, 297], and reproduces test-mass limit predictions. This compact formula is
also consistent with the prescriptions introduced in [299, 300]. The largest discrepancy
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between Eq. (7.45) and those derived in [299, 300] is <
∼ 2.5% for binaries with q <
∼ 1/6.
The ringdown waveform is given by [294, 292]
h(t) = − (h+ − ih× ) =

Mf X
A`mn e−i(ω`mn t+φ`mn ) e−t/τ`mn ,
D `mn

(7.47)

where A`mn and φ`mn are constants to be determined by smoothly matching the

plunge waveform onto the subsequent ringdown. The ringdown portion of the selfforce waveform model constructed in this chapter includes the mode ` = m = 2
and the tones n = 0, 1, 2. The approach we follow to attach the leading mode and
overtones is the following:
• In order to ensure continuity between the plunge and ringdown waveforms, we
use the end of the plunge waveform — Eqs. (7.30), (7.31) — to construct an

interpolation function F (t). The interpolation method used to construct F (t)
is a cubic spline.
• We match the plunge waveform onto the leading mode ` = m = 2, n = 0
of the ringdown waveform, Eq. (7.47), at the point where the amplitude of
the plunge waveform peaks, tmax . Attaching the mode requires F (t = tmax )
and F 0 (t = tmax ) which are computed from the interpolation function. These
conditions fix two constants per polarisation.
• To attach the first overtone, ` = m = 2, n = 1, we insert into Eq. (7.47) the
constants determined by attaching the leading mode as seeds to compute the
amplitude and phase coefficients for the first overtone by enforcing continuity
at tmax + dt.
• Finally, we insert into Eq. (7.47) the value of the amplitude and phase coefficients previously determined for the leading mode and first overtone, and
determine the four remaining constants by enforcing continuity at tmax + 2 dt.
Having described the methodology followed to construct complete waveforms for
comparable and intermediate mass-ratio systems, we finish this Section by putting
together all these various pieces to construct sample waveforms for a few systems with
mass-ratio q ∈ [1/6, 1/8, 1/10, 1/15], and total mass M ∈ (7M , 9M , 11M , 16M )
in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: The panels show sample waveforms from inspiral to ringdown for systems
with mass-ratios q ∈ [1/6, 1/8] —and total mass M ∈ (7M , 9M )— (top
panels—from left to right) and q ∈ [1/10, 1/15] —and total mass
M ∈ (11M , 16M )— (bottom panels —from left to right). The inspiral evolution
for the [top, bottom] panels starts from r = [30M, 25M ].
7.1.6

Summary

In this Section we briefly summarize the key ingredients that were used to develop
the waveform model described in this chapter:
• Inspiral evolution
– The building blocks of the inspiral evolution are the expressions for the
energy, E, and angular momentum, L, — Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) — that
include gravitational self-force corrections and are valid over the domain
0<x<

1
3

[260].

9.71
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– The orbital frequency is modeled using Eq. (7.5). This prescription encapsulates gravitational self-force corrections that render a better phase
evolution when calibrated against EOB.
– The inspiral trajectory is modeled using the simple prescription (7.26).
This scheme is no longer valid near ISCO, where dE/dx = 0 for binaries
with q ≤ 6.
– We construct the inspiral waveform using Eqs. (7.30), (7.31).
In order to improve the radiative evolution, we derive the second-order corrections
to the flux of energy. This was necessary in order to construct a waveform model
that is internally consistent, i..e, since the orbital elements include first-order conservative corrections, then radiative corrections should enter the flux at second order.
We calibrate these corrections by enforcing a close agreement between our self-force
model and EOB. We show that our model can reproduce the orbital phase evolution
predicted by EOB within the numerical error of the NR simulations used to calibrate
the EOB model itself.
When the inspiralling object nears the ISCO, we need to invoke the ‘transition
scheme’ introduced by Ori and Thorne [290], which enables us to smoothly attach
the late inspiral evolution onto the plunge phase.
• Transition phase
– The transition regime starts at a point when dE/dx satisfies Eq. (7.40).
– The equations of motion that govern the transition phase are (7.34),
(7.35). These relations are valid, since the motion near the ISCO is nearlycircular.
– Using Eqs. (7.34), (7.35), we linearize the second order time derivative of
Eq. (7.38).
– In order to reproduce the orbital phase evolution predicted by numerical
simulations from the ISCO to the light-ring, we modify the original transition phase by smoothly matching the inspiral orbital phase evolution,
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Eq. (7.5), onto the IRS model, Eq. (7.41) at the start of the transition
phase.
• Plunge phase
– The equations of motion that govern the plunge phase are given by the
second order time derivative of Eq. (7.38), and Eq. (7.41).
– We integrate these relations backwards in time to find the point at which
both the transition and plunge equations of motion smoothly match. The
transition phase ends at this point.
– Near the light-ring Eq. (7.41) has the behavior predicted by BHPT, which
enables us to smoothly match the plunge phase onto the ringdown.
– Both the transition and plunge waveforms are constructed using Eqs. (7.30)
and (7.31).
• Ringdown phase
– The ringdown waveform is constructed using Eq. (7.47).
– We use the plunge waveform to construct an interpolation function F (t),
and then use this function to attach the leading mode ` = m = 2, n = 0
at the point where the amplitude of the plunge waveform peaks, tmax . We
0
0n=0
enforce continuity by ensuring that F (tmax ) = hn=0
RD and F (tmax ) = hRD .

– We include the first and second overtone n = 1, n = 2 in the ringdown
waveform.
Throughout the chapter we have emphasized the fact that our model provides a
more reliable framework to model binaries whose components are non-spinning, and
with mass-ratios q ≤ 1/6, as compared to available PN approximants. It is worth em-

phasizing that our model is also computationally inexpensive. All the waveforms we
generated to constrain the higher-order η corrections in the energy flux —Eq. (7.22)—

can be generated in fractions of a second. A direct comparison between our code and
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EOB shows that, averaged over 500 realizations, our code is ∼ 20% faster than the op-

timized version of the EOB code currently available in the LIGO Algorithms Library.
It should be emphasized, though, that our code at present has not been optimized,
and hence, compared to EOB our model is expected to further reduce the cost of
waveform generation, making it relatively more viable for parameter estimation efforts. This is a key feature in our model that enabled us to sample a wide region of
parameter space to constrain the Bi coefficients in Eq. (7.22). Our model is internally
consistent and the only phenomenology invoked during its construction is related to
currently unknown physics, i.e., higher order radiative corrections to the energy flux.
Once these corrections are formally derived in the near future, the flexibility of our
model will enable us to replace the radiative corrections that we have currently computed by numerical optimization. At that stage, we will be able to describe in a single
unified model the dynamical evolution of binaries whose mass-ratios range from the
extreme to the comparable regime.

7.2

Conclusions

In this chapter we have developed a self-force waveform model that captures the
inspiral, merger and ringdown phases for binaries with mass-ratios q ≤ 1/6. This work
suggests that a model which incorporates first-order conservative self-force corrections
in the orbital elements, and second-order radiative corrections in the dissipative piece
of the self-force, may suffice to describe in a unified manner the coalescence of binaries
with mass-ratios that range from the comparable to the extreme. Using the available
conservative self-force corrections [260], we also found that binaries with mass-ratios
q>
∼ 1/6 do not have an ISCO. For systems with q ≤ 1/6, we have derived a simple
relation that provides the location of the ISCO in terms of the symmetric mass-ratio
(see Eq. (7.18)). To describe the inspiral evolution, we obtain second-order corrections
to the energy flux by minimizing the phase discrepancy between our self-force model
and the EOB model [39, 274] for a variety of mass-ratios. We show that our model
reproduces the phase evolution of the EOB model within the accuracy of available
numerical simulations for a variety of mass-ratios.
This chapter also presents an extension of the “transition regime” developed by
Ori and Thorne [290] to smoothly match the late inspiral evolution onto the plunge
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phase. We found that the inspiral phase expression for the orbital frequency does not
reproduce the same accurately during the plunge phase, as predicted by NR simulations. Therefore, we embedded the self-force framework in the IRS model proposed
by Baker et al [292] to ensure that our model is as close as possible to the orbital evolution predicted by NR simulations. The implementation of this prescription ensures
that the orbital frequency saturates near the light-ring, which facilitates matching
onto the ringdown phase.
The motivation for constructing this model is two-fold: to exhibit the versatility
of the self-force formalism to accurately describe the evolution of binaries beyond the
extreme mass-ratio limit; and to provide a tool that can be used to extract information from GW observations of comparable and intermediate mass-ratio binaries.
Current studies have only explored the use of PN approximants to model the coalescence of NSBH binaries, despite their inadequacy to capture the evolution of these
systems [301, 302, 47] (see Figure 27). Comparing Figures 27 and 31, we conclude that
even if second generation GW detectors were only capable of capturing the inspiral
evolution of NSBH mergers, our self-force model would be better equipped to describe
these events. The construction of this IRS self-force model constitutes an important
step towards the construction of more reliable waveforms to describe IMRCs.
Having developed a foundation to model binaries on circular orbits whose components are not rotating, the next step is to incorporate more ingredients in order
to model GW signals from binaries whose components have significant spin [303, 39,
304, 305, 288, 306, 307, 262], or for systems that form in core-collapsed globular clusters, and hence are expected to have non-negligible eccentricity at merger [308, 309].
In order to do so, we require input both from the self-force program — which is
making substantial progress towards the computation of the self-force in a Kerr background [310, 311, 312]— and from Numerical Relativity simulations [38], especially
for binaries with 1/20 < q < 1/10.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The first observation runs of Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo detectors are
scheduled for 2015. By 2018, these detectors will reach their design sensitivity. These
second-generation terrestrial detectors will be able to see up to 10 times further out
in the universe than their earlier counterparts. For a compact binary population
uniformly distributed in co-moving volume, this translates to a thousandfold increase
in the expected detection rate. Gravitational wave searches make use of theoretical
knowledge of binary dynamics and employ modeled waveforms as filter templates.
With the increase in sensitivity, the resolution of the detectors for small errors in
modeled waveforms also increases. In this dissertation, we primarily focus on selecting and developing optimal waveform filters for Advanced LIGO searches. We also
validate gravitational-wave search algorithms using accurate numerically simulated
signals injected into emulated detector noise.
Past binary black hole searches have used post-Newtonian (pN) and EffectiveOne-Body (EOB) waveforms as filters. While the pN waveforms are computationally
inexpensive, they are restricted to the inspiral regime of binary coalescence. EOB
waveforms include the complete coalescence process through inspiral, merger and
ringdown, and also the sub-dominant waveform harmonics. However, they are also
computationally more expensive. For low mass binary black holes (m1 , m2 ≤ 25M ),

we explore the region of the parameter space over which pN waveform templates
are sufficiently accurate, in the sense of being able to recover more than 97% of the
optimal signal-to-noise ratio, and where in the parameter space would searches need
EOB waveform templates. Here we approximate the waveforms with their dominant
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multipoles. Next, we study the impact of ignoring sub-dominant waveform multipoles
in searches. We find that including sub-dominant harmonics could increase the reach
of aLIGO and Virgo for binaries which have their orbital angular momentum highly
inclined to the line of sight connecting them to the detector.
Numerical Relativity (NR) has seen recent breakthroughs and rapid progress in
simulating the merger of orbiting black holes. These are the most accurate solutions to
Einstein’s field equations available. Still, due to their computational cost, numerical
relativity simulations span only the last stages of the binary inspiral, alongwith the
merger and ringdown. It is possible to join these short but accurate strong-field
simulations with post-Newtonian waveforms that cover the slow-motion regime, to
construct pN-NR hybrids. We demonstrate that, within the limits of current NR
technology, it is possible and viable to use hybrid waveforms in gravitational wave
searches. In addition, we show that hybrid waveforms can cover the entire region
of the binary black hole parameter space where pN waveforms are insufficient for
Advanced LIGO searches.
Apart from having applications as search templates, and in enhancing the accuracy of waveform models, NR simulations can be used to validate gravitational-wave
search algorithms. We do precisely this within the purview of the NINJA-2 project.
Several numerical relativity groups contributed post-Newtonian-hybridized simulations to the project. These were subsequently injected in emulated advanced detector
noise. We demonstrate the ability of existing search algorithms to successfully detect
these simulations embedded within realistic noise. This is different from the NINJA-1
project on a few counts, one of them being the nature of the emulated noise. In the
NINJA-2 project, initial LIGO data with its non-Gaussian transient noise was recolored to the expected sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO-Virgo detectors, as opposed
to colored Gaussian noise that was used in NINJA-1. Therefore this project provided
a more robust test of our search methods, and provided a benchmark against which
future search developments could be compared.
While the above concerns primarily comparable mass-ratio binaries, we also develop a waveform model for intermediate mass-ratio ones with m1 /m2 ∈ [10, 100].
Intermediate mass-ratio systems, containing intermediate mass and stellar mass black

holes will also be relatively more massive than stellar mass binaries. This would shift
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the frequency of the emitted gravitational radiation to lower values, and their lateinspiral and merger would occur in the most sensitive frequency band of the Advanced
detectors. This makes the modeling of the later portion of their waveforms crucial to
their detection. First-order conservative self-force corrections have been derived for
a test-particle moving in the background of a supermassive Schwarzschild black hole.
Using the form of these calculations, we formulate a prescription to model the early
and late inspiral of such binaries. Then, using the implicit rotation source picture
(due to Baker et al [292]), we develop a model for the plunge and merger, where the
black holes are close and the orbits are no longer quasi-circular. We then complete the
description by stitching the quasi-normal modes emitted by the black hole formed at
merger. Therefore, we complete a model that captures the entire coalescence process
for intermediate mass-ratio binaries of non-spinning black holes.
To summarize, for comparable mass ratio binaries, we show that a combination of
post-Newtonian and post-Newtonian–Numerical-Relativity hybrid waveforms would
be sufficient for gravitational wave searches. This is true for the entire stellar-mass
non-spinning binary black hole parameter space. We also successfully validate gravitational wave search algorithms that have been used in the most recent LIGO-Virgo
searches, using accurate numerical simulations injected in emulated detector noise.
For intermediate mass ratios, we develop an accurate waveform model that captures
the binary dynamics from the weak-field slow-motion regime to the strong-field regime
up to the merger of both compact objects. Therefore the work presented in this dissertation is an effort towards arriving at optimal search filters for non-spinning binary
black holes which are prospective sources detectable by the second-generation terrestrial gravitational wave detectors; as well as towards validating existing search
algorithms using an improved testing methodology.
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Appendix A
Post-Newtonian Waveforms
The basic ingredients for building post-Newtonian waveforms are the orbital energy
and energy flux. From these, we can obtain the phase and amplitude evolution of
the gravitational waveform emitted by a binary of black holes. In this section, we
collect results from PN theoretic calculations for non-precessing binaries, i.e. those
for which the orbital plane remains fixed all through the inspiral and merger phases
(referred to as aligned-spin binaries).

A.1

Phasing

In the PN approximation, the orbit related quantities are computed as expansions in
the velocity parameter,

v :=

dφ
M
dt

1/3

= (πM f )1/3 ,

(A.1)

The energy loss from the system is compensated by the energy carried by the outgoing
gravitational radiation F , as well as the flow of energy into each black holes due to the
tides raised on its horizon by the other hole. The latter is given as a rate of change in
the mass of the black holes Ṁ (v). Using this, we modify the energy balance equation,
Eq. 2.6, as

dE
= −F − Ṁ
dt

(A.2)

Using the chain rule, dE/dt = ∂E/∂v dv/dt, the same for dφ/dt, and Eq. A.1, we can
write the equation for the phase of the emitted gravitational radiation as the integral
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equation
Z

v

φ(v) = φ(v0 ) +
v0

We can also solve

v 3 ∂E(v)/∂v
.
M F (v) + Ṁ (v)

F (v) + Ṁ (v)
dv
=−
,
dt
∂E(v)/∂v

(A.3)

(A.4)

to obtain the characteristic velocity v as a function of time t, and combine with Eq. A.3
to get the phase as a function of time. Therefore, the phasing can be obtained in
both time and frequency domains.
We will now collect formulae for the energy flux, mass loss due to tidal deformation
of black hole horizons, and the orbital energy from past work in the field. Given the
masses m1 and m2 and spin vectors S1 and S2 , we define the following parameters:
M := m1 + m2 ,
η := m1 m2 /M 2 ,
δ := (m1 − m2 )/M ,

χi := Si /m2i ,

(A.5)

χs := (χ1 + χ2 )/2 ,
χa := (χ1 − χ2 )/2 .
We also define the quantities χs and χa to be the components of the spin vectors
perpendicular to the orbital plane, namely χs := χs · lN and χa := χa · lN , where lN

is the unit vector along the Newtonian angular momentum LN := ~r × p~.

The orbital energy can be written in terms of the PN expansion parameter v

defined above as [313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 204, 322, 323, 324, 325,
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326, 327, 328, 329]
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(A.6)

We take the derivative of this formula with respect to v to find the energy function
appearing in Eq. A.3:
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(A.7)

Similarly, the energy flux can be written as [313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320,
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321, 204, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329]
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where γ is the Euler constant.
In [330], Alvi computed the energy flowing in and out of the inspiraling black holes,
leading to the change in their mass, spin and area of the horizon. The calculation
involved calculating the effect of the Newtonian field of each black hole on the horizon
of the other hole, and using the horizon deformation to obtain the energy absorption.
By combining the rates of mass change for both black holes, we obtain the rate of
change of the total mass as
 5h
i
v
32 10 2
2
2
2
2
Ṁ (v) = v η −
(1 − 3η)χs (1 + 3χs + 9χa ) + (1 − η)δχa (1 + 3χa + 9χs )
.
5
4
(A.9)
This formula was derived for comparable mass-ratio binaries. A similar calculation
has been done in the extreme-mass-ratio limit [331], and agrees with this formula in
that limit. The effect of the total Ṁ (v) term in energy balance is to change the orbital
phase of the emitted gravitational waves by less than a radian in the duration in which
the waveform is in the frequency range of terrestrial detectors [330]. Therefore:
• Except for its explicit presence in Eq. (A.4), we always treat the mass as a
constant.

• We also ignore the higher-order spin terms calculated in [330].
Below we describe the formulae for the different post-Newtonian variants that are
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used in the context of terrestrial gravitational wave detectors. The naming convention,
which is colloquially used, follows from [332]. First, we define the leading order spinorbit correction β at 1.5PN, leading order spin-spin correction σ at 2PN, next-toleading order spin-orbit corrections γ at 2.5PN, tail-induced spin orbit corrections ξ
at 3PN and third order spin-orbit corrections ζ appearing at 3.5PN, as follows:
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TaylorT1 phasing

The TaylorT1 approximant is computed by numerically integrating the ordinary differential equation for v(t) in Eq. (A.4), using the expressions for orbital energy, flux,
and mass change given in Eqs. (A.7), (A.8), and (A.9). The phase is then computed
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by substituting this result for v(t) in φ(v(t)) obtained by integrating Eq. (A.3).
A.1.2

TaylorT4 phasing

The TaylorT4 approximant is similar to the TaylorT1 approximant, except that the
ratio of the polynomials on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.4) is first expanded as a
Taylor series, and truncated at consistent PN order. Explicitly, dv/dt becomes

(
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A.1.3

TaylorT2 phasing

Instead of integrating Eq. (A.4) to obtain v(t), we can also invert the same equation
and solve for t(v). This leads to the TaylorT2 approximant. The expresion for t(v)
is obtained from:
(
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Integrating Eq. A.3 by first expanding the right hand side gives the phase as a
function of velocity, φ(v). This completes the construction of TaylorT2 waveforms.
A.1.4

TaylorF2 phasing

Starting from the explicit expressions for time and orbital phase in the TaylorT2
approximant, it is possible to analytically construct the Fourier transform of the
gravitational waveform using the stationary phase approximation [332, 333, 334].
This was described in the discussion preceding Eq. 2.14. We can decompose the
Fourier transform of h̃(f ) := Ãlm (f ) eiΨlm (f ) , and contemporary gravitational wave
searches use the (l = 2, m = ±2) multipoles in searches. The form of the Taylor
series of Ψ22 is given as:
(
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Substituting v = (πM f )1/3 , we obtain the TaylorF2 phasing as a function of the
gravitational wave frequency.
A.1.5

Waveform amplitudes

The currently available expressions for the nonspinning parts of the waveform are
found in [335]. Due to space consideration, we refer the reader to Eqs. (9.3) and (9.4)
of that reference for the amplitude of different multipoles resulting from the decomposition of h+ − ih× into harmonics. To these, we must add the spin terms given
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in [336], which can be decomposed into harmonics and written as [337]
H2,2
H2,1
H3,2

r

16 π 5 
v η 2δχa + 2(1 − η)χs + 3vη χ2a − χ2s e−2iΦ ,
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3 5
r
π 4
= 4i
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5
r
32 π 5 2 −2iΦ
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3 7

(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.20)

Waveform multipoles with negative values of m can be obtained from
H`,−m = (−1)` H̄`,m .

(A.21)

The frequency domain TaylorF2 amplitudes in Fourier space can be deduced from
their time-domain description A`m by
s
Ã`m = A`m

2π
= A`m
mφ̈

r

2πM
,
3mv 2 v̇

where v̇ can be calculated from Eq. (A.15) and replacing v with (πM f )1/3 .

(A.22)
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